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BACKGROUND

Following a request from the President of the Alemaya University of Agriculture and

after a number of consultations between officials of the university and the Economic

Commission for Africa (ECA), Mr. G.I. Abalu, the Commission's Senior Regional

Adviser in Food and Agricultural Policy and Planning undertook a mission to Alemaya

University of Agriculture from January 15 to February 3, 1996 to offer a training

programme in agricultural production, policy analysis, and planning to a number of

Ethiopian participants.

The mission was in conformity with the approved programme of the United

Nations Regular Programme of Technical Cooperation for the 1996-1997 Biennium

which calls for support to member States in the planning, formulation, and analysis

of food and agricultural policies.

The Alemaya College of Agriculture was established at Alemaya, Harar Region,

through a technical assistance agreement signed between Ethiopia and the United

States on May, 1952, in which the Oklahoma State University was selected as the

implementation agency. A four year programme of general agriculture was started at

Jimma in 1953 while the Alemaya campus was under construction. The Alemaya

campus was inaugurated in January 1958. Specialized major areas of training were

introduced in 1960. The Alemaya College of Agriculture was upgraded to a fully-

fledged university in 1985.

The Participants

The training programme was attended by 10 participants. They were all on

leave of absence from the Ministry of Agriculture, the Institute for Agricultural

Research, provincial agricultural offices and other agricultural institutions in the

country. The participants all had first degrees and were all planning to undertake

research on Ethiopian agriculture before returning to their respective places of work.

The Training Programme

The training programme was specifically designed to sharpen the participants'

skills in planning and implementing food and agricultural policies and to develop their
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ability to carry out an informed analysis of the methods and processes through which

farmers and farm firms adjust to changing economic forces.

The basic contents of the course are presented in the rest of this. Part I of the

report covers the training provided in agricultural production analysis while Part II

covers the instructions in policy analysis and planning.

Course Expectation

At the end of the course each participant is expected:

1. To be able to systematize agricultural production problems, express

meaningful and realistic hypotheses, and outline credible empirical

procedures.

2. To be able to use the basic principles of agricultural production to

determine all the possible strategies and options Ethiopian farmers and

the Ethiopian Nation can use in solving their food and agricultural

problems.

3. To be able to analyze agricultural strategies, policies, and policy

instruments and relate these to the achievement of national agricultural

development goals
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PART ONE

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION ANALYSIS
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Performance of the Agricultural Sector in Africa

1. Agricultural performance is affected by the structure of the

agricultural sector:

the number of firms, size, and distribution

distribution of labour

distribution of capital

size of the average farm

quantity of resources used.

2. Agricultural performance is affected by the behaviour of farmers

which is in turn affected by:

size of the farm

managerial organization

competitive structure

the nature of products

methods and source of financing

kinds of risks and uncertainties.

Agricultural production during 1991 -1970 increased at an annual

rate of 2.9 percent. Since then, food and agricultural production has barely kept pace

with population growth. Many recent studies suggest continued stagnation in

agricultural productivity. Rapid population growth exceeding 3.0 per cent per annum

is expected to lead to declining per-capita grain consumption levels. The whole of

Sub-saharan African is projected to make little progress in raising its low per-caoita

food supplies by the year 2010, if present trends continue. Neither are incomes

expected to rise fast enough to allow food imports to offset the decline.
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The Structural Characteristics of African Agriculture

Sub-Saharan African agriculture is mainly rain-fed with irrigated agriculture

accounting for only three percent of the total cultivated area. During independence,

low population densities characterized most of the region. Today, however, the

situation is changing dramatically in most areas. In countries such as Togo, Benin,

Rwanda and Burundi, the eastern parts of Nigeria, the industrial mining areas of

eastern and southern Africa and a number of Island States such as Mauritius and Cape

Verde, it is becoming increasingly difficult to expand local food production horizontally

in pace with population growth. In these areas, increases in population density has

necessitated a shortening of the fallow period resulting in incomplete natural

regeneration process of soils previously under cultivation and a consequent decrease

in soil fertility.

The main characteristics of African agriculture include the following:

1. Small farm size (over 60 percent only 2 Hectare or less).

2. Widespread reliance on land fallow for the maintenance of soil fertility.

3. Widespread use of slash and burn clearance techniques.

4. Predominant use of manual labour and limited use of mechanical and

animal power.

5. Lack of capital or credit for purchase of inputs and services.

6. Serious shortages of labour at peaks of various farm operations.

7. Sharp division of labour between the sexes.

8. Highly diversified farming systems in terms of the number of crops,

animals and non-farm activities practised.

9. Low productivity and low returns to farming.
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10. Farming mainly for subsistence but with varying proportions for sale.

The main constraints confronting African agriculture include:

1. Physical Constraints

a. Climate

b. Soil

2. Biological

a. Low yielding and unimproved crops and livestock.

b. High incidence of disease, pests and weeds due to

unfavourable farming environment.

c. Drastic environmental changes resulting from human

activities with adverse effects on ecological

equilibrium or balance in nature.

3. Socio-economic Constraints.

a. Small farm sizes drastically reduced by population

pressures.

b. Land tenure difficulties.

c. Shortage of labour.

d. Lack of credit and low incomes.

e. Poor marketing facilities and pricing structures.
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f. Unavailability and high costs of inputs.

g. Poor extension services.

h. Illiteracy hampering the adoption process,

i. Poor transportation,

j. Inappropriateness of inputs,

k. Lack of adequate packages of improved inputs.

The Scope of Agricultural Production Analysis

1 \Afhrt is Economics?

Economics is the study of how resources are used to satisfy the needs

and desires of people. Economics is a science of choice making. It

involves choosing among alternatives. The important considerations

involved in this choice include:

scarcity

goals or wants (unlimited)

allocation

choice indicator is the criteria which weighs the alternatives

according to the value to the consumer or producer.

2. Micro-Economics

study of specific economic links

concentrates on single unit or aggregation of units

always part of the whole

study of individual firms

* their relationship to each other

* their relationship to a sector (e.g., agriculture, production
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economics micro-economics)

* their relationship to the economy as a whole

3. Macro-Economics

study of the economy as a whole

4. Dynamic and Static Economics

a. Static Economics:

- without reference to time

- single valued

- perfect certainty (risk and uncertainty can

be introduced into static analysis but not

time

- snapshot

b. Dynamic Economics:

takes time into consideration

economic phenomenon related to preceding or

succeeding events

emphasizes uncertainty with time

when uncertainty is present expectations

become mutti-valued

c. Static and Dynamic models are found in both micro and

macro economics.

5. Agricultural Economics

a. Applies the techniques and principles of economics to agricultural

problems.
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b. The goal of the agricultural economics is to increase efficiency in

agriculture, i.e., produce more food from the nation's stock of

agricultural resources.

c. Areas of specialization in agricultural economics include:

i. Farm Management - increasing efficiency at

individual farms,

ii. Marketing.

iii Designing government programmes for agriculture,

iv Agricultural Policy,

v. Farming systems.

d. Role of economic Theory:

The good agricultural economist depends on economic

theory and principles not on guesses or chances

Economic theory represents a logical abstraction from the

real world

The usefulness of economic theory is in its conformity with

actual situation.

The Economics of Agricultural Production

1. Definition: It is an analysis of the manner and mechanisms through which

individual farms adjust to changing economic forces:

Individual farms are small relative to the industry.

How will individual farms react to change? - Positive.

How should they react? - Normative.

* Changing consumer demand.

* Changing agricultural technology.

* Impact of new inputs and new methods of production.

* Changes caused by credit availability, wealth, government
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policies and programmes

2. Importance:

Mistakes made in farming could be very costly to farmers and to

governments.

New procedures and research tools are needed to replace intuitive

judgements and rules of thumbs.

The economics of agricultural production develops the logic to

study problems of agricultural production.

The principles {theory of the firm) dealing with production

relationships, costs, returns, and resource use on individual farms,

are essentially a planning framework.

3. Relation to Other Disciplines

Science:

The economics of agricultural production is related to science

disciplines such as agronomy, soil science, animal science,

forestry, etc. These disciplines define the physical production

possibilities from which choices must be made.

Social Sciences

The economics of agricultural production must also draw from the

social sciences because it involves human behaviour and

uncertainty.

4. Procedures

a. Deductive: Employs basic principles and logic in establishing

hypotheses and formulating research procedures.

b. Inductive: Employs statistical or empirical procedures to test the
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hypotheses or models formulated in the deductive

phase.

c. The Principles of Enquiry:

i. Formulate the Problem:

Define the nature of the doubt, confusion or

uncertainty facing the individual farmer or farm firm.

Delineate the gap between "what is", and "what

ought to be".

ii. Formulate the Hypothesis:

A statement of the theoretical solution or model,

iii. Design the Imperial Procedures:

Specify the evidence needed.

Specify the statistical techniques to be employed.

Specify the design of the statistical or experimental

method.

iv. Assemble and Process the Data:

Select the sample.

Devise the questionnaire.

Enumerate the data.

Analyze the data.

v. Interpret the Results.
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5. Objective of Part One of the Course:

a. To equip the student with the ability to enable him or her to be

able to move freely from the top to bottom and vice-versa of the

five steps outlined above using deductive or logical analysis.

b. To equip the student with the ability to move freely from bottom

to top and vice versa using inductive or statistical analysis.

c. To equip the students with the ability to apply principles of

economics in a coherent and consistent manner to the problems

of agriculture particularly as they relate to Ethiopia in particular

and Africa in general.
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II. PRODUCTION AND COST FUNCTIONS

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to present some basic input-output and costs

relationships that are important to the understanding of resource allocation problems

in agriculture

The Concept of a Production Function

1. Definition

1. An input-output relationship which describes the rate at

which resources are transformed into products.

2. There are numerous input-output relationships in

agriculture. A production function can be expressed in

different ways.

Symbolically:

Y = f(X1r X2, X2/ X^/XJ

where:

Y = Output.

X, - Xn = Different inputs.

f = Signifies the form of the relationship.

Xt to X,,., = Variable inputs.

Xn = Fixed input or technical input.

2. Usefulness

a. It is a planning device.

b. It must be appropriate for the production process and growing
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conditions being studied.

3. Perfect Certainty

a. Risks and uncertainty complicate the use of production functions.

b. For the time-being we will assume that the farmer knows the

eventual outcome of the production process, i.e. we make the

assumption of perfect certainty.

4. Level of Technology

a. A product can be produced in many ways.

b. The assumption is that the farm manager uses the most efficient

process available to him, i.e., the one that results in the most

product from a given input.

c. This assumption is not necessary but is reasonable.

d. The method of production used is called the level of technology or

the state of the arts.

5. Length of Time Period

a. Production function depicts a given unit of time

b. Fixed Resource: If the quantity cannot be varied during the

production period

c. Variable Resource: Its quantity is to be varied at the start or

during the productive period

d. Plant: A group of all fixed resources at a particular

time
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e. Classification of the Length of the Production Period

i. Very short run: All resources are fixed.

ii. Short-run: At least one resource is varied while

other resources are fixed.

iii. Long-run: All resources can be varied.

d. Note: The distinction between short-run and long-run is often

nebulous.

Resource Product Relationships

To all Physical Product (TPP)

Average Physical Product (APP)

Marginal Physical Product (MPP)

1 .Total Physical Product Function = Output of the production process

Y = 3X + 2X2 - O.TX3

This is a classical production function.

- First output increases at an increasing rate.

- Then output increases at a decreasing rate.

- Then a maximum output is reached.

- Out decreases at higher levels of input
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Tw Classical Production Function

Input Output

X Y

Average

Physical
Product

APP

Marginal Physical
Product

MPP

Exact Average

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

0.0

4.9

13.2

24.3

37.6

52.5

68.4

84.7

100.8

116.1

130.0

141.9

151.2

157.3

159.6

157.5

150.4

0.0

4.9

6.6

8.1

9.4

10.5

11.4

12.1

12.6

12.9

13.0

12.9

12.6

12.1

11.4

10.5

9.4

0.0

6.7

9.8

12.3

14.2

15.5

16.2

16.3

15-8

14.7

13.0

10.7

7.8

4.3

0.2

-4.5

-9.8

4.9

8.3

11.1

13.3

14.9

15.9

16.3

16.1

15.3

13.9

11.9

9.3

6.1

2.3

-2.1

-7.1

Elasticity of

Production

MPP

APP

0.00

1.37

1.48

1.52

1.51

1.48

1.42

1.35

1.1-

1.0C

0.8?

0.62

0.3C

0.02

-0.43

-1.0-

Total Physical Product Function: Y - 3X + 2X: - 0.1X1

Average Physical Product Function: APP ■= 3 + 2X - D.1X1

Marginal Physical Product Function: MPP = 3 - AX - 0.3X:

4 8 6 8 10 12 14 D 16

The Classical Production Function
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2. Average Physical Product

Y = 3X + 2X2-0.1X3 « 3 + 2X- 0.1X2

X X

a. It measures the rate at which an input is transformed into a product.

b. APP is not defined when X = 0.

c. Efficiency is defined as Output, APP = measure of efficiency.

Input

3. Marginal Physical Product. It is the Change in output resulting from e unit

change in input.

a. MPP = AY (Average)

AX

b. It is the slope of the TPP curve.

c. Exact Calculation

Y = 3X + 2X2-0.1X3

First derivative of the production function = dY/dX = 3 + 4X -

0.3X2 = Slope of the TPP curve or the exact MPP at any level of X.

4. Law of Diminishing Returns and The Three Stages of Production

a. Definition: If increasing amounts of one input are added to a

production process while all other inputs are held constant,

the amount of output added per unit of variable input will

eventually decrease.
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b. Meaning: The law suggests that there is some "correct" amount of

variable input to be used in combination with the fixed

input. Also called law of diminishing productivity or law of

variable proportions.

5. The Three Stages of Production

a. Each stage is important from the stand point of resource use.

b. Stage I

- MPP ) APP.

- APP is increasing.

- APP reaches its maximum at the beginning of Stage II.

c. Stage II

- MPP is decreasing

- MPP < APP

- MPP ^ 0

- The efficiency of the variable input reaches a peak at the beginning of

Stage II (10 units).

- The efficiency of the fixed input is greatest at the end of Stage II (14

units).

d. Stage III

- MPP = negative

e. Beginning of Stage II

APP = 3 + 2X- 0.1X2
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dAPP = 2 - 0.2X = 0

dX

X - _2_ - 10

0.2

f. Beginning of Stage III

TPP = maximum

= Slope of TPP = 0

MPP = 0

MPP = 3 + 4X - 0.3X2 = 0

X - -4 +V(16 + 3.6) « 14.04

-0.6

6. The Stages of Production and Economic Recommendations

a. If the product has any value at all, input use once begun should be

continued until Stage II is reached because the efficiency of the variable

resource increases throughout Stage I.

b. Even if the input is free, it should not be used in Stage III. It is not

reasonable to increase input use when total output is decreasing.

c. Stage II and its boundaries are the areas of economic relevance:

Variable input use must be somewhere in Stage II.

The exact amount will be determined by choice indicators:

* Input prices

* Output prices
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7. Elasticity of Production

a. The law of diminishing returns leads to the "point" of diminishing returns.

Where is the point? It is ambiguous

MPP begins to decrease at an input level of 6.7, the point of

inflection on the production function where MPP is at its

maximum.

APP begins to decrease at 10 units.

TPP begins to decrease at 14 units.

The point of diminishing returns could be any of these three

measures.

To avoid this some economists prefer to use the law of

diminishing marginal returns, i.e., as successive units of the

variable input are added, marginal returns will eventually decrease.

But there is still ambiguity. The point of diminishing marginal

returns (6.7 units) differs from the boundary of stage II (10 units).

A solution using the Elasticity of production has been suggested

by Cassels.

- e measures the degree of responsiveness between output and input.

* Like any other measure of elasticity it is independent of the unit

of measure.

€P = % A in output

% A in input

= AY/Y + AX/X = X/Y . AY/AX = MPP/APP
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In Stage I: MPP > APP

/. €P > 1

In Stage II: MPP > APP

.'. 0 < €P

In Stage III: MPP < 0

A €p < 0

In the calculations in the table the EPs are exact as opposed to average or arc
elasticities MPP/APP.

ep = dY/dX . X/Y

MPP = dY/dX = 3 + 4X - 0.3X2

APP = X/Y = X = i

3X + 2X2-0.1X3 3 + 2X-0.1X2

So €p = 3 + 4X - 0.3 X2

3 + 2X- 0.1X2

When X = 1, ep = 6.7/4.9 = 1.37

X = 10, ep = 13/13 =1.0

Note:

a. When ep = 1, a 1% change in input use will produce and 1% change in
output.

b. When ep > (or <) 1, a 1 % change in input will produce more or less than a 1 %

change in output.
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c. The point of diminishing return can be defined to occur where MPP = APP and

e - 1, i.e., the lower boundary of Stage II.

d. This is the minimum amount of variable input that can be used and it occurs

where the efficiency of the variable input is at its maximum.

e. Using this definition and without knowing input or output prices, it can be

argued that input use will always be extended to the point of diminishing

returns.

e. At the end of Stage II MPP = 0, and hence ep - 0

f. So the relevant production interval for a variable input is that interval where:

0 < €p < 1

Costs of production

Definition; Costs are the expenses incurred in organizing and carrying out the

production process.

Fixed Costs:

- Costs of fixed inputs

- Do not change as amount of output changes, i.e., independent of output.

Cash fixed costs includes:

* land taxes

* principal and interests or land payments

* insurance premiums

Variable Costs

- Costs of variable inputs

- Cost functions are the first step in incorporating the impact of the market place

upon the farm enterprise.
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- They incorporate both the production function and the fixed and variable costs
of production.

Computation of Tnt?l

Production Costs Dgwvro from the Cwssk^l Products Function [P = $100)

lfi»l?L*L J!>^ ;_?) (8) (9} MC (10)
ZYL?g * re Average

0 0 SI.000 S - 31,000 S-S-S— S ~ s —
1 4.9 1,000 100 1.100 204.1 20.1 224 1 20A 140
2 13.2 1,000 200 1.200 75.8 15.2 910 120 ]q2
3 24.3 1,000 300 1,300 41.1 12 3 53 4 9-° 2,
^ 37 6 1.000 400 1,400 26.6 10.6 37 2 7'5 n
5 52.5 1,000 500 1.500 19.0 9 5 28 5 6J rk
6 68.4 1.000 600 1,600 14.6 8 8 23 4 63 «o
7 87.4 1,000 700 1,700 11.4 30 194 61 «i
8 100.8 1.000 800 1.800 9.9 79 178 6'2 2,
9 116.1 1000 900 1.900 8.6 78 164 65 t't

10 130.0 1.000 1.000 2,000 7.7 77 154 7.2 °°
M 141.9 1,000 1,100 2,100 7.0 7 8 14 8 8A a*
12 151.2 1,000 1,200 2,200 6.6 7 9 145 108 ,,o
13 157.3 1,000 1,300 2,300 6.4 8 3 14 7 16'4 IH
14 159.6 1,000 1,400 2,400 6.3 8 8 151 43-5
15 157.5 1,000 1,500 2,500 6.4 95 159 -
16 150.4 1.0QQ 1.600 2.600 6.7 10.6 173 ~
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1. Production Function - Cuts (1) and (2)

2. Cost of unit of variable input = 100.00

3. Fixed costs = 1,000

4. TVC = PXX

5. The shape of the TVC curve depends on the shape of the production function

6. TC = TFC + TVC = TFC + PXX.

i

Note:

- In cost functions Y, output is the independent variable,

- Costs represents costs of fixed and variable inputs.

- So cost functions express the cost of the fixed and variable inputs as functions

of the amounts of output.

- Production functions express output as a function of inputs.

- Input costs = Input quantities X input prices.

So: a. Cost functions and production functions are by nature inversely related to

each other,

b. Knowledge of one implies knowledge of the other when prices are known.

AFC, AVC, and ATC

1. AFQ = TFC/Y

ifY = 24.3f AFC = 1,000/24.3 = 41.1

If Y = 141.9, AFC = 1,000/141.9 = 7.0

When Y = 0, AFC cannot be computed.

Note

- AFC always has the same shape regardless of the Production Function.

- Its general location depends on the magnitude of the total fixed costs.
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2. AVC = TVC/Y = PXX/Y = Px . X/Y = PX/APP

- AVC depends on the amount of production.

- The shape of the AVC depends on the shape of the Production Function.

- AVC cannot be computed when Y = 0.

3. AIC = TC/Y = AFC + AVC

If Y = 87.4, ATC = 1,700/87.4 = 19.4

ATC = 11.4 4- 8.0 = 19.4

4. Marginal Cost

MC - Change in total Cost per unit increase in output.

MC = ATC/AY DY

Between Y = 4.9 and Y = 13.2, Average MC

1.2Q0 - 1.000 = 1QQ = 12 Column (9)

13.2-4.9 83

But ATC = ATVC

So MC is also = ATVC/AY

- Geometrically, MC = Slope of TC curve and TVC curve

- Column (10) shows the exact MC for each corresponding level of output.

- The shape of the MC is an inverse relationship to that of MPP.
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MC = ATC/AY - ATVC/AY = PX(AX)/AY = PX(AX) - PX/MPP

Note:

1. MC and AVC are equal at 10 units of inputs and 130.0 units of output. This is the
same point where MPP = APP

2. Costs are usually computed as a function of output

3. Costs need to be computed and graphed for inputs and outputs amounts only in

Stages I and II of the production Function.

Estimating Cost Functions

1. Direct Method

a. By observing costs and output data for a large sample of similar farms.

b. Once the total cost functions are obtained, the other cost functions could be
determined.

2. Indirect

a. By estimating the cost functions from the production Function when the

production function is known. Use along with fixed costs and input prices

to derive ail cost functions

Cost Function Known

TC = 100 + 6Y + 0.4Y2 + 0.02Y3

TFC = 100

TVC = 6Y - 0.4Y2 + 0.02Y3
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AVC = IV£ = 6Y - 0.4Y2 + Q.02Y3

Y Y

« 6 - 0.4Y + 0.02Y2

AFC =

Y

MC = dTVC = 6 - 0.8Y + 0.0Y2

dY

- Since total cost function corresponds to the production function, MC and AVC

curves decrease, reach a minimum, and then increase.

- The level of output, Y at which AVC and MC reach their minima can be

calculated.

When AVC = minimum, slope - 0

Minimum AVC

AVC = IY£ d AVC = -0.4 + 0.04Y or Y = 10,

Y dY

MC Minima

d MC = -0.8 + 0.12Y orY = 6.67

dY

Minimum ATC

ATC « IC = 100Y"1 + 6-0.4Y + 0.02Y2

Y
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d ATC = -100Y-2 + 0.04Y - 0.4

dY

= -100 + 0.04Y - 0.4 = 0

Y2

Y = 17.85

At this level of output,

ATC = minimum = MC - 10.83

Note:

The slope of the MC curve at any point can be determined by substituting into:

d MC = -0.8 + 0.12Y

dY

Estimating Cost Functions From Production Functions

- In cost functions Output, Y is the independent variable.

- Costs represent costs of fixed or variable inputs.

- So cost curves express the cost of the fixed and variable inputs as functions of

the amounts of outputs.

- Production functions express output as a function of inputs.

- Input costs are input quantities X input prices.

So: 1. Cost functions and production functions are by nature inversely related to

each other.
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2. Knowledge of one implies knowledge of the other when input prices are

known.

TVC = PXX = Total variable cost function

Y = f(X) = Production function

Express X as a function Y

X = f1 (Y)

1. This equation is the inverse of the production function for values of Y restricted

to Stages I and Jl.

2. It is not a cause and effect relationship.

3. It shows the minimum amount needed to produce a given level of output.

Take a quadratic Production Function

Y = 8X- 1/2X2 = 0 <1)

APP = Y/X = 8 - 1/2 X linear function

MPP = dY/dX = 8 - X linear function

TP = maximum when MPP = 0, i.e, when X = 8

The zone of economic relevance for this function is 0 < X ^ 8

The limits of the Y values = 0 < Y < 32

The inverse function of the production function can be written as follows:
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0 = -1/2X2 + 8X - Y

Substituting into the production function gives:

X = 8 -V(64-2Y) for 0 < Y < 32

The TVC for this production can be expressed as:

TVC = PXX = Px (8 V(64-2Y) for 0 <, Y < 32

MC = dTVC/dY = £x/v/64-2Y for 0 <; Y <; 32

- which is undefined when Y = 32

- MC becomes very large and increases without limit as Y approaches 32

- Thus the line Y = 32 becomes a vertical asymptote for MC
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III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Allocation of One Variable Input

The Allocation problem

The allocation problem is also called the problem of factor-product relationship.

The importance of this relationship is that it can be used to determine the quantity of

the variable input that should be used in combination with the fixed inputs:

- How much fertilizer to apply per hectare?

- How much water to use for irrigation?

- How many steers to graze in a given pasture?

- How many hens to put in a given hen house?

The Answer

The answer to these allocation problems depends on the farm manager's

objectives. The manager has limited resources on his farm. His problem is to use

these resource to achieve his goals.

So the resolution to the problems depends on the specification of a goal or set of

goals, i.e., the Objective Function

In production economics, the commonly assured goal is economic efficiency which

subsumes the narrower goal of profit maximization.

Economic Efficiency

This refers to the combination of inputs that maximise individual on social

objectives. Economic efficiency os defined in terms of two conditions: necessary and

sufficiency.
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1. Necessary condition

This condition is met in a production process when there is:

a. No possibility of producing the same amount of product with fewer inputs

b. No possibility of producing more product with the same amounts of inputs

c. In production function analysis, this condition is met in stage II, when the

elasticity of production meets the following condition:

0 < €p < 1

d. The necessary conditions is an objective condition.

e. In a given input-output relationship many input-output combinations will

satisfy this condition. Hence the need for an additional condition to single out

one from the many that meet the necessary condition.

2. Sufficient condition

a. The sufficient condition is subjective as it encompass individual goals and

values. It may therefore vary from individual to individual or from group to

group depending on the objectives and preferences.

b. They are called choice indicators in abstract theory. They help the manager

determine input uses that are compatible with his objectives, e.g. A

subsistence farmer may allocate a certain portion of his land to sorghum

irrespective of what the price of maize is.

c. So while the choice indicator satisfying the sufficient condition may vary,

economic efficiency is met because the manager is achieving his stipulated

goal.
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The Economic Setting

Even though production economics deals with the individual farm, the markets in

which farmers buy and sell cannot be neglected because these markets influence their

buying and selling activities. So a complete analysis of a farm business must involve.

a. The characteristics of the markets in which the firm purchases inputs;

b. The technical and economic characteristics of the production process which

takes place in the firm, i.e. the nature of costs, profits, etc.

c. The type of markets in which the firm sells its products;

d. Most of our analyses will assume a competitive market-oriented economic

setting. Our analyses and interpretations of the resulting economic phenomenon

must, however, be rationalized by the real economic setting operating in our

own environment.

Basic Assumptions

The following basic assumptions are made:

a. Farmers buy and sell inputs and outputs in purely competitive markets.

b. Farmers want maximize net returns or profits from variable inputs.

c. Prices and input-output relationships are assumed to be known with certainly.

Profit Maximization

The problem is to find the most profitable point of operation for an enterprise in the

short-run. This can be found in two ways.

Either:
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* Determine the most profitable amount at input

or

* Determine the most profitable level of output.

Because the production function relates input to output a unique manner in Stage

il either method results ultimately in the same answer.

- The most profitable or optimum amount of a variable input is that amount which

maximizes short-run profits from the production process.

- Once the optimum amount of the variable input is being used in the short-run,

the only possible way to increase profits would be to change technologies rr the

quantities of the fixed input.

Methods of Determining the Optimum

Two ways:

- Determining the amount of optimum input.

- Determining the amount of optimum output.

1. Determining the Optimum Amount of Input

. TVP = the total Birr value of the production of an enterprise:

= P . YI y • I

where Py = Price per unit of output.

Y = Output at any level of input X.

- The production function is vital to the computation of profits because only the

production function can relate inputs to revenues and output to costs.
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- The simple profit model can be stated as follows:

Profit « TVP - TC = TVP - TVC -TFC

= PVY - PXX - TFC

Given the production function:

- Y = f(x)

Then profit is expressed as a function of the input as follows:

:. Profit = Pv.f{x) - PXX - TFC
V

So, determining the optimum amount of variable input now becomes the problem

of maximising profit as a function of x.

Profit - P^-Px - 0
X *d X Hy dX

Py MPP - Px = 0

PyMPP = Px

Py. MPP is the slope of the TVP curve and is called the valve of the margtnai

product.

Px = the slope of the total cost function. In pure competition, Px will always

be a constant.

So, profits will be maximized when the slopes of TVP abd TC are equal. In this

case both are expressed as functions of the input X.
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The optimum amount of X can be calculated when the production function is

known.

It is possible that the solution could be a minimum instead of a maximum. To

ensure that it is a maximum, the second derivative should be examined for the

appropriate (negative) sign.

Given Y = 3x + 2x2 - 0.1 x 3

Py = 20, Px = 100, TFC = 1000

Substitute its derivative into Py . MPP = Px, gives:

20(3 + 4x- 0.3x2) = 100

Solving (0.3x2 - 4x + 2 =0) using the general quadratic formula gives:

X = 4 + ^16 ~ 24 = 12.8

The second solution for x = 0.52.

However, it results in negatives profits. When allowance is made for 1000 TFC,

profits = -1,010.25 when x = 0.52 and 847.30 when x = 128.

In addition, for profits to be maximum, the second derivative of the equation:

Profit = TVP - TVC - TFC

- -40x + 40x2 - 2x2 - 1000 must be less than zero.

Thus d2 Profit = 80 - 12x

dx2

= negative when x = 12.8

= positive when x = 0.52
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So Pv . MPP = Px represents the main principle of the factor-product relationship,

i.e. The slope of the TVP curve has to equal the slope of the TC curve if maximum

profit from the variable input is the objective.

Dividing both sides by Pv gives:

MPP = Px

Py

So, stated differently, the marginal product of the variable input must equal the

inverse ratio of the number of units that can be purchased from the sale of one unit

of output as represented by the input-output price ratio.

So the slope of TVP function is:

. A7VP . M^>2 . PyAl . RUPP - VMP
AX AX yAX y

since Pw = constant.
y

So the slope of the TVP curve represents the value of the increment in total value

resulting from the use of one additional unit of output.

The slope of the total cost as a function of input is given by:

ATC A7VC A^A _ -AX . «= = = p

AX AX AX XAX

since Px is a constant.

So, when short-run profits are maximized, the manager will continue to increase

the amount of the variable input used in the production process as long as the addition

to revenue exceeds the addition to cost.

When added returns equals added costs, the optimum is attained.
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Maximum Profit Versus Maximum Yield: Choice Indicator

1. The solutions presented above are based on the assumption that the manager's

goal {his choice indicator) is to maintain profit. Once profit maximization is set as

a goal, the choice indicator automatically selects the input amount.

2. Maximum profits from an enterprise do not always occur where output is a

maximum.

3. The goal of maximum yield from a fixed input, such as kg of sorghum per ha, is not

compatible with the goal of maximum profit per unit of fixed input as long as there

is a price tag attached to the variable input. The reason is that the efficiency of

production decreases in stage II of the production function and beyon^ the

maximum profit point, the added inputs costs more than they are able to earn.

4. Thus the quest for maximum yield is not consistent with the goal of maximum

profit, unless variable input are free.

- The objective of factor-product relationship = to find the amount of x where the

slope of the TPP is equal to the product when the goal is profit maximization.

- The price ratio line can then be interpreted as an equal profit line. i.e. it can

move up and down in a parallel way. But only one will be tangent to the

production function where profit is maximize and indicates the level of X that

is consistent with the profit maximization objective.

In our diagram, the point of tangency maximizes OK = relative magnitude

of profit before

fixed costs from X.

KB = represents relative costs of X.

- If the objective was to maximize yield the price ratio line would have to pass

through Z, where X = 14, and MPP = 0. Profits would be lower.

- If the objective was to maximize APP, the price-ratio would shift downwards to
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pass through W where X = 10. Profits would be lower.

- So maximum profits from the fixed inputs or maximum efficiency from the variable

inputs are not compatible with maximum short-run profits.

Note: the importance of relative prices:

- If Px and Pv both double, the slope of the price ratio line will not change.

- If Px declines (increases) relative to Pv then the price line becomes relatively

flatter (steeper) with a smaller (larger slope).

- If X is free, the price-ratio line will be horizontal and maximum yield would

become compatible with maximum profit.

Determining the optimum amount of output

Profit = TR - TC

= PVY - PxX -TFC

= PyY-Pxf'm -TFC

where X = f1 (Y) in Stages I and II.

Taking the derivative of profit with respect to Y gives:

d Profit _ p p dX _ 0

~W ' y~ *dY

where :

dX - the derivative of the inverse function

dY with respect to Y
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But in stages I and II

dX 1

dY dY MPP

dX

So the marginal condition can be written as :

d Profit = Py - PX/MPP = 0

d Y

Py - MC = 0

Therefore Pv = MC at the optimum.

We can also more generally differentiate the profit equation with respect to Y to get:

dProfit _ dTR__dTC _ Q

dY dY dY

dTR _ dTC

dY ' dY

MR = MC

In pure competition, MR = Pv

- Because the farmer sells in a competitive market, output price is constant.

- The producer will use input as long as Pv >_ AVC.

- When Py < AVC, the farmer is loosing all fixed costs and part of his variable costs.

- Optimum output always occur where Py intersects MC at a point on or above the

AVC curve. This is the portion of the MC that is in stage II of the production

function.
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Note

1. The vertical dashed lines show that optimum output is the same for both the total

<TR and TC) curves and the marginal (MR, MC) curves.

2. The cost curves are relevant only when Px = 100.

3. In the short-run, the farmer will produce as long as he is able to cover variable

cost. For this reason the MC curve above the AVC curve is considered to be the

supply function for the producer. As Pv increases or decreases, the optimum levels

of output increase or decrease along the MC curve.

Comparing Methods (1) and (2)

Note that:

1. VMP = Px can be written as:

Py.MPP = PX

Py ■ AY = Px

AX

or

Py.AY = PX.AX

(Py . AY) = measures returns added by an increase in output

(Px . AX) = measures cost added by the increases in input/

2. But the

Pv = MC expression can be written:
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P., = MC = PJMPP = Px .AX/AY

or

PV.AY = PX.AX

So the two methods of determining the optimum are comparable.

Note

1. MR and MC refer to units of outputs. So they should never be used when referring

to added returns on costs per unit of inputs.

2. VMP and MFC {marginal factor costs, i.e. marginal expense of a unit of input)

should never be used when referring to added units of output.

Equilibrium

Definition:

Short-run

equilibrium:

Long-run

equilibrium:

When the firm operates at the point where MC = MR, it is said to

be in equilibrium.

When fixed costs are present and the firm is

operating in the short-run, the equilibrium is called short-run

equilibrium. That is variable inputs are being used such that MR =

MC.

When the firm is able to change both fixed and

variable inputs in such a way that all inputs are at a level where MR

= MC, it is said to be in long-run equilibrium.

Note

In short-run equilibrium:

1. The farmers primary concern is staying in business.
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2. Short-run equilibrium is determined by the output where Pv = MC, as long as MC

_> AVC.

3. In the short-run, the farmer will operate even if he cannot cover fixed costs

because these costs will be incurred regardless of the amount of production.

a. When Pv = MC = ATC all costs are being paid and the farmers returns is

exactly what is needed to keep him in business.

b. When Pv = MC, but Py > ATC, the manager is making a profit in excess of

what is needed to keep him in business - Economic Rent. In a competitive

market situation, economic rent accrues only in the short-run. In the long run,

market entry takes place, output expands, supply increases, and prices fall to

a point where Py = MC = ATC. Because there are no excess profit or

economic rent, new producers are not tempted to enter into production.

Derived demand for inputs

- Production functions can be used to derive the farmer's demand curves for

inputs.

- Just as the marginal cost curve above the AVC serves as the supply function

for the product, the value of the marginal product curve can be interpreted as

the demand for the variable resource.

- In general, the "derived demand" curve for the variable input is the VMP curve

in stage II.

Whenever returns to the variable inputs are decreasing, the value of the MPP

curve is sloping downwards to the right because of diminishing returns to scale.

The negative slope denotes that larger quantities of inputs well be purchased

only at lower input prices.
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Farm income and costs

1. Production functions

2. Cost functions

3. The choice of the optimum amount of a variable input.

Let us now integrate these concepts with traditional farm budget techniques.

Example of TC and TR calculated for sorahum production per hectare

Total Revenue P©r Ha

1. TVP

{150 kg/ha X 2.75/ha) 412.50

Variable costs

2. Labour (6 hrs x 3.00) 18.00

3. Seed {17 #x 0.76) 13.00

4. Herbicides and insecticides 15.00

5. Fertilizers {125 kg x 0.20 kg) 25.00

6. Fuel and oil 4.00

7. Machinery and equipment repairs 6.00

8. Insurance 0-00

9. Drying 15.00

10. Harvesting 37.50

11. Miscellaneous —Q-5Q

12. TVC 134.00

Fixed costs

13. Land tax 4.00

14. Insurance

Machinery (42,000 x 0.5%)/676 0.31

Equipment 20,000 x 0.5%/160 ha 0.64

15. Depreciation

Machinery {42,000 x 12.5%)/676 ha 7.77
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Equipment {20,000 x 7%)/100/ha 8.93

16. Interest on capital investment

Land (500 per ha x 6%0 30.00

Machinery (42,000 x 6%)/676 3.73

Equipment (20,000 x 6%)/160 7.65

17 TFC 63.03

18. Net cash income 1-12-13-14 275.55

19. Net income per hectare 18-15 256.85

20. income to labour and management 19-1.6 215.47

a. TR = 412.50 - Average for of a period of time, e.g. annual

b. Cash earnings = Total incoming cash flow of the year

c.; (a) and (b) do no have to be identical, eg.

- A farmer who sells 99 goats and eats 1 has the same TR as the farmer who

sells 100.

- The total cash receipts differ by one goat.

- The goat eaten represents a non-cash portion of revenue.

- Other non cash items such as fuelwood, garden products, etc are relevant when

computing total revenue for a farm.

"■-.. Although non-cash revenues are difficult to calculate, they should be included

when calculating TR for the farm.

d. Fixed and variable costs.

e. Costs like revenues can be either cash or non-cash. Cash costs are incurred when

resources are purchased and used immediately on the production process, e.g.

labour, fuel which do not last for more than one production period.

f. Cash expenses can be obtained directly from the farmers account books. In t he

example, for each hectare, the farmer must pay for all variable costs, land taxes,

machinery taxes, and insurance (i.e. 134 + 4.00 + 0.95 = 138.95) from cash

- flow.

g. Net cash income = Total cash receipts - cash expenses.
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= 412.50 - 138.95 = 273.65 per ha

= This is not pure profit because non- cash costs have not yet been

included.

h. Non-cash costs consist of depreciation and payments to resources owned by the

farmer. Depreciation represents an attempt to spread the investment cost over the

productive life of the asset.

i. Cash income - depreciation = Net income per ha.

The net income concept applied to the whole farm is called the net farm income.

Net farm income is the source of payment to the farmer's labour, management, and

capital.

Opportunity Costs

Definition

1. Every resource used in the productive process has only one true cost, i.e. its

opportunity cost.

2. The opportunity cost of a resource is the return the resource can earn when put to

its best alternative use.

3. a. 1 ton of fertilizer on SG - Birr 150 earning

1 ton of fertilizer on WT = Birr 100 earning

If he fertilizes WT, opportunity cost = 100

If he fertilizes SG, opportunity cost ~ 150

i.e he has forgone 1 50 to earn 100.

b. The most return from a unit of input is realized when the actual earned return

is equal to or greater than the opportunity cost.

- Note that no mention was made of the cost of fertilizer. Once purchased, its

cost is irrelevant.
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- However, if fertilizer is not yet purchased, the opportunity cost situation

changes. For example if fertilizer costs 110, his choices are now:

- keep the 110 and buy no fertilizer

- buy and fertilize SG

- buy and fertilize WT

- If he fertilizes SG, opportunity cost - 110 for he could have had that much

by not buying anything.

- If he fertilizes WT, his opportunity cost is 150.00.

4. Payments for farmers' owned resources.

- Even through they do not have a purchased price, resources owned and used

by farmers do have an opportunity cost. The money, they earn from their

best alternative use:

- In terms of capital goods, it is the total amount they would earn if their value

was invested in its best alternative use. This is called interest on investment.

- Family labour used on farms should also be charged. These charges

represent what the family labour could earn if employed off the farm.

- Farmers can also charge themselves the opportunity costs of their

management services.

- If opportunity costs of family labour and management are zero, the budget

usually labels the residual earnings "Labour and management income". The

farmer can then decide wether the income is satisfactory to him.

Profits

Profit - Total revenue - Total cost

Profit 5* Net cash receipts

Income, labour, and management *■ Profit
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Pure profit = Income, labour & management - Value of own labour - Value of
Management

Personal income = Return to all owned resource

+ interest on investment

+ returns to labour & management

+ pure profit

+ opportunity cost of debt free land.

Profit = represents the surplus earnings remaining after all resources are paid.

of Profit

1. The reward of the entrepreneur for visualizing and organizing the production

process.

2. The reward for risk taking.

3. The reward for contrived scarcity of resources, i.e. when production is
deliberately limited so as to increase prices artificially. When a resource is held
out of production and a shortage of the product occurs so that prices increase

and profits increase.

Allocation of Two Variable Inputs

Production Situation

1. Fundamental relationships among one output and two or more variable inputs

in the production process.

2. At least one productive input is fixed and the law of diminishing returns hold.

3. A given amount of output can be produced in more than one way using many

different combination of inputs.

4. Substitution possibilities among inputs or factors of production lead to factor-

factor relationships.

5. Poses more challenges to the manager: as the number of alternative ways of
producing a given product increases, the choice of the combination of inputs to

meet the farmer's or society's objectives increases.
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Example: Response of maize yield to fertilizers and number of plants per ha

Number of plants per ha

Kg of

nitrogen

per ha

0

50

100

150

200

9,000

50.6

78.7

94.4

97.8

88.9

12,000

54.2

85.9

105.3

112.4

107.1

15,000

535

889

1119

1226

1210

18,000

485

875

1142

1286

1306

21,000

392

819

1123

1303

1359

The data above can be interpreted as a series of individual or sub-production

functions.

Row 1: Maize yield response to increasing numbers of plants when fertilizer level is

fixed at 0.

Row 2: When fertilizer is fixed at 50 kg.

Row 3: etc.

Production Function for Two Variable Inputs

Y = f(X, X2)

Y = Amount of product.

X, X2 = Amounts of the two variable inputs.

Interpretation: The amount of out Y depends in a unique way upon the amounts of

the two variable inputs used in the production process, X., and X2,

along with fixed inputs.

1. The production surface

eg. Y = 18 X, - X,2 + 14 X2 - X22 - Quadratic production function

The output from any combination of inputs can be computed by substituting the

selected values for X1 and X2.

Note:
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a. The output or TPP is increasing at a diminishing rate for low levels of XV and X2.

b. When X, = 0, and X2 = 0, then Y = 0.

c. Y reaches a maximum when the MPPs = 0

i.e. MPPs = 0

i.e. MPP^ = MPP. = 0

i = 18 -2X, = 0 -X, = 9

dY = MPP^ = 14-2^ = 0-^ =

i. When X, = 9, X2 = 7, Y = max of 130

ii. When Xt > 9 and X2 > 7, both MPPs would be negative and Y will drop

below 130.

d. The production function gives the amount of product forthcoming if a particular

combination of inputs is used.

e. It is subject to all the restrictions discussed on the one variable input production

function.

Isoauants

The isoquant is the curve representing all combinations of X, and X2 that produce

a given level of output. Also called the isoproduct curve or equal product curve.
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Suppose 105 units can be produced using the following combinations:

9

6

5

4

5

2

3

4

7

10

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

(Curve Representing All
) Combinations of X, and
)Xa That Produce 105 Units

of Product (an Isoquant)

.(3,61

,5)
(5,10)

(4,7)

J I X

5 6 7 8 9 H)

Relationship of Isoouants to the Production Surface

Note:

a. With the exception of the 0, and the maximum output,a II output levels can be

produced using several different input combinations.

b. If the production function is expressed in algebraic form, the isoquant can be

determined algebraically. Given the quadratic production function:

Y = 18 X, - X,2 + 14X2- X22

To algebraically derive the isoquant, the productive function can be solved for X,

as a function of X2 and Y by using the general solution an equation quadratic

formula:
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18 - (324 - 56^ - 4X>2 - 4V)2
X, - —

X = 9 - (81 - 14X> - X| - V)

Substituting Y = 1 05 and X2 = 6, we get X^ =4.1

130

OUTPUT

LEVEL OF

ISOQUANT

iMini I ;niiiiftrii-: iimi a 11 vi-'in- n- 11 t'l"'"'""
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(i) So Isoquants can be determined for any particular level of output including 0,

130.

(ii) They never cross because each combination of inputs can produce one and only

one amount of output.

(iii) They are convex to the origin. A concave isoquant would lead to solutions that

are not optimal since the conditions for economic efficiency would be violated.

Marginal Rate of Input Substitution

The marginal rate of input substitution of X2 for X-, is defined as the amount by

which Xt must be decreased to maintain output at a constant amount when X2 is

increased by one unit.

(a) !t is represented by the slope of the isoquant

(b) Between the points (X2 = 2, X,« 9) and {X2 = 3, X, = 6)

£ " ~^2 " 1 '

Note: Some books define it the opposite way, i.e.

AX1 — is called MRSx1forX2

AX2

The concept remains the same, but the terminology is reversed.

(c) MRSX2forX = -MEP.2
MPPx1

(i) The negative sigh must be added because the isoquant slopes downwards

to the right.
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(ii) The MRS represents the ratios of the MPPs.

Exact MRS

Here we use MPPs derived from the production function,

dY

(17)
^ d)q dXj 14 -

dY dXt 18-2X1

Thus the exact MRS on the isoquant for X2 = 6 and X2 = 3 is:

14 - (3) _ Q = _ 4

18 - (6) " 6 3

b. The exact MRS can be calculated for any point on any of the isoquants by

substituting the appropriate X, and X2 values into:

- 14- 2X?

18-2X!

Relationships hstween Inputs

a. Substitutes

Inputs are technical substitutes for one another when an increase in one input

permits a decrease in the other while maintaining the level of output.

(i) When resources or inputs are technical substitutes, they are said to compete

with one another.
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(ii) The marginal rate of substitution for inputs that are technical substitutes is

negative.

b. Decreasing Rates of substitution

(i) When the input being increased substitutes for successively smaller amounts of

the input being replaced, decreasing rate of substitution is said to occur, ie.if

MRSX2forX1 decreases absolutely (ignoring the negative sign) as X2 is increased

along an isoquant, then a decreasing rate of substitution is exhibited.

(ii) Decreasing rates of substitution are caused by the existence of diminishing rates

of marginal returns:

MRSX2forX1 = MJPPX2

MPPX1

When diminishing returns are present, MPPX2 decrease as X, decreases. Thus the

ratio decreases numerically.

Constant Rates of Substitution

(i) Constant rates of substitution occur when the amount of one input replaced by

the other input does not change as the added input increases in magnitude.

ie. MRSX2forX = constant

the isoquant is a straight line.

(ii) Constant rates of substitution require that the slope of a given isoquant

remains unchanged, not that isoquants be parallel or equivalent
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A—DECREASING RATES OF SUBSTITUTION

X, X, __ X,

B -CONSTANT RATES OF SUBSTITUTION

* X,

C—COMPLEMENTS (NO SUBSTITUTION) D- -LUMPY INPUTS

; Dnrmrrji Ivi-ps or S"(^imuioN BriwrFN Ifjpt'i
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Complementary Inputs

(i) Inputs that increase output only when combined in fixed proportions are called

technical complements.

(ii)

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

1

0

9

0

0

2

12

0

0

0

3

The inputs must be combined in a 1:1 ratio. Any deviation causes zero output.

- Only one possible combination of inputs can be used to produce a given output

level regardless of costs. The inputs in combination can be considered as one

input.

eg. Tractors and tractor drivers

Tractor tires and other components.

d. Lumpy Inputs

If both of the inputs are not completely divisible, they are said to be lumpy. The

isoquants appear as dots which if connected appear as linear segments.
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f) Elasticity of Factor Substitution

€a = percentage change in X1 divided by percentage change in X2

AX, AXZ AX, Xz

— negative for inputs that are technical substitutes because the slopes of

isoquants are negative: as one input increases, the other decreases on the same

isoquant.

— 0 for inputs that are technical complements because MRS = 0

— The concept is useful because it is expressed independent of the unr»3 of

measurement.

Isocost Lines

Definition

Isocost lines determine all combinations of two inputs that cost the same amount,

i.e. that can be purchased with the same outlay of funds.

Let PX1 = Cost per unit of X,

PX2 = Cost per unit of X2

TVC = PXl X, + PX1 X1

The input prices are assumed to be known. So TVC can be calculated for each

input combination.

Solving TVC for X-, as an explicit function of X2

1 " T P
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x,

12

10

8

6

4

2

TVC $18

77~~$2~
= $9

Isocost Line for

a Total Outlay of $18

Isocost Line for a

Total Outlay of $9

TVC $18
= = $6

P.. $3

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
*?

B C O

Note

- The slope of the isocost line = - P,

The intercept on the X, axis = TVC

If Pxl = 2

Px2 = 3

TVC « 18

Then X, = 9 - 3/2 X2

Two important aspects of the isocost line are:

1. Its distance from the origin

2. Its slope
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Note:

1. When prices do not change, each possible TVC has a different isocost line.

2. As TVC increases, TVC/PX increases and the isocost line moves to high points on

the cost surface.

3. Changes in input prices change the slope of the isocost line.

The Least Cost Criterion

Economic efficiency is achieved in factor-factor relationship when the nece.ssary

and sufficient conditions are met.

Necessary condition: when MRS _<_ 0

Sufficient condition: Requires choice indicator, eg.

1. Produce a given level of output with minimum effort.

2. Produce a given level of output with minimum cost {Usually favoured in

economic analysis).

Isoqiunt for Y 105

Least Cost Combination

X, = 6.2

X2 = 2.8

Isocost line with Slope of 3/2

10

Determining the Combination of Inputs to Produce 105 Units of Output at a

Minimum Cosr (Py - $2, R $3)
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Least cost criterion is defined when:

MRS*,*™*, = - £

XI

X2 for XI ~~ " J-X2

P,

Given the definition of MRS the criterion can be written:

AX2 Px

AXt = slope of the isoquant

AX2

Px2 = slope of the isocost line

So the least cost combination of inputs occurs at the point where the isocost line

is tangent to the isoquant, given that the isoquant is convex to the origin.

The least cost criteria ensures that returns to the inputs are equal per Birr of costs, i,e

at the least cost combination, a birr invested in X, gives the same return as a birr

invested in X2.

- Pxl (AX,) - Px2 <AX2)

The equality of the least cost criteria signifies that a change in the input

combination would increase the cost of producing the output.

Given :

(1) Y = 18X, - A;2 +

14 -

(2) MRS^x, -

(3) If Px2 = 3
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xl

Wehav*

1 " 13

To find values for X^ and X2, substitute the above expression of X2 into the

production function and get a quadratic expressive in Y and Xv

Set Y = 105 and solving using the quadratic formula gives

Xt = 6.2 The second derivative must be positive for costs to be minimum. The

alternative solution of X, does not meet this requirement.

X2 = 3(6,2) - 13 2.8

2

The MPP equations can be used to determine the returns per birr at the least cost

point.

= MEEx2

Substituting:

dY = 18-2X, and _gX = 14-2X2;

6Y, dX2

and Px1 and Px2 gives:

14- 2X? « 18- 2X^ = 14- 2(2.8) = 18- 2(2.62) = 2.8

3 2 3 2

Thus the last birr spent on X, and X2 is returning 2.8 units of output.
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Isoclines. Expansion Paths and Profits Maximization

Isoclines: Lines or curves that pass through points of equal marginal rates of

substitution on an isoquant map, ie. a particular isociine will pass through

all isoquants at points where the isoquants have a specified slope. So

there are as many different isoclines as there are different slopes or

marginal rates of substitution on an isoquant.

Expansion oath This is a special isocline that connects the least cost combinations of

inputs for ail output levels. On the expansion path the marginal rate of

substitution is equal to the input price ratio,

Pik;u Ri'tiu fm tixpunaion Path

Ridye Line lot X ,

78

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Map wmi Expansion Paths .on Tn-ur Di.ih.eni Inimii Pmh* Ramos
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Note

1. At all points on the expansion path:

MRSX2forX1 = - _Ex2- = " -3-

Pxi 2

-Px2 = "3
Pxi 2

2. The expansion path for the price ratio - 3/2 intersects the X, axis at X! = 43 where

output = 59.

(a) Outputs below this amount would be produced most cheaply using only X,

(corner solution).

(b) Amounts above 59 can be produced at least cost using some combinations

of Xt and X2.

3. There is an expansion path for each price ratio.

4. All expansion paths converge at the point of maximum.

General Expression for all Isoclines

1. They are derived from the production function,

(a) The criterion for least cost combination is

MPP,

(b) Substituting the derivatives of the production function into this expression

and solving for X, as a function of X2 and the prices gives:

Xl = 9 - (£X1 } (7 - X2)

P,X2
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This gives the isocline equative for only particular slope, represented by

So the isocline equation represents a family of curves with the price ratio as the

determining factor.

(c) The expansion oath equation is determined by substituting the relevant input

prices into the equation.

(i) Given Px1 = Birr 2 and PX2 = Birr 3, the resulting expansion path is

y - 13 + 2 y

When output exceeds 59.

(ti) Below output of 59, only X, would be used.

(d) Ridae lines : Ridge lines are isoclines which represent the limits of economic

relevance:

ie. - the boundaries beyond which the isoclines and isoquant maps cease

to have any relevance.

- the boundaries beyond which the necessary condition of economic

efficiency is not met.

* The horizontal ridge line represents the points where MPPx2 = 0

* The vertical ridge line represents the point where

MPPX = 0

* MRSX2forX1 = - MEPx2

MPPX

* On the horizontal ridge line, the ridgeline for X,, MPPxl = 0, the tangent to the

isoquant is vertical and has no defined slope.

* On the vertical ridge line, MPPx2 = 0 and the isoquant has a zero slope, so MRS

= 0.

* Ridge lines represent the points of maximum output from each input, given a

fixed amount of the other input. So the ridge lines show the limits of

substitution.
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- Inside the ridge lines, the isoquants have a negative slope and the 'nputs are

substitutes.

- Outside the ridge lines the inputs do not substitute in an economically

meaningful way.

- Output is a maximum where the ridgelines and all other isoclines converge,

Expansion Path and Profit Maximization

1. The expansion path traces out the least cost combination of input for every

possible output level.

2. Question: Which of this output level is the most profitable ?

3. Answer: While all points on an expansion path represent least cost combinations

only one point represents the maximum profit output.

4. Determining the Optimal Input Combination.

Profit = PyY - PxlX! - Px2 X2 - TFC

Where Y = f(X,, X2). Maximizing the profit function with respect to the variable

inputs gives two equations in two unknowns.

6 Prom o &Y p _o

5 Profit p bY p _ n

TT = yTx ~ P** '

The unknowns are X, and X2. The solution of these two equations will determine

the profit maximizing amounts. The equations can be rewritten as follows:

VMPxl = Px2

VMPx2 - Px2

So the profit maximizing criterion requires that the marginal earnings of each input

must be equal to its costs.

- This must be true for both inputs simultaneously.

- Profit will be at a maximum at this point if, for each input, MPP <_ APP and both

are decreasing, i.e. input use in region II, and the isoquants are convex. Note
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that the sufficient condition for a maximum would require a second derivative

test.

- Note that this is also the requirement of diminishing returns.

5. Example A

Given:

PF = Y = 18X, - X* + 14X> - X?

hY = MPPX =18-2% = Px =9
X, 1 X-,

= Pju = 7

6X1

IX
6X2

Assume Py = Birr 0.65/then

VMPx1 = (18-2X,) (0.65)

VMPx2 = (14- 12XJ (0.65)

Equating the VMPs with the input prices Px1 - 9, and Px2 = 7, gives two equations

and two unknowns.

!) 0.65 = 9

(14- 2X2) 0.65 = 7

The solutions are:

X, = 2.08

X2 = 1,6

Substituting these values into the production function gives

Y = 53 units

Profit at this point would be:

Profit = 0.65 • 53 - 9 • 2.08 - 7 • 1.60 - TFC

Birr 5.53 - TFC
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Example B

The optimum criteria for the two variable inputs can also be expressed as follows:

3 profit p dY p _ o

_ p _ 0a Profit

The above can be rewritten as follows:

Pxi

YMEx2 = 1

Since both sides equal 1, than

YMPx1 UMP,, = 1

AH variable inputs must earn as much as they cost at the optimum point of input

use.

pxample C

The profit maximising equations can also be written as follows:

MPPx1 - P

MPPx2 = ±x2-

Pv

Solving (18 - 2X,) 0.65 = 9 for X, gives: X, = 2.08, ie. the optimum amount of Xv
given X2 solving (14 - 2X2) 0.65 = 7 for X2 gives X2 = 1.61, ie. the optimum

amount of X2 given Xv
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Profits will be maximized at the intersection of the two points, and the point of
intersection will always be on the expansion path.

Ridge Line for X,

\

Maximum Yield ^ 130

I inc for X ,

■ X

Example D

Determining the optimum output from the cost curves:

Given Pxl = 9

P*2 = 7
Pv - 0.65

PF - Y = 18X, - X,2 + 14X2-X22

Expansion path equation = X, = 9 X,

7

Substituting into the production function we get:

Y = 260 X2 - 13Q X22

7 49

TVC = 9X, + 7X?

Substituting the equation of the expansion path into the above, we
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TVC = 9 (9_X2) + 7X2

7

= 130 X.

7

Using the quadratic formula, the inverse production function for outputs between

0 and 130 is found to be

X, = 7-
49

260A

(260)2 520

7 49

The total variable cost along the expansion path as a function of output is given by:

7
TVC = 130(1 -

260 ^

/&w\2 520

" ""48"

un - dTVC 130r/260v2 520^ 1
= "W = TU 7 } " 49 J" 2

Equating MC = Py = 0.65 and solving gives optimum output ~ 53,08.

Substituting Y = 53.08 into the inverse production function gives

X2 = 1.61

From X2, the expansion path predicts X, to be 2.08.

This is the least cost combination of inputs that would produce the most profitable

level of output given the above cost and profit functions.

Substitution and Expansion Effects

Substitution Effect

(a) Any change in the relative costs of variable input changes the slope of the

isocost line resulting in a new least cost combination of the variable factors

used to produce a given output. This change in the factor mix is called the
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substitution effect.

<b) If the price of X, decreases from 3 to 2 birr and the price of X2 remains at
birr 1.0, the new slope of the expansion path is %.

(c) There would be a movement from point A to B. This represents the
substitution effect.

Expansion effect

(a) This is represented by the movement from A to B.

Pv - 10 has not changed. The cost of producing 144 units has fallen due
to a decrease in the price of X,.

(b) The value of the MPPs at point B are now greater than their respective input
prices. ^

(0 While the least cost criteria is still satisfied, the profit maximization criterion
is not.

(d) The profit maximization criteria is now met at a higher isoquant where the
isocost line is tangent to it (CJ.

WO 2P0 300 400 FOO

/V.,.,,,,. V,1(| ,
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Note

For the relatively more expensive input X2, the substitution and the expansion
effect work in opposite directions. The SE tends to reduce the amount of X2 and
substitute the cheaper input, X1f for it. The EE tends to increase the use of X2.
This increase is due to the imperfect substitution among inputs.

(a) If inputs substitute at a constant rate, the ability of the EE in restoring the

use of the expansive input is zero.

(b) If inputs substitute for each other at a diminishing rate, the EE will increase
the use of the more expensive input if the strength of the EE is greater than

the strength of the SE (decrease in the use of X2), more of X2 would be used.

(c) In cases where the EE is greater than the SE, a decrease in the price of X,
may result in an increase in the price of X2 because as the price of X, falls,

farmers will use more of both. But when all farmers buy more of the input,
the aggregate effect is to increase the price of that input to all farmers.

(d) In cases where the SE is stronger, a decrease in the price of X, ordinarily
results in a corresponding decline in the market price of other inputs. For

example a decrease in maize prices could result in a decrease in the price of

other field grains as farmers use less of them in their rations.

Derived dsmflnd for input

1. The derived demand curve for one variable input is the VMP curve in stage II as

discussed earlier.

2. (a) When the production function involves two or more variables, the VMP

curves for each input:

dProfit = p dY= p dY_ p _ 0

" ydX3X1

a Profit = p dY_ p _ 0

are not the demand curves for the inputs due to the existence of

interrelationships between the inputs as described by the substitution and
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expansion effects.

(b) The problem can now be visualized as the demands for Xt and X2 that

depend on the simultaneous solution of the two equations. Solving only one

will not provide a satisfactory solution.

(c| The demand for X, would be a function of Px1, Px2 and Pv, because when Px1

changes, the optimum levels of X., and X2 will change because of the

simultaneous impact of the substitution and expansion effects and the

readjustment to a new profit-maximizing output level.

Given the Cobb-Douglass PF:

1 1
V - Y 5 V 5

where Py = 10, Px1 = 3 and Px2 = 1, the equation that determines the optimum

amounts of inputs are

VMPxl = Pxl

VMPx2 = Px2

or

Solving the two equations simultaneously as functions of the prices will result in the

following derived demand functions.
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These functions give the optimal amounts of X, and X2 for all input and output

prices.

Substituting the assumed prices results in:

Xt = 96

X2 =864

Examination of the equation above shows that the demand for the inputs will

increase as output prices increase and will vary inversely with input prices. Of course,

the assumption is that the decision maker wants to maximize profits.

Different Tvoes of Production Functions

1. Discussions on the different types of substitution between inputs is actually a

discussion of the shape or form of the production surface.

2. Several functional (algebraic) forms of production functions are used in agriculture.

The most common include:

a. Quadratic Y = aX, - bX,2 + cX2 - dX22

b. Quadratic with Y = aX, - bX,2 + cX2 - dX22 + eX^

interaction

c. Cobb-Douglass Y = aX,b X2C

d. Square root with Y = aX,* - bX, - cX2* - dX2 - eX,* X2%

interaction

Where the coefficients a to e represent numerical values that need to be specified.

Other functional functions used in agricultural research include:

a. Spillman function

b. The Mitcherlich function

c. Additional variations on the polynomial function
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d. Additional variations on the exponential function.

Allocation of More than Two Variable Inputs

In agriculture most production processes involve many inputs. The physical

production function for many inputs can be written as:

Y = f(X1f X2, X3, .... Xn)

n - number of variable inputs.

The assumption is that there is at least one fixed input, thus a short-run production

process is specified.

Minimizing cost

To produce any output at a minimum of cost, the following criteria must be fulfilled:

MPPX MPP. MPPX

For a given set of input prices, there will exist for each output one combination of

inputs that maximizes costs. For this combination of inputs, total variable costs is:

TVC = Pxl X, + Px2X2 + + PxnXn

Other cost curves can be computed to derive a complete set of curves for each

output.

Profit Maximization

Profit from the production process will be maximized when the value of the

marginal product of each input equals the unit cost of the input. That is :

VMPxl = Px1

VMPx2 - Px2

VMPxn = Pxn
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a. To obtain an optimum all these equalities must be satisfied simultaneoi sly.

b. To have an optimum, decreasing marginal and average products are required for all

inputs.

The optimum criteria can also be expressed as follows:

VMPX VMP- VMPX

a. The profit maximizing combination of inputs is always a least cost combination of

inputs.

b. The least cost combination of inputs is not necessarily the profit maximization

combination.
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IV. ENTERPRISE COMBINATION IN AGRICULTURE

This chapter examines how to make decisions concerning what combination of

enterprises should be produced from a given bundle of fixed and variable inputs and

how these decisions would be affected by time and the size of the operation.

Production of Two or More Outputs

Production Possibility Curve

1. The production possibility curves show the combinations of products that can

be produced with a given set of inputs. The assumption is that the inputs are

limited in number.

2. PPCs are also called iso-resource curves because each point on the curve

represents combinations of outputs produced using equal amounts of inputs. It

is sometimes called the "opportunity curve" because it shows all the production

opportunities available for a given level of input.

3. Production possibility curves are derived from production functions. Eg. Given

two production functions Y, and Y2 which use the same limited input x

X

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Y,

0

7

13

18

22

25

27

28

27

25

MPP xy.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

- 1

-2

X

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Y2

0

12

22

30

36

40

42

43

42

40

MPP XY2

12

10

8

6

4

2

1

- 1

- 2
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Suppose only four units of X were available, then the production possibilities would

be as follows:

A

Y2

36

30

22

12

0

Yi

0

7

13

18

22
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Suppose only 7 units of X were available, then the production possibilities would be as follows:

B

Y2

43

42

40

36

30

22

12

0

Y,

0

7

13

18

22

25

27

28
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The entire area bordered by and including the axes and the production possibility curve is

called the "feasible set" or the attainable set of outputs

Relationship Among Outputs

Competitive Products

Products are termed competitive when the output of one product can increase only by

reducing the output of the other product. Often when planning the farm business, the farmer

can expand production of one output only by diverting inputs - labour, capital, land,

management - from one enterprise to the other.

Complementary Products

Two products are complementary if an increase in one product causes an increase in the other

product when the total amount of inputs used on the two are held constant.

In figure B-l, Yl is complementary to Y2 up to point A. To the right the two products are

competitive.

In figure B-2, Yj is complementary to Y2 up to C. Y, is complementary to Y2 up to D.

Between C and D, the two products are competitive.

Complementarity usually occurs where one of the products produces an input that is used by

the other product. E.g. the use of a legume in a rotation with a tuber crop. Complementarily

usually arises overtime.

Supplementary Products

Two products are supplementary if the output of one can be increased without increasing or

decreasing the amount of the second.

In figure C-l, Yi is supplementary to Y2. Yt can be increased from O to H without affecting

the amount of Y2 produced. Above E, the two products become competitive.

In figure C-2, each output is supplementary to the other except between F and G where they

become competitive.

Supplementarity arises through time or when surplus resources are available at a given point

in time. Eg. Once purchased, a tractor is available for use throughout the year. A drought

animal purchased to plough maize can be used for another purpose during the off season.
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Joint Products

Products which result from the same production process are called joint products. In the

extreme case, the two are combined in fixed proportions and the production of one without the

other is impossible.

In figure II, each level of resource results in joint products with variable proportions. A

narrow range of products substitution may exist. Eg. introduction of a new variety of sorghum

may change the proportion of sorghum stalks available for fencing and housing construction.

Marginal Rate of Product Substitution

This refers to the amount by which one output changes in quantity when the other output

is increased by one unit along an Iso-resource curve.

It is represented by the slope of the production possibility curve.

Note:

1. When MRPS is negative, the relationship among products is competitive.

2. When MRPS is positive, the relationship among products is complementary.

3. When MRPS is zero, the relationship among products is supplementary.

The Iso-Revenue Line

This is the line that passes through all combinations of Y, and Y2 that earn a given total

revenue.

Total revenue = Pyl Yt + Py2 X2

a. The line is straight because the output prices do not change regardless of the amount of

output sold.

b. The distance of the iso-revenue line from the origin is determine by the magnitude of the

total revenue.
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Production Possibility Curve
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The slope of a straight line is measured between any two distinct points. Let's measure it

where it intersects the output axes:

The Y2 axis intersect is the point at which Yl = 0 and Y2 - TR/Py2

The Y, axis intersect is the point at which Y2 - 0 and YL = TR/Pyl

The slope of the iso-revenue curve is

rise

run

n

77?

py,

TR

Py2

- o

TR

TR

Py,

py,

Pv*

Note:

1. The iso-revenue lines and the iso-costs lines appear the same on the graph. The slopes of

both are determined by the relevant price ratios.

2. They should not be confused. They are used for different purpose. Iso-revenue lines are used

for revenue optimization, iso-cost lines for cost minimization

Revenue Maximizing Combination of outputs

The production possibility curve presents all possible combinations of two products that could

be produced using a given amount of variable input. The relevant questions are:

1. What combination should be produced ?

2. What is the choice indication (maximum revenue) ?
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The maximum revenue combination of outputs on a production possibility curve can be

determined using the following criteria.

or

A Y2

Slope of the PPC = Slope of the iso-revenue line.

or

Py2 AY2 = - Pyi AY; where AY2 is negative

The maximum revenue point is the point where the iso-revenue curve is tangent to the

production possibility curve.

Opportunity Cost and Marginal Criteria for Resource Allocation

The maximizing combination of outputs from a limited amount of input was shown to be

where:

A K

or

- PYy A Kj = PY2A Y2 where A Yz < 0

or

But the decrease in Y2 can only be caused by shifting some amount of x from Y2 to Y,.
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Let Ax = the amount of input x shifted away from Y2.

Dividing both sizes of the equation by Ax and multiplying both sides by - 1, gives:

dx Y* AX

or

P^.MPP^ = Py.

VMP^ =

This says that the revenue from the limited amount of input x, will be a maximum when the
value of the marginal product of the input is the same in each enterprise.

Note VMP^ = MPP of X used onY,

= MPP of X used on Y2

This leads to the same solution as that of the revenue maximizing combination of output.

General Eaui-marginal Condition

pnp Tnpnt-Several Outputs

1. The production function must be known.

2. Product prices must be known.

3. The VMP schedule must be computed for each enterprise.

Using the opportunity cost principle, units of the input are allocated to each enterprise in such

a way that the profit earned by the input is a maximum.

Profits are maximized where

VMP*, = VMPxb = .... VMPx4

Where VMPM is the value marginal product of x used on product A, VMPxb is the value

marginal product used on product B, etc.
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Two Inputs - Twn

If two inputs, Xt and X2, can be used to produce two outputs, Y, and Y2, when X, and
are used to produce Yl then the equi-marginal principles dictates that:

- The marginal earnings of each input must be the same per unit cost when producing Y,.

- This equality specifies the minimum cost combinations of inputs for the production of any
level of Yj

- Thus the general equi-marginal criteria automatically specifies the minimum cost combination
of inputs within each enterprise considered.

Likewise, when Xt and X2 are used to produce Y2

P

Since the marginal returns per birr spent on X! and X2 must be the same for both Xx and X
in the production of both Y, and Y2, then the general condition becomes:

This says that the minimum cost combinations of inputs are used in both enterprises and
marginal returns are equated in both enterprises. So production is taking place on the expansion

paths at output levels where the value of the marginal return per Birr is the same in both
enterprises.
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The Generalized Inputs-Outputs Case

The generalized equi-marginal criterion requires that the ratio of the marginal product to the

price of an input should be equal for all inputs in all uses.

Given n inputs and m outputs, the general notation is:

VMPxnYz
*1 M _

pm

P*n

■P" P*n

VMPxnYn

Pxn

Specific cases of the equi-marginal conditions can be formulated given the production

functions

Suppose three inputs X:, X2, X3, are used to produce three products, Y,, Y2, Y3 in such a

way that

Y1 = f (X.)

Y2 = f(Xlf X2)

Y2 = f(X3)

The equi-marginal conditions specify that input-use should be such that the following ratios

hold true:

Note

1. The equi-marginal conditions assume that all inputs are purchased.
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2. Usual farm production is carried out with a combination of purchased and owned resources

(eg. inputs that last several production periods - durable resources, tractors, farm

implements, buildings etc). Since they are owned, purchase prices are not relevant and

operating costs are zero or equivalent in all uses.

a. Purchased inputs should be allocated according to the equi-marginal conditions until all

available capital are utilized.

b. Owned inputs should be used in such a manner that the marginal earnings of their services

are equal in all uses (and exceed opportunity costs). In this way, the value of the input

service is maximized.

3. In practice, the farmer has imperfect knowledge of productions, functions, prices, and future

events. So many of the principles outlined above cannot be applied exactly. There is

nonetheless need for:

a. The student to understand the fundamentals of economic production analysis.

b. The farm manager to understand the principles so that he may apply them in practice as

appropriate.

The Production Process Through Time

1. Production can only occur with the passage of time. So it is useful to analyze the effect of

time on production.

2. In this section we look at the production process as a flow through time.

3. Although the analysis does not include time, perfect certainly is assumed.

Compounding Costs and Discounting Revenues

Compounding Presents Costs

If you invest P Birr at i interest per year, at the end of one year you would earn:

P+ Pj Birr = P(l + i) for the first year.
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For the second year you get:

(P + P,) + (P+ Pi)i
= P(l + i) + ^ (1 + i)

which after factorising (1 + i)

« (P + Pi) (1 + 0

Factorising P from the left term gives

P(l +i) (1 + 0 = Pd + 02

In general, the compounded value F, of a present sum P invested at an annual interest rate i, for

n years is:

F =

The amount being compounded is an outlay or expenditure.

and External Rates of Return

A businessman (profit maximizer) undertakes a production process only if it will earn more

than the opportunity cost of his investments, such as putting the amount in a savings account.

- The rate of capital growth within the business is called the internal rate of return or

interest.

- The opportunity cost or the interest paid by the bank is called the external or market rate

of return or interest.

- Production is undertaken when the Internal Rate of Return is greater than the Market Rate

of Return

- The internal rate of return can be found using the compounding formula. Suppose a piece

of land costs Birr 100 today but the farmer can sign a contract today to sell the land at

the end of five years for Birr: 150.00. The IRR is that value for i such that

150 = 100 (1 + i)5

Solving this equation gives i = 8.5 percent
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- In terms of policy implication, if the government wants to increase investments in

farming, it should reduce the ERR. If it wants to reduce investments in agriculture, it

should increase the ERR.

Discounting Future Revenue

If a pay-off F is due n years in the future, and the interest rate is i, its present value P can

be determined as follows:

F = P (1 + i)n

divide both sides by (1 + i)n

P =

P = the present value of the future return.

Discounting Streams of Incomes

Discounting can be used to determine the present value of the future income stream

forthcoming from a durable input.

What Interest Rate to Use

1. It would depend on an individuals preference for money through time, called "time

preference".

2. The interest rate should be at least as high as the current market rate of interest. How higher

would depend on the farmers opportunity cost. I.e. the internal rate of interest earned in the

next most profitable business.

Profit Maximization for Production Periods of Varying Lengths

- The production period

- The calender year

1. If the production period is equal to the calender year, there maximization of profit for the

production process is consistent with maximization of annual profits of the firm;
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2. If the production period - different from the calendar year then either:

a. The length of the production period is fixed or

b. The length of the production period is varied

3. The production period for most annual crops is fixed. Hence maximization of profits to the
production process is the same as maximization of profits for the year.

Variable Length Production Process

The production process could be variable in length, e.g. livestock operations.

- The choice and quantity of diet will affect the rate of weight again and the time when the

animal is marketed.

- When should the animals be marketed to obtain the best prices ?

- Given the ration and market price, how long should the production process be to

maximize profits per unit of time ?

For example give that N = time in the day feeding units, the profit maximizing procedure

must include time, i.e total time costs and total time revenues.

TTC = 120 + 2.ON + 0067N3

TTR = 120 + 0.6N2 - 0.02N3

Profit = TTR - TTC

= - 0.267N3 + 06N2 - 2N

9 Pr°m = -0.08A/2 + 1.2/V-2
a N

When the variable production takes place within a year, discounting is not necessary.

However when it takes place longer than a year, discounting must be carried out.

Flow Analysis

1. This is the technique for evaluating a current or developing a future financial programme for

a farm business.

2. It indicates the amount of cash flowing into and out of the farm business over a specific

period of time
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3. Although cash flow statements and income statements both show inflows and outflows of
money, they differ in their treatment of important accounting entries.

Cash flow statement includes non-farm items such as income taxes, non-farm income, and
living expenses.

The primary concern of the manager is with future cash flows so as to be adequately

informed of future financial expectations. So cash flow projections are needed so that the
manager can be aware of:

1. The timing and amount of projected cash flows;

2. Their sources and applications; and

3. Their impact on the profitability and financial progress of the farm business.

A farm should normally prepare a cash flow projection plus projected balance sheets, and
income statements.

Economies of Scale and the Implications for Farm Size

Assumption

1. The assumption here is that the farmer is producing in the long-run.

Y = f(X,,X2).

Xj = the variable input.

X2 = Plant size and which can be varied.

2. Although all inputs are variable, the production process is defined for a particular unit of
time, eg. the growing season.

Long-run Cost curves.

1. They are derived from long-run production functions.

2. The law of diminishing returns no longer applies.

3. To minimize the cost of production in the long-run, each level of output must be produced
with the least cost combination of input.
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MPPX AIPP-

P P

a. For each plant size, there will be a corresponding amount of variable input that minimizes

the cost of producing a given output.

b. The long-run expansion path passes through the points of tangent between the isocost lines

and the isoquant.

c. To ensure that output is produced using a minimum cost combination in the long-run, the

firm will expand or contract moving along the long-run expansion path.

4. The long-run cost along the expansion path is:

LRTC = Px Xx + X2

LRAC and LRMC can be computed in the usual manner. A typical LRAC curve, expressing

cost as a function of output is as follows:

The shape of the LRAC curve is determined by the fact that:

1. When the firm is small, expansion of output increases efficiency, and average costs per unit

of output will fall. Reasons: specialization of labour and capital.

2. Eventually the LRAC curve will turn up. Costs per unit of output begin to increase as output

is expanded. Reasons for the increasing inefficiencies: managerial limitations, and

bureaucratic red tape.

3. When LRAC is falling the firm is said to be experiencing economies of scale.

4. When LRAC is rising, the firm is experiencing diseconomies of scale

5. In practice the LRAC may take different forms depending on the shape of the production

function.

6. Similarly long-run APP and MPP curves or equations could be presented in the usual way.
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Relationship Between Long-Run and Short-Run Curve

1. In the short-run, the farmer has a fixed plant. He can expand output only by increasing X,.

a. If Plant size is fixed at A£

- Y2 = least cost combination.

- To change from Y2 to Y3 or Ys, X, must be varied.

- Movements along DAB represent short-run adjustments described earlier.

- CEA represents least costs combinations in the long-run when X2 can be varied.

- Total cost in the short-run along DAB will be higher than total costs in the long run along
CAE. except at point A where the two are the same.

2. The LRAC curve will be taught to each of the SRAC curves. The LRAC is often called an
envelope curve.

HATC.

Lom-RtiN Avfraoe Cosr ron SFvrRAi Plant Sizes
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1. The LRAC curve depicts the minimum average cost for each output level and thereby

determines the most efficient plant size for each output level.

2. Plant size 1 is the most efficient plant size for producing A, plant size 2 for B, etc.

3. The LRAC is the envelop curve that is tangent to each SRATC curve at the output for which
that plant size is most efficient in the long-run. With the exception of point D, this is not the

most efficient output of the plant in the short-run.

4. Remember that the LRAC is a long-run or planing curve. Once the plant is built and

production is undertaken, the firm always operates on one of the short-run curves.

to scale

Economies or diseconomies refer to the impact of output expansion on average costs.

Returns to scale refer to either diseconomies or economies and measure the effect of an
increase in output on average costs when all inputs are increased in the same proportions.

The definition of returns to scale is often related directly to output. So returns to scale can
be said to measure the change in output resulting from a proportionate change in all inputs.

1. If the proportionate change in output is less than the proportionate change in inputs,

diseconomies of scale occur.

2. If the change in output is equal to the proportionate change in inputs, constant returns to

scale is said to occur.

3. If the change in output is greater than the portion change in inputs, economies of scale are

send to occur

Given the lang-run production function

Y = f(Xu Xj, --Xm)

where Y = output and X,, — Xm are inputs used in the production process.

Let K = the amount by which each input will be changed (K > 1)

Returns to scale will be defined by

YKn - f(KX,, K X2 - K XJ
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The factor KQ represents the change in output where all inputs are changed by the factor K.

1. If the exponent n = 1, the change in output equals the changes in inputs returns to scale are

constant.

2. If n is greater than 1, the change in output exceeds the proportionate change in all inputs, and

returns to scale are increasing.

3. If n is less than 1, the returns to scale are decreasing.

To illustrate with Cubb-Douglass production function:

Y =

If each input is increased by the factor K, we get

= Kb+OY

So the sum of the coefficients (b + c) measures the returns to scale for the Cobb - Douglas

production function.

Homogeneous Functions

A function is homogeneous to degree n if multiplication of each of its independent variable?

by K increases the value of the dependent variable by Kn.

i.e. YK° = f(KX,, KX2)

This definition appears to be similar to the definition of returns to scale. They are different

in that for homogeneity, n will always be constant regardless of the original values of X! and

X2 and the size of K.

For returns to scale, n may vary depending on the value selected for K and the original

values of X, and X2.

The Cobb-Douglass production function is homogeneous to degree (b + c)

A long-run production function that is homogeneous to degree one has the property of

constant returns to scale
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Properties of Homogeneous Production Functions

1. All isoclines are linear and pass through the origin, ie the expansion will path is a straight

line passing through the origin.

2. Euler's theorem applies. Euler's theorem states that if a production function is

homogeneous to degree n, then

or

X, MPPxl + X2 MPPrf = nY

Equilibrium in the long-run

In long-run equilibrium:

1. The aggregate market for a product will be determined.

2. The supply curve will represent the aggregate of all short-run supply functions. That is the

summation of all SRMC curves for all firms in the industry.

3. Aggregate market demand will emerge.

Implications for Agriculture

In agriculture, size, and cost economies are not very relevant to subsistence economies. Cost

economies generally occur because of substitution relationships.

1. African agriculture is labour intensive and the costs per unit of output do not vary

appreciably as the size of the enterprise increases.

2 The number of alternative methods of producing an output is limited because substitution

possibilities are limited due to lack of available inputs.

3. The inability to substitute inputs make African farms more homogeneous. Given a level of
technology, there only is one way to produce a given product, say, sorghum.
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V. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTY AND THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

PROCESS

The purpose of this section is to examine how agricultural production decisions are made

under conditions of uncertainty.

Definition

Traditionally, risJs has been defined as a situation that existing when a manager knows:

(1) the possible future outcomes that could result from the production process; and

(2) the probability associated with each outcome is also known.

Uncertainty is traditionally defined as the situation faced by the manager when the

probabilities associated with the outcomes of a production process are unknown.

Modern decision theory under risks and uncertainty suggests that the distinction between risks

and uncertainty is not so clear since:

1. Decisions must be made in uncertain situations even when the decision-maker lacks objective

empirical knowledge about outcomes and probability distributions.

2. In many cases, the manager is forced to formulate subjective estimates of possible outcomes

and their probability of occurrence.

3. Quite often, the probabilities needed to define the risk situation are not known with certainty

and are subject to the usual doubt associated with empirical estimation.

Analysis of Risk and Uncertainty

In the past, traditional analysis pioneered by Frank H. Knight followed the traditional

definition of risks and uncertainty.

Agricultural production processes involve inputs controlled by the manager as well as inputs

that are beyond the control of the manager.

Uncontrollable inputs may be:

1. Random variables such as those determined by nature;

2. Regulations of government agencies;

3. Levels set by economic forces beyond the farm
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Assume Y = f (Xl5 X2), where Xj is controlled and X2 is uncontrolled inputs:

1. The controlled and random variables may interact in the production process.

2. Interaction means that the production response to Xi depends on the amount of X2 used in

the production process.

a. Positive interaction between Xl and X2 would cause the APP of Xj to shift upwards i.e.

the production function of Xt would have a steeper slope and attain larger maximum

outputs as the amount of X2 is increased;

b. Nitrogen fertilizer application and rainfall interact in maize production;

Rx R2 R3 (production functions) represent three levels of X2.

i. Changes in X, change not only the amount of yield resulting from a given amount of X2

but also the MPP or slope of the production function.

ii. When Xt and X2 do no interact, production response to X2 is the same regardless of

the amount of X, . Total product resulting from X2 will be changed but the MPP will

not.

Resource allocation when there is no interaction

1. X2 can be set at its optimum amount and output becomes dependent on X!.

2. The usual profit maximization criteria will hold.

3. However X2 is random, so the probability distribution of X2 must be known.

4. When costs, revenues, and the probability distribution are known, the expected profit E(P)

from the farm enterprise can be calculated.

a. When E (P) >. O, the enterprise is profitable over a number of possible production

outcomes.

b. When E (P) < 0, the enterprise will be unprofitable over a number of production

outcomes. The manager must either change the technology or abandon the enterprise.
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Procedure to follow in general

1. Use the optimum amount of the controlled input as determined by the usual marginal criteria.

2. Identify the random inputs and determine their probability distributions.

3. Determine the cost and revenue functions for the random inputs.

4. Select and use those combinations of technologies which result in the maximum E (P) for the

enterprise.

5. If E (P) < 0 for the best possible combination of technologies, abandon the enterprise.

6. When several enterprises yield an EP > O, select that enterprise with the largest E(P)

Resource allocation when there is interaction

1. The MPP of X! depends on the magnitude of X2.

2. So from (1) above, the optimum amount of Xj now also becomes a random variable.

3. The dilemma facing the farmer?

a. Use too little of Xi and forgo a profit in the future

b. Use too much of X2 and incur a loss in the future

4. The problem can be solved by determining the break even points and E (P) for each possible

quantity of Xt. The farmer then selects the level of controlled input which maximizes E(P).

General Procedure to Follow

1. Identify the random inputs and determine their probability distributions.

2. Using the technology that m vximizes the E(P) for each amount of controlled input,

determine, for each level of controlled input, costs and revenues resulting from the random

input.

3. Select the amount of the controlled input that maximizes E(P) for the enterprise.

4. If the maximum E(P) is less than zero, abandon the enterprise
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5. If the E(P)s of several enterprise are greater then zero, select the enterprise with the largest

* E(P).

Uncertainty

1. The manager does not know the probabilities associated with various,outcomes.

2. The variable need only be unknown and not necessarily random.

3. The variable may be determined by a set of known or unknown forces.

Examples of uncertainty in agriculture include: ;

1. Price changes caused by the interaction of supply and demand forces.

2. Changes in government policies and regulations

es to cnmhat uncertainty

Diversification

Diversification means the growing of two or more crops in an attempt to avoid the yield and

price uncertainty of a single product.

1. The ultimate in diversification would be to select the crops with prices (yields) that are
inversely correlated. Diversification under these conditions will sacrifice long-term expected

earnings for the maintenance of a minimum income level.

2. When yield and crop variations are small diversification accomplishes little.

3. Diversification would be of most value when the products selected are subject to entirely

different physical and economic forces e.g. crop and livestock diversification is a common

practice.

Insurance

Farmers can take out insurance (where they are offered) against unknown hazards such as

fire, hail, flood, etc.

1. The insurance company gambles with its clients because it has a good estimate of the relevant

probabilities.

2. The insurance company sets premiums at levels needed to earn a positive profit.
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3. The farmer considers the premium as a cost he must incur to be relieved of a possible large

loss that could pit him out of business.

Contracts

The farmer may remove all or part of the uncertainty by signing a contract with an outside

party.

For example:

1. A farmer may contract the sale of a crop. That is, agree some time before harvest on the

sale price for the crop when delivered. This action transfers the uncertainty to the third party.

2. Farmers in the US and elsewhere use the futures market to "hedge" against future price

variations.

3. More recently in the U.S. contracts in the poultry industry call for the farmer to provide

housing, labour, and some management, while the outside party usually, a feed company,

provides the chicks, feed, and help with certain management decisions such as marketing.

Flexibility

This refers to the ability to shift production plans to take advantage of or avoid severe losses

from previously unforeseen yield or price changes.

1. Annual crops are more flexible than perennial crops .

2. To attain flexibility a farmer can purchase equipment to be used to produce a wide variety

of crops.

3. Intercropping is a good example of a flexible cropping strategy in Africa.

Conclusion

The logical difficulty of Mr. Knight's definition of uncertainty is that it did not develop a

theory of optimal behaviour or under uncertainty.

The Modern Analysis

Modern decision theory is based on an extension of the interpretation of the probability

concept.
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Probability

This original interpretation of probability states that probability represents a numerical value
that is determined by the (long-run) limit value of a frequency ration. For example, in the

example of tossing a coin:

P (Head) = V4

oo

The problem, however, is that farmers must sometimes make decisions about production

outcomes for which the objective probabilities are not known or available.

Subjective Probabilities

When farmers are forced to make production decisions about outcomes for which the

objective probabilities are not known, they often develop personal or subjective probabilities that

reflect their degree of belief about the likelihood of each possible outcome.

1. Subjective probabilities obey the laws of probability, but they do not represent the results of
experimentation and can vary among individuals.

2. By using subjective probabilities to reflect degrees of belief, modern decision theory

distinguishes between rational and irrational behaviour, given the manager's goals.

Bavesian Decision Theory

Once the farm manager formulates his probabilities about the outcome of a production

process (objectively or subjectively) and he then obtains additional information about the
probability of the outcomes, how should he incorporate this additional information into the
decision process. Bayesian method is one technique that is increasingly used for this purpose.

Suppose that in January, a farmer must decide wether to sell maize immediately or hold it

until April when prices usually rise. But prices could also fall.

Suppose:

1. January price = Birr 3.50 per Kg

2, The two possible prices in April are:

2.50 (subjective belief = 3/10, i.e. prior probabilities)

5.00 (subjective belief = 7/10,)
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Let 6, = 2.50

- 5.00

0 - 0.30

= 0.70

e, + a, = 1

3. The farmer has 1000 Kg maize. He must choose among three actions:

a. Sell 1000 Kg maize in January.

b. Sell 500 Kg in January and 500 Kg in April.

c. Sell 1000 Kg in April.

Depending on the outcome, the farmer will incur a loss or a profit.

Profit Function Birr(aiej)

Possible Activities

at sell in January

&2 sell half in January, half in

April

a3 sell all in April

Outcome

0, = 2.50

0

-500

- 1,000

Price of Maize in April

02= 5.00

0

750

1,500

This is called the profit function. In statistics it is called the loss function. If this term is

used, profit becomes a negative loss and the signs in the table are reversed.

1. If the farmer sells in January at 3.50 his revenue is 3,500 and he neither gains or looses from

price changes.

2. If he holds and sells in April, he will loose $1,000 if the price drops to 2.50 and will gain

$1,500 if the prices increases to 5.00.

3. If he sells half in January and half in April, his gains or losses are also reduced by half.
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Profit resulting when action ai is taken and the outcome Qi occurs is denoted by Eirr fo, 0j)

where i - 1, 2 or 3 and j = 1 or 2

Expected profits from the three actions are:

E (Profit at) = P(e,) Birr (a,, 6,) = P (02) Birr (a, , G2)

= 0.3 x 0 + .7.0

= Birr - 0.00

E (Profit aj = P(9,) Birr (a, ,02) + P(92) Birr (a, 02)

= 3 x - 500 + .7 x 750

= Birr 375

E (Profits a3) = P (90 Birr (a3, 0.) + P(02) Birr (a3, 02)

= 0.3 x-1,000 + 0.7(1,500)

= Birr 750

Selling 1000 kg maximizes expected profits given the farmers subjective prior probabilities.

Bayesian theory permits the farmer to bring new information to bear on his subjective

probabilities.

Suppose the farmer is told that if rain falls in Dire-Dawa in December the forecast of Birr:

5.00 in April is right 80 percent of the time and wrong 20 percent of the time.

Suppose the farmer is also told that if rain falls in Dire-Dawa in December, the forecast of

Birr: 2:50 is accurate 60 percent of the time and wrong 40 percent of the time.

The two new probabilities that are conditioned on the possible outcomes of rain in Dire-Dawa

are called likelihood functions and are summarized below.
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The likelihood function P

April Price

Forecast

F, = 2.050

F2 = 5.00

Sum

Conditional Probabilities

Outcome Price of Maize in April

Bx = Birr: 2.50

P (Fj./Oi) = 0.60

P (F2/e,) = O.40

1.00

O2= Birr 5:00

P (F,/e2) = 0.20

P (Fj/Gs) « 0.80

1.00

Note

1. Only two prices are permitted in this simplified example (Birr: 5.00 and Birr: 2.50).

2. The probabilities of the likelihood function are expressed using the notation for conditional

probabilities.

a. A forecast of Birr 2.50 for the April Maize is denoted F, and a forecast of Birr 5.00 is

denoted F2.

b. If the April price is eventually determined to be 2.50 the probability that a rain in Dire-

Dawa in December would have forecasted correctly is given by the conditional probability

PCF^Bj) = O.60, and the probability that a rain would have forecasted Birr 5.00 is given

by the conditional probability P(F2/0]) = O.40

3. Similar probabilities can be calculated for 62.

4. The farmer would like to use the occurrence of rainfall in Dire-Dawa in December because

its accuracy is good in both cases but he does not want to abandon his subjective prior

information based on years of experience. He can combine the two using Baye's Theorem

5. The question the farmer must ask is "of all the times that an April prices of Birr 2.50 is

forecast, what will be the actual frequency of its occurrence ?

a. That is, given that P(e,), P (G2),

to know:

and P (F2/92) are known. The farmer wants
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(0

(ii)
(iii)

(iv) P(G2/F2)

b. That is when it rains in Dire-Dawa in December and the forecast is Birr 2.50: What

proportion of the time is price really 2:50.

c. Also when it rains in Dire-Dawa in December and the forecast is Birr 5.00, what

proportion of the time is the price actually Birr 5.00.

d. Assume that it has rained in Dire-Dawa, and the forecast is Ft, ie. the price is 2.50,

what are the probabilities that this forecast will occur jointly with the outcomes Gt and

92. This can be determined by using the probability formulas:

P(F1( Gl) = P(e,) Pffj/e,) =0.3x0.6 = 0.18

P(F,, O2) = P(G2) PC^/O,) - 0.7 x 0.2 = 0.14

By addition, the marginal probability of ¥x , ie P(Fj) is given by

P(Ft) = P(F1S 6,) + P(F,,G2) = 0.32

e. After it rains in Dire-Dawa and an April price of Birr 2.50 is forecast, one of the two

possible outcomes, either (F,,0,) or (F,, 8,) must occur. The April price will be either

Birr. 2.50 or Birr 5.00 . To help the farmer make this decision, we must find:

Fi) and

ii. P(e2'Fi) and

These conditional probabilities can be computed from P(Fj, Gx), P(F,, G2) and P(F,).

These conditional probabilities are called posterior probabilities.
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0.18

0.32
= 0.56

0.14

0.32
= 0.44

Posterior Probabilities P(0,/Xj)

April Price

Forecast

F, = 2.50

F2 = 5.00

Conditional probabilities

Possible outcome:

0, = 2.50

PCGi/F, ) = 0.56

P(e,/F2) =0.18

Price of Maize in April

e2 = 5.00

P(G2/Fj) « 0.44

P(02/F2) = 0.82

Sum

1.00

1.00

i) The farmer has two sets of posterior probabilities. One for the forecast of Birr 2.50 and one

for the forecast of 5.00.

ii) Depending on which forecast is made, one of these sets is used to compute expected profits

and thereby lead to the selection of the appropriate action.

Game Theory

Bayesian theory assumes a manager "opposed" by nature, or at least, a passive opponent.

Quite often the opponent is not passive but may in fact be selecting strategies to maximize his

own gain.

Game theory originally developed by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstein has been

developed to help analyze and understand such situations.

1. A game is a sequence of actions (moves) and may involve two or more players each wishing

to attain a particular objective.

2. A strategy is a sequence of actions designed to attain the players' goals.

3. Games may be zero-sum or non-zero sum games

4. Although a player may follow a particular strategy, he is not in complete control of the game

because his opponent can also affect the outcome.
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Pay-off Matrix for a two-person zero sum game

Player A's Action

Max loss

Player B's Action

a*

as

bi

Birr 12

7

4

12

b2

-4

5

-3

5

b3

-9

10

- 15

10

Min pay off

-9

5

- 15

1. Call it the profit matrix for Player A or the loss matrix for Player B. It represents the profit

from each action, net of expenses, for Player A given each alternative action of Player B.

If A selects Action 1 and B selects Action 2, B receives Birr 4.00 and A looses Birr 4.00.

2. Each player is assumed to select his action without knowledge of the other players strategy.

3. Solution:

a. Maxi-min: A wants to maximize the minimum pay-off.

b. Mini-max: B wants to minimize the maximum pay-off.

c. For A:

&t gives a minimum pay-off of - 9

&2 gives a minimum pay-off of 5

a3 gives a minimum pay-off of -15

Thus A will pick aj

B will pick b2

d. The solution is stable

e. The game value is Birr 5. That is each time the game is played, B will pay A Birr 5.

f. A's maximum is equal to B's minimum, and the game is said to be strictly determined.
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VI. LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Linear programming provides a synthesis for many of the basic concepts of agricultural

production analysis presented in previous sections of this course. Its use in research on farm

planning has provided additional insights into management problems and, as such, has enhanced

decision-making on farms. A discussion of linear programming should be included in any

course in production economics.

The study of resource allocation on an individual farm when resources are limited - that is,

when available resources will not permit the manager to use the profit-maximizing amounts - is

basic to production economics. In The earlier sections of the course, decision criteria were

developed to determine: the combination of inputs that would minimize the cost of a given

quantity of output; the profit-maximizing combinations of output that could be produced given

a limited amount of input; the general equi-marginal principles; and the conditions for optimal

allocation of several inputs among several enterprises.

The analyses we have studied earlier in this course contain the economic logic underlying

linear programming. Linear programming, of course, does involve some unique features.

The discussion of equi-marginal principles in Chapter 5 was based on the assumption

that input use would be in Stage II of the production function. Other than that, no

restrictions were placed upon the form of those functions. Linear programming requires

that all relevant production and revenue functions be linear.

The Linear Programming Model

The production function. The production functions assumed for linear programming are:

1. Linear but of a very special type;

2. They do not permit input substitution; and

3. They must exhibit constant returns to scale.

Such production functions are often call fixed-proportion production functions.

The fixed-proportion production function used in linear programming should not be confused

with the continuous linear production function that is also characterized by constant returns to

scale. Any linear function that passes through the origin will possess the property of constant

returns to scale. To compare the two, consider the linear production function
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This function shows constant returns to scale; it is linear and homogeneous so tha< doubling

input amounts will double output, but the inputs do substitute for each other. The isoquant

equation for any constant output level, Yo, is given by

= XXo

and the marginal rate of substitution is given by

MPPxl

In this case, the expansion path lies on one input axis or the other, or in the event that -

(a,/a,) = -(P^/Pxi) would consist of the entire plane.

The fixed-proportion production function is written

Y = minimum (a,X,,

which means that output is determined by the limiting input. For example, if ax = 2, ^ =

3, X, = 2andX2 = 5, output would be Y = minimum (2XU 3X2) - minimum (2.2, 3.5)

- 4,X2 could be increased to 100 or decreased to 4/3 and output would remain at 4. However,

if the amount of X2 dropped below 4/3, Xi remaining at 2, then X2 would be limiting and output

would drop and equal

Unfortunately, the algebraic expression for the fixed-proportion production function does not

clearly express the fact that both inputs are required to produce the minimum amount of Y. For

example, when Y = minimum (2XU3X^ and two units of X! are used, then 4/3 units of X2 must

also be used to produce four units of output. When X2 = 5 and Xj is the limiting input, X2

will be in surplus by the amount equal to (5 - 4/3 - 11/3) or [the amount of X2 available -

(output / aj. Thus, the amounts of inputs actually used to produce four units of output will be

Xl=2 and X2 = 4/3.

The Maximization Model

The typical linear programming problem must start with a set of fixed-proportion

production functions for the enterprises to be considered. In farm management research,

the production functions are usually derived from a budgeting procedure. The farmer,

who wants to formulate a farm plan consisting of several different enterprises, first

must develop a budget for each enterprise. These budgets are then used to determine

input requirements and profits per unit of output for the enterprise. The coefficients of

the fixed proportion production functions are derived from the budgets.
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For example, consider the data in 6-1. Three inputs are used to produce two outputs. From

budgeting, it is determined that a unit of Yt requires 3 units of Xlt 1 unit of X2 and 3 units of

X3 while a unit of Y2 requires 2, 2, and 1 unit of the same inputs. Using the notation presented

above, Yj = minimum (3Xt, 1X2, 3X3) and Y2 = minimum (2XU 2X2, 1X3); that is, the fixed

proportions needed are (3:1:3) for Yj and (2:2:1) for Y2. Y! and Y2 both return a profit of

$US1 per unit and the farmer would like to maximize profits. He has limited quantities of

inputs: 36 units of X,, 30 units of X2 and 30 units of X3.

The total quantity of the inputs will limit the amount of output that can be produced. The

36 units of Xj can be used to produce either Yt or Y2 or a combination of Yi and Y2.

Table 6-1: TJnear The Budeet for a HvDothetical Maximization Problem

A. Input Requirements and Availability

Input

Units of Input/Units of Output

Y Y

Total Amount of

Available Input

X2

X3

36

30

30

B. Profit per Unit of Output

$1 $1

Thus, 3Y! + 2Y2 <* 36. That is, for any values of Yi and Y2 chosen to be the possible

solutions to the problem, the total amount of X! used cannot exceed 36. It could be less than

36 - hence, the inequality. There will be three such equations, one for each input, and all three

can be written:

3Y, + 2Y2 <£ 36

1Y, + 2Y2 <> 30

3Yi + 1Y2 <; 30

In linear programming terminology, these equations are called constraints. Notice that the

columns of numbers to the left of the inequalities are the coefficients of the production functions;

the column on the right represents input amounts. Two additional requirements must now be

added: Y2 > 0, Y2 > 0. These nonenegativity restrictions are dictated by mathematical

considerations but have a practical interpretation. In practice, farmers cannot grow minus 10
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cows or minus 150 acres of corn. Linear programming is a mathematical technique that could,

without these last two restrictions, have solutions that include negative outputs.

The final equation needed to set up the linear programming problem is called the objective
.function. The farmer operates the farm for profit and the linear programming solutions based
on the assumption that he seeks to maximize profits. Profit is given by:

Profit = PylY, + Py2Y2 = $1 Y, + $1 Y2

Thus, the objective of the linear programming model is to maximize the objective function

(profit) subject to the three input constraints and the two nonnegativity restrictions.

The Minimization Model

The economic problem often involves minimizing the cost of a given level of production;

linear programming techniques are equally applicable to problems of minimization. A common

example used in linear programming texts is called the "diet" or "feed-mix" problem. The

problem of the farmer is to feed an animal at minimum cost and yet supply the daily minimum

requirements of nutrients needed to maintain and fatten the animal.

Table 6-2: Linear Programming: The Budget for A

Hypothetic Minimization Problem

Nutrient

Calcium

Protein

Calories

A. Nutrient Available

Units of Nutrient/Unit

Ingredient Xt

1

3

1

and Requirements

of Feed

Ingredient 2

10

15

15

B. Cost per Unit of Feed

$1 $2 ' ''

Minimum Daily

Requirement

36

30

30

Hypothetical data for a feed-mix problem are given in Table 6-2. Two feed ingredients have

varying quantities of calcium, protein, and calories. The minimum daily requirement from these

two sources is assumed to be 10, 15, and 15 units of calcium, protein, and calories, respectively.

A unit of ingredient Xt costs $1 and a unit of ingredient X2 costs $2. Sufficient information is

available to set up the following linear programming model:
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Minimize Cost $1 X, + $2 X2

Subject to: IX, + 1X2 > 10

3X, 4- lXa > 15

IX, + 6X2 > 15

and X, ;> 0, X2 £ 0

The constraints are again expressed as inequalities but now insure that the minimum

requirements are met. Thus, X, + X2 - 10 states that at least 10 units of calcium are

required; more is acceptable but less is not. The same interpretation holds for 3X, + 1X2 =

15 (protein) and X, + 6X2 = 15 (calories).

Additional Considerations

The different types of constraints can be combined in the same model. Thus, constraints

representing upper bounds, lower bounds, and equality requirements can be used in the same

problem. When different types of constraints are utilized, care must be taken to insure that they

are consistent. Inconsistency is always a danger to be aware of, but the hazard is increased

when different types of constraints are combined.

The Dual

Problems in economics can often be divided into a dichotomy. For example, the most

profitable output of a production process could be determined by finding the optimum input or

the optimum output. In the earlier sections of this course, it was shown that the optimum input,

when substituted into the production function, would produce the optimum output. A similar

dichotomy, called the dual, exists in linear programming. Every linear programming problem

has dual.

Consider the typical maximization problem. The farmer's goal is to maximize profits from

his fixed bundle of resources. The value of the objective function of the linear programming

problem, which is usually some measure of profit, also represents the value of his stock of

resources - the ones that give rise to the constraints of the model - when the resource services

are converted to output services and sold at prevailing prices in the output markets. Thus, in

a very real sense, it can be said that the maximization process imputes a value to the farm's

resources. These imputed values represent the worth of the inputs when used within the firm,

not their value when sold directly in the input markets outside the firm. But this imputation is

at best indirect.

The dual of the maximization problem is designed to determine the imputed value of the

resources in a direct fashion. Each resource is assumed to have an imputed value, called a

shadow price. The shadow price is defined as the number of dollars that would be added to

profit by an additional unit of the resource. Suppose that a simple ik"1"1 includes two

products,Y, and Y2 and two resources, X, and X2, and that each resource has a sn«dow price,X,
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for Xi and ^ for X2. Because the production functions in question are linear witlt constant

returns to scale, the total imputed value of the resources can be written:

Total imputed value = b^ + b2X2

where bj and b2, represent the available amounts of the resources X, and X2, respectively. This

is the objective function of the dual of the maximization problem, b, and b2 are given or fixed

input quantities; Xt and Xj are measured in units of dollars.

The goal of the dual solution is to minimize the objective function! If the total imputed value

of the inputs in fact equals total profit to the farm, why does the dual seek to minimize it? The

answer lies in the nature of the constraints.

Let us write out the constraints for the dual and then explain them. For the two input-two

output example, the constraints would be:

y

> Py2

The ay are the production coefficients explained above in more general notation. an is the

amount of X! used to produce a unit of Y1( a^ is the amount of X2 used to produce a unit of Yt.

The product (an\j) is imputed cost of using Xt to produce a unit of Yt and (a^X^ is the imputed

cost of using X2 to produce a unit of Y,. Pyi is the profit from the unit of Y^ Thus, the

constraint says that the total imputed cost (or value) of the resource quantities used to produce

a unit of Yj must equal or exceed the profit received from that unit of Yx. To restate this

proposition: The imputed value to the farm of all inputs used to produce a unit of Yt must at

least equal the profit earned from a unit of Y,.

How are the values of Xj and Xj determined? Ultimately from the solution of the

programming problem. They will represent the return the inputs can earn when put to their

most profitable use in the farm business. Thus, an inequality can never hold for an enterprise

in the final solution. If it did, the farmer would be losing money on that particular enterprise

and could reallocate the resources to another enterprise and increase revenue. This implies that

if Y! is to be produced, only the equality for Y! can hold in the final solution. When the

equality holds, resources used to produce Yt will earn exactly what they could earn elsewhere

on the farm, and the imputed cost of producing Y, exactly equals returns from Y,. In other

words, the value of the resources is determined by the revenues from the sale of the output. The

farmer's objectives are met when the objective function is minimized. By doing so, he is

insuring that returns from Yx will equal returns elsewhere in his business.
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The dual can now be stated in general notation. The original problem may be written as:

maximize Pyl Y, + P^ Y2

Subject to au Yi + a12 Y2 < bj

a2i I] + 3^2 »2 — ^2

Y, > 0, Y2 > 0

where all variables are defined as before. The dual of this problem may be written as:

minimize bj X, + b2 X2

subject to alt \ +a21 ^ ^ Pyl

ai2 \ + &22 ^2 ^ Py2
and X, > 0,X2 > 0

where again all variables are as defined before. This notation is similar to that used earlier

except that the general notation "a^" is used to denote production coefficients.

The dual solution can be illustrated using a simple example. Consider the following problem:

maximize $3Yj + $2Y2

subject to Y! + 0.5Y2 £ 4

Yi + Y2 < 5

and Yt > 0, Y2 > 0

The dual for this problem would be written:

minimize 4X! + 5X2

subject to Xt + X2 > 3

0.5X, + Xj > 2

and ^ > 0, X^ ^ 0

Shadow prices are sometimes called the opportunity costs of the inputs. Opportunity cost is

usually defined as the return a resource could earn when put to its best alternative use. Because

shadow prices determine the resource earnings within the farm business, they represent

opportunity costs only when the farmer is considering using his inputs elsewhere.

A set of general principles or theorems applies to a linear programming problem, often called

the primal, and its dual. These are:

1. The optimal values of the objective functions of the primal and the dual are always equal.
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2. The optimal value of a variable in one system (primal or dual) is zero when the
corresponding constraint in the other system is a strict inequality and is nonnegative when

the corresponding constraints is a strict equality.

So for any maximization problem (primal) there will be a dual that is a minimization

problem. The reverse is also true. For any minimization problem (primal) there will be a dual
that is a maximization problem. Thus, arguing which is the primal or the dual is tantamount to

the chicken-and-egg question. The researcher can formulate a given problem either way.

Before the advent of electrotonic computers, one method of selection was to choose the form that

was simplest computationally.

The Simplex Solution

The economic principles involved in linear programming have been presented above using

simple equations. However, a linear programming model of a farm, if it is to be at all realistic,
will usually include several feasible enterprises using many different inputs. Equation solutions

for such problems become impossible; a systematic computational technique is required.

The Simplex method is a computational procedure that starts with the budget data and

proceeds step by step to a systematic solution of a programming problem. The method is a

sequential set of arithmetic operations and as such is called an algorithm. In this section, a
simple problem will be solved using the Simplex algorithm. (The derivation of the algorithm

will not be presented; it is mathematical in nature and beyond the scope and purpose of this

text.)

The solution to the Simplex method will determine 1) the combination of enterprises that

maximize profit for the farm, 2) the amount of the maximum profit, and 3) shadow prices for

the farm inputs. Thus, it includes information about the dual as well as the primal solution.

While essentially a mathematical technique, detailed study of the algorithm will enhance the

student's understanding of and appreciation for linear programming.

The Simplex Problem Matrix

Table 6-3 presents crop budgets for three crop enterprises. The goal of the analysis will be
to maximize gross returns minus variable costs. The objective function is often specified in this

manner for farm planning purposes because only variable costs affect decisions on the farm.
Net farm income can be determined by subtracting fixed costs, such as taxes and depreciation,

from the value of the final farm plan. The plan that maximizes income before fixed costs are

subtracted will also maximize net farm income. Therefore, the budgets in Table 6-3 determine

gross income minus variable costs.
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The resources available on the farm are assumed to be 400 acres of land, 2,200 hours of

labour per year, and $5,000 of operating capital. To solve the problem, the land, labour, and

capital requirements must be estimated for each of the enterprises in Table 6-3. The budget

information is based on units of one acre; therefore, one unit of each crop activity will require

one acre of land. One acre of sorghum is estimated to require 4 man-hours of labour; one acre

of wheat will require 2.5 manhours of labour; and one acre of soybeans will require 3.5

manhours of labour. For convenience, the operating capital requirements are rounded off to

$15, $12 and $12 per acre for grain sorghum, wheat and soybeans, respectively.

Table 6-3: Budgets for Three Crop Enterprises

Yield per acre

Price

Gross income

Variable costs:

Seed

Fertilizer

Pesticides

Fuel and Oil

repairs

Total variable cost

Income less variable costs

Grain Sorghum

48 kg.

$ 1.05/bun.

50.40

$0.80

5.75

3.00

3.00

2.50

$15.05

$35.35

Wheat

30 bun.

$ 1.50/bun.

45.00

$2.00

5.00

3.00

2.50

$12.50

$32.50

Soybeans

15.7 bun.

$ 3.00/bun.

47.10

$2.50

4.50

3.00

2.50

$12.50

$34.60

The resource requirements per acre are called production coefficients. They are the "a/

defined in the previous section. Also called technical coefficients, they state the amount of input

required per unit of output for each activity. In this case, there are three resources and each

enterprise has three production coefficients. The coefficient must always exist, even if it is zero.

The basic information needed for the Simplex solution is now available. The next step is

to formulate the problem in an orderly fashion to begin computations. The initial Simplex

tableau is presented in Table 6-4. At first glance this tableau may appear rather formidable, but

we shall proceed to explain the concepts needed to start the solution. As each step is developed,

the concepts involved should be clarified.

The mathematical technique underlying the Simplex algorithm can be explained as follows:

The inequalities that represent the resources constraints are converted to equalities. The

programming model then consists of a set of linear equations with a linear
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Activities in the Solution Set Real Activities

Net Price Name Amount

B

Grain Sorqhum --Vheat

Land-V,

Labor- V5

Capital- V,

400

2,200

5.000

1

4

15

Net price of activities: C

Opportunity cost of activities:
Shadow prices: Z - C,

Vrilue of program ~- SO

2
35.35

0

35.35

oybeans

1

3.5

12

"2.50

0

??.5O

34.60

0

34.60

Disposal Activities

Land

Y.

Labor Capital

Ratio

R

400

5,500

333.33
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objective function and nonnegativity restrictions. A solution to the set of linear equations is

found that is called "feasible"; that is, it satisfies both the linear restrictions and the

nonnegativity requirements. By using the principle of opportunity cost within the firm, the

solution is examined to determine whether a change would increase profits. The technique is

iterative -it can be repeated. If a change is profitable, a new solution is determined.

Disposal activities are used to convert the inequalities to equalities. In Table 6-4, three new

activities are added to the real activities. The real activities are based on a one acre unit, and

their coefficients for land, labour, and capital are presented in columns labelled Yu Y2, and Y3.

The disposal activities are labelled Y4,Y5, and Y6. The disposal activity for land is also based

on one acre; it requires one acre of land, uses no labour or capital and earns nothing. When

one unit of this "slack" activity is used, an acre of land is left idle. The disposal activities for

labour and capital have a similar interpretation. Nonuse of a unit of a resource requires one unit

of that resource, none of the others, and returns no profit. One unit of the labour disposal

activity is defined to be one hour of labour, and one unit of the capital disposal activity is

defined to be one dollar. In practical terms, the "production" of a unit of a disposal activity

simply means that the resource does not have to be used to produce sorghum, wheat, or

soybeans.

The coefficients for the real and disposal activities are contained in the upper bo and right

portions of Table 9-4. The upper left section of the table, "Activities in the Solution Set",

contains a listing of the initial solution to the linear programming problem. This section contains

the net price, the name, and the amount of the activities selected to be in the initial solution.

The initial feasible solution always assumed for the Simplex method is not exciting but it is easy

to find. Initially, all resources are assumed to be used to produce disposal activities. Because

these activities earn no income, the initial income (value of the program) is zero.

The initial feasible solution can be expressed in equations as follows:

The constraint equations are:

1Y, + 1Y2 + 1Y3 + 1Y4 + 1Y3 + 1Y6 = 400

4Y, -f 2.5Y2 + 3.5Y3 + 0Y4 + 1Y5 + 0Y6 = 2200

bY, + 12Y2 + 12Y3 + 0Y4 + 05 + 1Y6 = 5000

and the objective function is:

Value of the Program = S35.35Y, + $32.50Y2 + $34.60Y3 + 0Y4 + 0Y5 +

0Y6

The initial solution is Y, = 0,Y2 = 0,Y3 - 0,Y4 = 400,Y5 = 2200 and Y6 = 5000.
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Thus, the constraints are fulfilled

1(10) + 1(10) + 1(10) "+ 1(400) + 0(2200) + 0(5000) = 400
4(10) + 2.5(0) + 3.5(0) + 0(400) + 1(2200) + 0(5000) =2200
15(10) + 12(0) + 12(0) + 0(400) + 0(2200) + 1(5000) = 5000

and the objective function equals zero

0 = $35.35(0) + $32.50(0) + $34.60(0) + 0(400) + 0(2200) + 0(5000)

A farm plan that leaves all resources idle and earns no income will not be looked upon with
favour by most farmers. A better plan must be found; the purpose of the three rows in the
lower section of Table 6-4 is to provide the information needed to determine a better solution -
if one exists. The first row of this section, "Net Price of Activities", lists the profit earned by
a unit of each enterprise to be considered for the farm plan, including the disposal activities.
The next row, "Opportunity Cost of Activities", lists the revenue within the farm that would
have to be foregone to produce a unit of each activity. In the initial plan nothing of value is
being produced; therefore producing a unit of any real activity would cause no sacrifice of
income. The disposal activities are being produced but have net prices of zero, therefore,
reducing the production of the disposal activities does not reduce income.

The last row of the lower section presents the shadow prices for all activities. The shadow
prices for the disposal activities give the imputed value of the inputs for this farm plan. Because
nothing of value is being produced, the inputs have no imputed value. The shadow prices for
the real activities are nonzero and assume an important role in the Simplex solution. The
shadow prices for the real activities suggest the apparent most profitable change that can be
made in the initial solution. Grain sorghum returns $35.35 per unit and has an opportunity cost

of zero. Its shadow price, Z, - Q = - $35.35, means that the objective function will be
increased by $35.35 for each unit of grain sorghum produced. Similar interpretations hold for
the shadow prices of wheat and soybeans. Because a unit of sorghum would increase the
objective function by the largest amount per unit of the activities (sorghum has the largest
absolute shadow price), it appears that profits can be increased the most by producing grain

sorghum.

All real activities have a negative shadow price, suggesting that profits could be increased
by producing any of the three - producing something appears better than producing nothing. But
sorghum is the one to start with because it appears to produce the most revenue; the word
"appears" is intentional because the solution is iterative and the optimal farm plan could include
an activity that produces less profit per unit of output, but more profit per unit of input.
Nonetheless, the Simplex method will always bring the activity with the highest net profit into

the program first.
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The final bit of data in the initial tableau is the value of the program. This has been shown

to be zero and can be computed directly from the table by multiplying the amount of the activity

in the solution set (Column B) by the appropriate price of that activity (Column C). Thus, value

of the program = $0 • 400 + $0 • 2200 + $0 • 5000 = $0.

Our explanation of the initial tableau and the initial feasible solution is now complete. To

select a more profitable solution, we examine the Zj - C} row of Table 6-4 and select the

smallest negative (largest absolute) shadow price. As described above, that will be grain

sorghum. We, therefore, decide to produce all the grain sorghum possible given the available

resources. The maximum attainable production can be determined by dividing the sorghum

production coefficients into the resource amounts . Therefore, the amounts of sorghum

production each resource would allow are:

Land 400/1 = 400 acres

Labour 2200/4 = 550 acres

Capital 5000/15 = 333.33 acres

These are included in Table 6-4 in the column labelled R. Capital is the most limiting;

therefore, the initial solution will be changed by adding 333.33 acres of sorghum. But this

change will also change the number of units of the disposal activities that can be produced. To

show these computations, a second tableau is needed.

The first iteration of the Simplex solution is shown in Table 6-5. The new feasible solution

is 333.33 acres of sorghum, 866.68 hours of unused labour and 66,67 unused acres. The value

of the program is now $11,783.22. This is an obvious improvement. All the calculations that

follow are in essence needed to determine if a new plan will increase profit even more. The

structure of Table 6-5 is exactly the same as Table 6-4. We now will derive the new numbers

in Table 6-5.

The sorghum row: Because capital was the limiting resource for grain sorghum production,

sorghum is said to "replace" capital in the feasible solution. This is intuitively reasonable:

Sorghum is using all the capital. Another capital-using activity can be produced only by taking

capital from sorghum (reducing sorghum production) and reallocating that "freed" capital to the

new enterprise. Thus, in a real sense, sorghum is capital in the new solution. The grain

sorghum row "comes in on" the capital row.

The values in the grain sorghum row of Table 6-5 are found by dividing each value in the

capital row of Table 6-4 by the sorghum capital requirement. Thus, in order from left to right,

the new coefficients are:
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5000 = 333.33; 15/15 = 1; 12/15 = 0.8; 12/15 = 0.8;

15

0/15 = 0; 0/15 - 0; 1/15 = 0.067

These values have a significant economic interpretation. As noted, 333.33 is the maximum
amount of grain sorghum that can be produced in the new farm plan. The other six numbers
are the marginal rate of product substitution between sorghum and the six productive activities.

Thus, to grow one additional acre of grain sorghum, one acre of grain sorghum must be given
up That is rather trivial, but to grow one acre of wheat or one acre of soybeans, 0.8 of an acre
of sorghum must be given up. Soybeans and wheat require $12 of operating capital per acre

while sorghum requires $15. To add an acre of wheat or soybeans, sorghum must be reduced
by 0 8 of an acre because (0.8) ($15) = $12. The disposal activities require no capital so the
entries in those columns are zero. Finally, to allow a dollar of capital to go unused, sorghum
production would have to be reduced by 1/15 = 0.067 acres.

Calculating Column B: Production of 333.33 acres of grain sorghum will reduce the amount

of unused labour and land. The amounts not used are assumed to remain in the disposal
activities and are listed in Column B. These are calculated as follows:

Land: 400 - (333.33 x 1) = 66.67

Labour: 2,200- (333.33x4) = 866.68

In general, the calculation is done as follows:

Tfrp. amount of resource remaining in the disposal activity = (The amount of the resource
available) - (Number of ijnitx of the new enterprise brought into the feasible solution multiplied

hv the resource requirement per unit of the new enterprise).

Thus 333.33 acres of sorghum require one acre of land each and four hours of labour each.

When subtracted from the total available, 66.67 acres of land and 866.68 hours of labour

remain.

The column coefficients: The remaining coefficients in the columns of the upper section of
Table 6-5 will be computed. We will then discuss their interpretation. The general

computational formula for any of the six activities (columns) is:

New coefficient in position (i, j) in Table 6-5 = (Old coefficient in position (i, j) in Table
6-4) - (The marginal rate of substitution of activity j for sorghum that is found in the grain
sorghum row (row three) multiplied by the coefficient of grain sorghum activity found in row

i of Table 6-4).
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Table 6.5. First Iteration for the Simplex Solution

Activities in the Solution

Net Price Name

Ci

0 Land-V4

0 Labor- Y^

35.35 Sorghum-Y,

Net price of activities: C

Opportunity cost of activities: 2
Shadow prices: Zt - Ct

Value of program - $11,783.22

Set

Amount

B

66.67

866.68

333.33

Real

Grain Sorqhum

V, '

0

0

1

35.35

35.35

0

Activities

When:

>.

0.2

-0.7

0.8

32.50

28.28

-4.2:

Sovbeans

V,

C.2

0.2

0.6

34.60

28.28

-6.32

Disoosa! Activities

Land

V.

1

0

0

0

0

c

Labor

Yt

0

1

0

0

0

0

Capita!

-0.067

-0.268

0.067

0

2.36

2.36

R

333.35

4333.40

416 6r
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The remaining column coefficients in Table 6-5 are given by:

Grain Sorghum Column: 1 - (1 x 1) = 0
4 - (1 x 4) = 0

Wheat Column: 1 - (0.8 x 1) = 0.2
2.5-(0.8x4) = -0.7

Soybean Column: 1 - (0.8 x 1 ) = 0.2
3.5 - (0.8 x 4) - 0.2

Land Disposal Column: 1 - (0.1) = 1
0 - (0.4) = 0

Labour Disposal Column: 0 - (0.1) =0
0 - (0.4) = 1

Capital Disposal Column: 0 - (0.067 x 1) = -0.067
0 - (0.067 x 4) = -0.268

The logic underlying these computations is as follows: Suppose one unit of the wheat
activity is added to the feasible plan, using one of the 66.67 idle acres. This acre of wheat will
require $12 of capital which must be obtained by reducing sorghum by $12/$15 - 0.8 of an acre.
Therefore, adding a unit of wheat actually requires only an additional 0.2 of an acre from the
66 67 idle acres. This coefficient in the wheat column is computed as [1 - (0.8 • 1) =
0 2] or (land requirement for wheat - land made available for use on wheat when capital is
shifted from sorghum to wheat). The land available due to the reallocation of capital is equal
to the number of units the sorghum activity is reduced per unit of wheat multiplied by the land

requirement per unit of sorghum.

The labour requirement for wheat in Table 6-5 underscores this meaning. Introducing a unit
of wheat into the plan will require 2.5 hours of labour. But a unit of sorghum uses 4 hours of
labour. As shown, a unit of the wheat activity will displace a 0.8 of a unit of sorghum, freeing
0 8 • 4 = 3-2 units of labour. Adding a unit of wheat thus frees 0.7 hours of labour to be used
elsewhere on the farm; i.e., (2.5 - 3.2 = -0.7). Hence the negative sign. When sorghum
production is limited by capital and wheat is introduced into the program, the wheat activity

actually supplies labour to the farm - relative, of course, to sorghum.

Opportunity cost and shadow prices: The opportunity cost row measures the income
sacrificed when an activity is increased by one unit. Sorghum is using all the available capital;

therefore, an increase in any activity requires a reduction in sorghum. The amount that income
is reduced by this shift is found by multiplying the marginal rates of substitution between each
activity and sorghum by the income from one unit of sorghum. To produce an additional unit
of sorghum, one unit would have to be sacrificed, therefore the reduction in income would be
$.35.35 • 1 '= $35.35. This is again trivial. To produce one unit of wheat, 0.8 of a unit of
sorghum would be sacrificed, therefore income would be reduced $35.35 • 0.8 = $28.28. The

complete computations for this row are:
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Grain Sorghum: $35.35 (1) = $35.35

Wheat: $35.35 (0.8) = $28.28

Soybeans: $35.35 (0.8) - $28.28

Land Disposal: $35.35 (0) = 0

Labour Disposal: $35.35 (0) = 0

Capital Disposal $35.35 (0.067) = $28.28

If one unit of capital is left unused, $2.36 of income is lost. This could be computed directly

from Table 6-4 as $35/$15 = $2,36, the amount of income sorghum produces per dollar.

The shadow prices are computed by subtracting the net price of each activity from its

opportunity cost. The economic logic of this is clear. Thus, the last row of Table 6-5 is given

in each case by Zj - Cj or:

Grain Sorghum: $35.35 - $35.35 - 0

Wheat: $28.28 - $32.50 = - $4.22

Soybeans: $28.28 - $34.60 = - $6.32

Land Disposal: $0-0 = 0

Labour Disposal: $0-0 = 0

Capital Disposal $2.36 - 0 - $2.36

Examination of the shadow prices reveals two useful facts. First, two of the real activities

have negative shadow prices, suggesting that income can be increased by introducing another

real activity into the feasible plan. Of the two possibilities, soybeans has the smallest negative

(largest absolute) shadow price; hence, it will be introduced next. Second, of the three inputs,

only capital is limiting and only capital has a positive price. By multiplying the shadow price

of the capital, $2.36, by the amount of capita, $5,000, the value of the program is determined

to be $11,800, approximately the same as before (the difference is due to rounding).
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Soybeans will be introduced into the feasible plan next. The limiting amount wih again be

found by dividing the coefficients in the soybean column into the amounts of "resources" in the

B column. These are:

Land: 66.67/0.2 « 333.35

Labour: 866.68/0.2 = 4333.40

Sorghum: 333.33/0.8 = 416.66

The number in the sorghum row, $416.66, is actually the capital constraint for soybeans; it

could have been computed directly from Table 6-4 as $5,000/12 = $416.67. It determines the

number of units of soybeans that could be produced if all capital is diverted to soybeans.

The solution of a linear programming problem using the Simplex method is an iterative

procedure. The soybean activity will replace the land disposal activity in the next tableau. All

the computations will proceed in a manner similar to those just described. After each iteration
the shadow prices are examined to determine the need to introduce further real activities into the

program. When all shadow prices are positive, the most profitable farm plan has been attained.

The most profitable plan is obtained for the present example by computing one additional

iteration. The final tableau is presented in Table 6-6. The final solution includes 333.33 acres

of soybeans, 66.67 acres of grain sorghum and leaves 800.01 hours of labour idle. This plan

will return $13,890 before fixed costs. Land and capital are both limiting; an additional acre

of land would add $31.60 to profits while an additional dollar of operating capital would add

$0.25 to profits. The imputed value of labour is zero. This does not suggest that labour

produces nothing of value on the average, only on the margin. (Again, recall the properties of

the fixed-proportion production function).

The value of the program can be computed in either of two ways, by using units of the real

activities:

$13,890 - $34.60 (333.33) + $35.35 (66.67) + 0 $(800.01) or using shadow prices,

$13,890 = $31.60 (400) + $0.25 (5000) + $0 (2200)

Lastly, the final solution also can be shown to satisfy the constraint equalities. The final

solution is Y, = 66.67, Y? = 0, Y3 = 333.33, Y4 = 0, Y5 = 800.01, and Y6 = 0. When

substituted into the constraint equations, these values give:

1(66.67) + 1(0) + 1(333.33) + 1(0) + 0(800.0.1) + 0(0) = 400

4(66.67) + 2.5(0) + 3.5(333.33) + 0(0) + 1(800.0.1) + 0(0) = 2200
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15(66.67) + 12(0) + 12(333.33) + 0(0) + 0(800.0.1) + 1(0) = 5000

and the objective function is:

$13,890 = $35.35 (66.67) + $32.50 (0) + $34.60 (333.33) + 0(0) + 0(800.01) + 0(0)

Fortunately, electronic computers can now be used to solve linear programming problems.

Solutions to large programs can be obtained at very little cost. A study of the Simplex method

adds to an understanding of linear programming - but interpretation of results does not depend

upon knowing the mathematical details. Comprehension of the economic logic underlying linear

programming will enable the student to understand and use linear programming intelligently.

Interpreting the Results

Once the final plan is obtained, it must be evaluated from a practical point of view. The

following are examples of questions that should be considered by farmers:

1. Is it possible to get 333.33 acres of soybeans and 66.67 acres of grain sorghum planted

in one growing season, given the size of equipment implied by the labour coefficients?

2. Are 333.33 acres of soybeans and 66.67 acres of grain sorghum agronomically

reasonable or does my farm require a rotation?

3. Are all 400 acres equally suited to either soybeans or grain sorghum or is there some

difference in land quality that should be considered?

4. Do I want this sort of plan, or would I prefer one with more wheat and less soybeans?

5. Is an average yield of 15.7 bushels per acre reasonable if 333.33 acres are planted?

6. Should the plan include some livestock alternatives which have not been considered?

If any or all of the considerations are valid, the original matrix, or problem, can be changed

to include these. Just because you have set up a matrix and the computer has solved it doesn't

mean the solution is a desirable one. It is up to the manager, if using linear programming, to

make sure the problem has been defined adequately and properly.
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Table 6-6. The Final Iteration (Solution) for the Simplex Solution

Activities in the Solution

Net Price Name

ci

34.60 Soybeans-V,

0 Labor- Y,.

35.35 Sorghum- V,

Net price of activities: C

Opportunity cost of activities: 2

Shadow prices: Z - C

Value of program ■-- $13.890.00

Set

Amount

3

333.33

.300.01

66.67

Real

f3rain Sorghum

V,

0

0

1

35 35

.35.35

0

Activities

/Vheat

r
.32.50

.■4.60

■M0

Soybeans

)

0

a

34.60

34.60

0

Disposal Activities

Land

5

-1

-4

0

31.00

31.60

Labor

0

1

0

0

0

0

Capital

- 0.335

0.20!

0.335

0

0.25

0.25

Ratio

R
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The Simplex Solution for Minimization

The Simplex algorithm is equally adaptable to problems of cost minimization. Suppose that

a manager wishes to formulate a least cost ration for an 800 pound steer in a finishing pen and

decides to seek an average daily gain of 2.4 pounds. To do so, the following three requirements

must be met each day:

Dry matter, at most 18 pounds.

Digestible protein, at least 1.34 pounds.

Energy, at least 11.92 meg. cal.

In an actual feeding situation, other requirements would also be needed, but three will suffice

to illustrate the method while keeping the example small. The nutritional content and costs of

five available ingredients are listed in Table 6-7. Sufficient information is now available to

formulate the linear programming problem.

Table 6-7: Nutritional Content and Cost of Five Feeds

Corn (100 lbs.)

Grain Sorghum (100 lbs.)

Soybeans Oil Meal (100 lbs.)

Alfalfa (100 lbs.)

Sorghum Silage (100 lbs.)

Dry

Matter

(lbs.)

85.0

85.0

90.6

90.5

25.3

Digestible

Protein

(lbs.)

7.5

6.7

42.0

11.2

1.3

Energy

(Meg. Cal.)

84.9

77.8

79.6

41.5

15.0

Cost

(CWT)

$2.65

2.50

6.00

1.75

0.50

The initial simplex tableau for the least cost feed mix problem is contained in Table 6-8.

It contains three new features: 1) the disposal activities for digestible protein and energy have

negative coefficients; 2) two new columns, representing artificial activities for these two

ingredients, are added to the right of the tableau; and 3) three new rows, called the M rows, are

added to the bottom of the table.

The dry matter constraint represents a maximum and therefore has a disposal activity as

described above for the maximization model. The negative signs on the two other disposal

activities follow logically from the nature of the constraints; they now represent minimum

amounts rather than maximum amounts. For example, the basic constraint for digestible protein

would be:
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7.5Y, + 6.7Y2 + 42.OY3 + 11.2Y4 + 1.3Y5 ;> 1.34

To convert this to an equality and still insure that the minimum requirement will be met

requires that the disposal activity for digestible protein be given a negative sign. Therefore, the

equality constraint is:

7.5Y, + 6.7Y2 + 42.OY3 + 11.2Y4 + 1.3Y3 + Y7 = 1.34

The variable Y7 measures the amount by which the quantities of the five ingredients in the

solution exceed the minimum requirement for digestible protein. If the sum of the first five

products in the above equation, (7.5Y, + ... + 1.3Y5) exceeds 1.34, the remainder is

"deposited" in the disposal activity. Thus, the digestible protein in the amounts of the

ingredients selected must equal 1.34 but may exceed 1.34. (Or, for any feasible solution, 7.5Yi

+ ... + 1.3Y3 = 1.34 + Y7.) The disposal activity is still necessary but has a negative sign

because its role is reversed from the function it performed in the maximization problem.

Because of the new role of the disposal activities, they cannot be used to provide the initial

feasible solution. In the above constraint for digestible protein, when Y, through Y5 are set

equal to zero, then -Y7 = 1.34. But if Y7 is assigned the value of 1.34 in the initial feasible

solution the resulting equation would be - 1.34 * 1.34. Assigning Y7 the value of -1.34 would

satisfy the digestible protein constraint but violate the nonnegativity requirement of linear

programming. Therefore, the disposal activities cannot be used to form the initial solution for

the Simplex method.

This dilemma is solved in the Simplex method by introducing two new activities called

artificial activities. These activities have positive coefficients and thus can be used to provide

the initial solution. For example, the addition of the artificial activity for digestible protein, Y9,

leads to a new linear equality.

7.5Y, + 6.7Y2 + 42.0Y3 + 11.2Y4 + 1.3Y5 + Y7 + Y9 = 1.34

The initial feasible solution can be found by setting Y9 = 1.34. Y]0 = 11.92 and Y6 =

18.00 complete the initial solution, with all other activities set equal to zero.

The artificial activities solve one problem but create another. They cannot remain in the
least cost solution because they would permit the minimum requirements to remain unfulfilled.

When 1.34 units of activity Y9 is included, the dry matter requirements is met without utilization

of the actual ingredients. Y9 and Y10 must be forced out of the solution set; this is done by

assuming that they are priced prohibitively high - so high in fact that they will never enter the

final solution. This high cost of the artificial activities is denoted by M, where M could be a

million, billion, or trillion dollars, just so that it is higher than the cost of any of the real

activities. Given this assumption, the artificial activities will never appear in the final program.
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If M were assigned a value, such as million dollars, then the Cj, Z,, and Z, - Cj rows could

be computed as usual. However, the programmer is never sure what value to pick for M; to

resolve this, any "M" number is assumed to be larger than any number without M. This is

accomplished by computing new MCj, MZj, and MZj - MCj rows in exactly the same manner

that $Cj, $Zj, and $Zj - $C} were computed in the maximizing problem.

These calculation may be found in the last three rows of Table 6-8. The dollar values for

Zj, Cj, and Zj - Cj5 are also computed as before.

An initial feasible solution has been found. To minimize the cost function, the $Zj - $Cj and

j - MCj rows are examined to determine the activity with the largest value for $Zj - $Cj or

j - MCj. Selecting the largest value will lead to the largest decrease in the objective function

- the cost of the ration. Because the M values always dominate, soybean oil has the largest MZj

- MCj, and it will enter the feasible solution first. Following the Simplex procedure, 0.03 units

of soybean oil will be brought in the solution in place of the digestible protein artificial activity.

Because M costs are always larger than $ costs, activities with positive MZj - MCj row are

zero or negative. At that time, all artificial activities are eliminated from the solution, and the

first realistic feasible solution is attained. The next step would be to select the activity that has

the largest positive $Zj - $Cj row. When no positive values are found in the MZj - MCj row and

no column with a zero in MZj - MCj has a positive value in the $Zj - $Cj row, the least cost

combination of feeds has been determined. The final solution for the problem in Table 6-8 is

12 pounds of corn and 3.8 pounds of a alfalfa per day. Dry matter intake is 13.8 pounds. The

least cost mix costs $0,026 per mega-calorie of energy. The impact on costs of ingredients not

found in the least cost mix are: Forcing the mix to include one pound of grain sorghum

increases the cost by $0.08; forcing one pound of soybean oil meal into the mix would increase

cost by $1.41; forcing one pound of silage into the mix would increase cost of the mix by $0.03.

Comments on Least Cost Feed Analyses

1. The answer to the problem will specify the least cost feed mix to meet minimum daily

requirements.

2. Instead of considering daily requirements, weekly or monthly feed requirements could

be considered by making corresponding changes in minimum nutrients required.

Changes in the minimum nutrient requirements as the steer grows can be taken into

consideration by changing the appropriate values and rerunning the problem.

3. Many nutrients, some probably very important, are not considered for convenience

purposes. Such requirements as vitamins, minerals, or ratios between several nutrients,

if important, must be included for satisfactory results.
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Table 6.8 Initial Simplex Tableau for the Cost Minimization Problem

uiy Digestable Digestable

Alfalfa Silage Matter Protein Enerpy_ _P[Otem_ Energy

V. V, K. V, Vp Vp ]V._

18.00 85.0

0 1

0 1

Digestable

Protein

Y9
Energy

1.34

11.92

7.5

84.9

85.0

6.7

77.8

90.'

42.0

796

1.3

15.0

$ Co«t o* activities: Ct
$ Opportunity cost of

activities: Zt

$ Shadow prices: 2{ - C

2.65 2.50 6.0( 1.75 0.50

0

-1

M Cost of activities: C(
M Opportunity cost of

activities: Z(
Shadow prices

M

M
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4. If the problem is to mix 100 pounds of feed, then nutrient requirements should be

specified as needed for a 100 pound mix. Also the requirement of an exact mix of 100

pounds must be added to the problem.

5. The nutrient content was specified for 100 pounds of each feed. Other units such as

killogrammes or ton could also have been used. However, coefficients expressing

quantities of nutrients must always correspond to the unit used.

6. For any feed, all nutrients must be expressed in same unit. That is, do not specify cost

of corn in terms of kg., dry matter in terms of pounds, and digestible protein in terms

of ounces. However different feeds can be expressed in different units. Corn is listed

in terms of 100 pounds, grain sorghum could have been listed in terms of a kg, and

alfalfa expressed in terms of a ton.

7. Each nutrient must be expressed in same units. All values in digestible protein row refer

to pounds of digestible protein per unit of feed. Other units can be used, such as meg.

cal. for energy. But be consistent in uniis row-wise and column-wise, e.g.:

85 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds corn.

7.5 pounds digestible protein per 100 pounds corn.

84.9 meg. cal. energy per 100 pounds corn.

Column-wise, the denominators must be the same unit, e.g.:

ium..

85 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds corn.

85 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds grain sorghum

90.6 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds soybean oil.

90.5 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds alfalfa.

25.3 pounds dry matter per 100 pounds silage.

Row-wise the numerator must be in same unit whereas the denominator could have varied;

for example, x pounds dry matter per 1 ton alfalfa.

The Dual of a Maximization Problem

The Simplex tableau for the dual solution of the maximization problem in Table 6-4 is

contained in Table 6-9. The dual solution uses the general format of the minimization problem

in Table 6-8. The real activities in the dual are the three resources - land, labour and capital.

Instead of representing net prices, the Cj are now resource amounts. The initial solution in the

B column consists of the net prices of the three products. The M is needed as before to insure

that the artificial activities do not appear in the final solution. The M is interpreted as a

resource amount larger than all other resource quantities. The Simplex soiu i to the dual

follows the same steps outlined for all Simplex minimization problems.
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Equality Constraints

Constraints that impose minimum or maximum limits on resource use have been discussed.

The equality constraints described earlier in this chapter can be used in either maximizing or

minimizing models. Such constraints are used to insure that an exact amount of a resource is

used. For example, if foe farmer wanted to insure that labour was completely utilized in the

maximizing model, the labour constraint would be written as:

4Y, + 2.5Y2 + 2.5Y3 = 2200

The usual disposal activity could not be used to provide an initial solution because it would

imply an inequality. Therefore, an artificial activity with the M price tag is used to insure that

the equality will be enforced in the final solution. Equalities must be used with care. Note that

it would not be reasonable to include this equality for labour in the maximizing solution shown

in Table 6-6 because the equalities for land or capital would not change the solution in T?ble

6-6.

General Considerations

Linear programming is a systematic method of selecting the most profitable farm plan from

a vast number of possible solutions. The validity of the final solution to a linear programming

model will depend upon the skill with which the activities in the model are defined, and the

quality of the budgeting and technical data used to estimate the production coefficients.

Activities and Selecting Data

The real activities in a linear programming model are based upon the production options

available to the manager. Activities are usually defined for producing crops and growing

livestock. But, careful formulation of activities will enhance the realism of the model. For

example, an activity for a corn enterprise could include all resource requirements and resulting

net profit from growing and selling corn. Or, the harvesting and selling functions could be

separated. Harvesting might be separated to allow for the possibility of an activity permitting

custom harvesting; and activity permitting cash sales might be included as an option to be

compared to feeding the corn in a livestock enterprise.

Real activities therefore also include seeling products, harvesting crops, buying inputs,

hiring labour and machinery services, hiring capital (obtaining an operating loan), transferring

corn (feed) from one enterprise (corn production) to another (livestock production), buying feed,

etc. The definition of a set of real activities depends upon the nature of the types of

management decisions the manager seeks to evaluate. Activities that provide the option to sell

corn or feed it to livestock would not be of interest to the manager who prefers not to raise

livestock.
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Table 6-9. The Dual of the Maximization Problem in Table 6-4

Activities in Solution Set —

ssources Name Amount

nits M B

0 M Sorghum-X7 35.35

0 M Wheat-XB 32.50

0 M Sorghum-X9 34.60

sources: C(

portunity cost: Z

adow prices: Z ~ C

Resources: Cj

Opportunity cost; Z

Shadow prices: Z. - C

ue of program = $102.45M

Rea

Land 1

x,

1

1

i

400 2,

0

-400 -

0

3M

3/W

1 Activities

A,

4

2.5

3.5

,200

0

220

0

10/M

10M

Capital

15

12

12

5.000

0

- 5.000

0

39A7

39/1*

Disposal Activities

Sorghum

A,.

— 1

0
f;

0

0

0

0

-M

-M

Wheat

0

0

0

0

0

0

-M

-M

Oats

A,

0

0
1

0

0

0

0

-M

~M

Artifical

Sorqhum

A.

i

0

0

0

c

0

M

iV

0

Activities-

Wheat

0

1

e

0

0

0

M

M

0

Oats

A

0

0

1

0

0

0

M

M

0
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Activities must be carefully defined. Enterprises that use different resources, use the same
resource at different times of the production period, use different technologies, or produce
outputs that are sold at different times must be defined as different activities. For example, a
separate activity should be defined for each month that a hog enterprise would normally farrow.
Hogs born in March will require labour at different times and sell for a different price than hogs

born in June.

Real activities can be designed to reflect diminishing returns for a particular enterprise.

Corn produced with low, medium, and high rates of fertilization can be defined as three

activities. All three are included in the model, and the solution will include the corn activities
chat are most profitable for the farm. The three activities would represent three points along an
expansion path. In like manner, different activities could be defined for points along an

isoquant. This method of circumventing the constant returns inherent in a linear programming
activity will not work for increasing returns; that is, when resource use falls and production
coefficients become smaller as the size of an enterprises increases. Because of the assumptions
of linear programming, the activities defined for the larger sizes will dominate those defined for
smaller sizes. If the solution selects that enterprise at all, it will select the one that uses the least
resources but may bring it in at a level that would in practice be too small to achieve the
economies implied by the coefficients. In such a case, the model can be solved separately for
each level of efficiency for the enterprise. Modern computer programs will permit this to be

done with ease.

Resource constraints must be defined in detail comparable to enterprises. In addition to the
types of input restrictions described in this chapter, constraints may also be defined to represent

institutional factors such as acreage allotments and farm credit restrictions. The manager's

personal preferences can be reflected using appropriate constraints.

The exact definition of constraints will again depend upon the detail and realism needed to

answer the manager's questions. Land may be classified by productivity class, upland, or

lowland, etc. Physical facilities such as barn space may be included. Labour may be specified
by weeks or months during critical periods. Cash flow and family living needs can be built into

the model.

Accurate specification of prices and production coefficients is a necessity if useful farm plans

are to be obtained with programming. The managerial ability of the farmer must be reflected

in the production coefficients. If a manager does very poorly with a particular enterprise, the

coefficients of that enterprise should be adjusted accordingly. Prices of inputs and outputs
should be representative for the planning period. When a product is sold throughout the year,

seasonal price effects should be estimated. Prices may trend up or down in the future periods,
but as emphasized earlier in this text, relative prices are often as important as actual prices. If
input and output prices double, the optimal plan is unaffected. Therefore, although the
programmer should always obtain the best possible information on actual future prices, the use
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of accurate relative prices for activities and inputs will insure that a plan approximating the
optimal plan will be selected even when estimated profits levels are inaccurate.

Sensitivity Analysis of Solutions

The Simplex method leads iteratively to the farm plan that maximizes farm income before
fixed costs. After examining the plan, the manager may wish to know how the optimal plan and

resulting profits might change when a coefficient or set of coefficients are changed, when a price

or a set of relative prices change, or when the resource constraints are changed. Changes in the

optimal plan and income that result from such changes in the basic data fall under the general
heading of sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis may be used for a variety of reasons. For example, suppose a manager
is not sure of the accuracy of the production coefficients used for a particular activity that plays
an important role in the final farm plan. He may wish to raise and lower the coefficients of that

activity to test the stability of the final plan. If small changes in the coefficients cause the

activity to enter or leave the final plan, he may seek more reliable production data before

actually implementing the plan. On the other hand, if the final plan is invariant to large changes

in the coefficients, then the manager may proceed to implement the plan with the knowledge that
small data errors are not influencing his decisions. i:

Sensitivity analyses may be used for reasons other than to test the effects of unreliable data.

The manager may anticipate a possible large change in absolute or relative prices in the future
and consequently want to know the appropriate farm plan and resulting income for such a

change. He would then adopt the plan (or not) based on his subjective evaluation of the
probability that the price change will occur. Or, he may want to know which categories of

resources to expand. In general, many different situations might arise wherein sensitivity
analyses would be useful.

The shadow prices of the final plan provide some information about the effects of changes.

Shadow prices on real activities that are not in the final plan suggest the amount by which one
unit of the activity would reduce income if it were introduced into the program. By examining

these, the manager can determine the effects of small changes in the final plan upon income.
The same is true of shadow prices

on disposal activities for resources. These prices indicate the contribution to income of the last

unit of input used and can be used to suggest which resources should be increased.

The shadow prices represent changes that result from changes of one unit - for either a

resource or activity. Thus, their interpretation is necessarily limited. For the sensitivity analysis

to be useful, the manager needs to know the types of changes that will occur as a result of larger

changes. The question asked can take two forms; 1) what will happen as a result of a given
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change in a price, coefficient, or resources amount? 2) How much must a price, coefficient or

resource amount be changed to cause a change in the final plan?

At one time, sensitivity analyses of the types described above could be solved only by long,

tedious computational methods. Now, extremely efficient linear programming algorithms are

available for use on electronic computers. Using such programs, many types of sensitivity

questions can be obtained along with basic solutions simply by exercising the options available

in the algorithms.

Range analysis can be used to estimate the range over which a particular shadow price will

remain unchanged. Parametric programs can be used to estimate the effects of changing the B

column or the C row. Most computer routines also permit the use of multiple objective

functions. Finally, options are available to change coefficients in the model. Often known as

revise options, these modifications permit the final plan to be obtained, the coefficient revisions

entered, and the new final plan obtained. The flexibility added to linear programs ng

techniques by modern electronic computers has greatly enhanced its use in farm planning and

research. In passing, we might also note that modern computer algorithms routinely insert

disposal and artificial activities in models, freeing the researcher of the need to even specify such

activities.

Uses of Linear Programming

Linear programming has been used to derive optimal farm plans and least cost feed mixes.

These examples have been discussed; variations on these uses have proven extremely valuable.

Models have been designed to develop long-run capital investment plans, evaluate the effects of

field work time available from machinery, study cash flow problems, simulate the farm business,

plan forage activities, develop irrigation practices, study allocation and development problems

over a period of years (among time periods), and integrate the goals of family living into the

farm business.

Transportation models have been used to minimize the costs of moving products among

several locations. Other similar models have been used to estimate the optimal location of entire

industries, for example, finishing beef cattle. Transshipment problems have been addressed.

Sensitivity analyses have provided many interesting research applications, e.g. price

mapping and variable capital programming. Price mapping depicts the changes in optimal plans

caused by changes in one or more prices and has been widely used to derive normative supply

functions for agricultural products.

Linear programming models have been adapted to include considerations of risk and

uncertainty. Integer programming enabled researchers and managers to consider indivisibilities

directly in the optimal programs. All of this is not to suggest that linear programming does not

have limitations. Some of the limitations are theoretical and have been explained earlier.
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PART TWO

AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
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VH. INTRODUCTION

African Agriculture is in crisis. Serious deterioration in the terms of trade, frequent

droughts, growing expenditure on food imports, and rapid population growth on an ecologically

fragile agricultural resource base have, all combined to prevent African agriculture from playing

its vital role as the engine of economic development of the continent. The result has been

stagnation and even decline in food and agricultural production, scarcity of raw materials for

industry, rising unemployment, rapid urbanization, falling savings and government revenues and

sluggish demand for goods and services produced in the non-agricultural sector.

The purpose of this part of the course is to sharpen the skills of the students in realistic

planning of agricultural development and in the effective management of policies of agricultural

development. The focus is on building the capacities of agricultural policy makers, planners, and

all those involved in the implementation development policies in the African context. The

emphasis is on the linkages and interdependencies between the agricultural sector and the other

productive sectors of the economy. The goal is to contribute to the process of translating the

felt needs and aspirations of people in the rural areas of Africa, who produce the bulk of the

agricultural production and constitute the majority of the population, into well defined and

appropriately implemented policies and projects that, are not only consistent with the

requirements agricultural and overall development of African countries. This represents one of

the biggest challenges in agricultural policy and planning in Africa today.

The Role of Agriculture in African Economic Development

Africa, a continent that was once self-sufficient in most of the basic requirements of life is

now plunged into the greatest economic calamity that has ever confronted mankind. Even the

great world economic depression of the 1930s pales into insignificance when compared to the

current crisis facing the continent. Of the 42 nations in the world that are considered to be the

least developed countries (LDCs), that is, the poorest of the poor, 29 are found in Africa. This

compares with 12 LDCs in Asia and the Pacific and only one LDC in Latin America. Given

the current trends in per capita incomes, the number of African countries which fall into the

LDC group is expected to continue to increase in the future unless the countries of the continent

can find ways of overcoming the economic calamity facing them and recovering from the

economic morass into which many of them have now sunk.

During the 1980s per capita GDP declined consistently. Between 1980 and 1988 it fell from

US$752 to US$614 in constant terms (ECA, 1990). Indicators of economic and social

development show that since the second generalized world oil price rise in 1979-1980 most

African economies suffered serious dislocations culminating in a bitter and persistent social and

economic crisis, which have since subjected the majority of the 650 million people of the

continent to a life of falling standards, poverty, misery and despair.
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Some of the most conspicuous symptoms of the crisis have included a serious deterioration

of Africa's terms of trade, a rapid decline in the limited range of goods produced by African
countries high rates of urbanization, rapid increases in price levels, and rapid population growth
on an ecologically fragile agricultural resource base. Despite the fact that the agricultural sector
serves as the life line of most the their economies, many African governments have, over the
years neglected or, at best, only paid lip service to the development of their agricultural sectors.

Furthermore, most of them have either ended up exploiting or ignoring the vast majority of the
people who reside in the rural areas, through bad planning and bad policies. All these
developments in the face of technical, economic, and organizational inefficiencies in the urban
sectors as well as in government, have resulted in rapidly declining agricultural production what

are supposed to be predominantly agricultural economies.

The predominance of agriculture in employment and in national output makes most African
economies predominantly agricultural ones. In these economies, economic activities are
concentrated in farm households located in relatively isolated rural communities which, although
are largely self-sufficient, are, nonetheless, characterized by low productivity. Because
agricultural productivities and incomes are low in the countries of the continent, overall
economic welfare in terms of nutrition, clothing, housing, education and health is also of a low
standard not only for those who live and work in the rural areas but also for most urban

dwellers.

The rapid decline in agricultural production has resulted in serious shortages in food
availability, debilitating stagnation in export performance and rising imports of consumer goods
with pride of place being given to food imports. As a result, the foreign exchange revenues of
most of the countries have declined and debts and debt burdens have increased significantly.

The Challenges of African Agricultural Development

For economic progress to take place in Africa, the meagre self-sufficiency that obtains in the
rural areas has to be transformed into viable sectoral interdependence as agricultural producers
are integrated into a national and regional network of markets, information flows, economic

infrastructures and social institutions. The Agricultural sector has an important role to play in

this transformation in that:

(1) Domestic agriculture must provide not only a sustained increase in the supply of
food but also adequate supplies of raw materials for the non-agricultural sector.

(2) During the early strategies of economic growth, the agricultural population inevitably
forms a substantial proportion of the home market for the products of domestic

industry, including the markets for producer and consumer goods.

(3) As economic growth and incomes rise, there is a proportionate decline in the
agricultural sector both in its contribution to national output and total employment
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and an increase in the non-agricultural sector (industry and manufacturing) as the

demand for non-agricultural goods increases and economic functions are transferred

from generalist producers in the rural areas to specialist firms in the non-rural areas.

Thus, the development process involves the transfer of surplus capital and labour

from the agricultural to the non-agricultural sectors.

(4) The agricultural sector contributes to the balance of trade either by augmenting the

country's export earnings or by expanding the production of agricultural import

substitutes.

There is, therefore, no doubt that the agricultural sector has played and will continue to play

an important role in the economies of most African countries in terms of employment,

contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), exports, imports, inputs for industry and as an

important source of revenue for government budgets. Agriculture is, therefore, the "prime

mover11 of the development process in most African countries. During this process of

development, the agriculture sector, by way of productive forward and backward linkages with

other productive sectors of the economy, provides the momentum for overall economic progress

in all sectors of the economy. Backward linkages refer to the contributions of intermediate

inputs from other sectors into the agricultural sector's total value of production. Forward

linkages refer to the contribution of intermediate outputs from the agricultural sector to other

sectors' total value of production. The total linkage is the sum of the backward and forward

linkages. When these inter-sectoral linkages are properly planned and managed, any progress

in the agricultural sector leads not only to improvements in the incomes and well being of

farmers in the agricultural sector itself and in the incomes and well-being of the economic agents

of the non-agricultural sectors serving the agricultural sector but also in the incomes and well-

being of the economic agents in other non-agricultural sectors who service the sectors that

service the agricultural sector. Each round of transactions emanating from these linkages results

in further rounds of transactions in an infinite round of direct and indirect effects involving

production, employment, and income generating activities.

Thus, the planning and implementation of an effective process by which the rudimentary

level of self-sufficiency that hitherto obtained at the village community level is transformed into

a viable and prosperous interdependence of producers in all sectors of the economy in the form

of a national network of markets, information flows, social institutions and economic

infrastructures represents one of the most formidable economic development challenge facing

the African continent today.

This process of transforming the self-sufficiency that had hitherto existed in African rural

communities into viable self-sustaining system of economic activities appear to have seriously

faltered following the acquisition of independence by many African countries. The oil crisis of

the 1970s and the beginning of the on-going international economic crisis have only served to

aggravate the situation. Before then, the situation had been balanced at a low level of

equilibrium, with most rural communities being self-sufficient in food and some of the basic
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necessities. Since then, however, most African villages have lost their ability to adequately feed

themselves with stagnating agricultural production resulting in deteriorating standards of living

for most Africans. The essential economic development requirement to provide labour and

capital for the non-agricultural sectors has also remained largely unfulfilled. Consequently, most

African rural communities are no longer able to ensure their own survival or to act as a social

security system and a source of resources for the society and the national economy at large as

was the case in the past.

The economic, social and ecological processes of change that have been taking place in the

continent have led to impoverishment in the rural and urban communities which, in turn, have

destabilized the rural production and social systems. Of course, there have been considerable

variation in the general pattern of these changes depending on differences in natural resource

endowments, size of the country, and the relative success of the economic planning process

being pursued. In most cases, however, restrictions in the control and access to the old

resources (land and water), the absence of new resources (improved technologies and inputs) rnd

lack of other sources of income have all combined to form a cumulative process of structural

distortions which has upset the initial economic and social equilibrium and balances which

guided the original subsistence economies in Africa.

This has resulted in a situation whereby the need for monetary incomes has increased rapidly

in the face of deteriorating terms of trade among food surpluses, other agricultural raw

materials, and consumer goods. The net results have been changes in patterns of consumption

in both the rural and urban areas as the rural population is forced not only to look to the urban

centres for food, which it no longer can produce in sufficient quantities, but also to physically

migrate there, resulting in labour shortages during peak agricultural periods and in a rural-urban

exodus.

As a result, there is little incentive to improve agricultural production conditions through the

introduction of improved technologies and cultivation practices. Instead, new sources of

monetary incomes are sought outside the agricultural and other productive sectors in the form

of petit trading and migration. This process has triggered off a self-perpetuating process of

economic degeneration leading to widespread impoverishment and an ever worsening socio-

economic crisis.

The real forces driving Africa's ever worsening socio-economic crisis are quite complex.

Colonialism laid the foundations for the distortions of African economies. In need for raw

materials, markets, and outlets for capital, Africa's former colonial masters fragmented the

continent into several unviable entities in order to form empires to ensure adequate supplies of

labour, minerals and other resources needed for their economies to grow. However, 30 years

after independence, the colonial excuse is no longer a valid history for the failure of African

governments to plan and manage their economies efficiently.
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The tragedy, however, is that African economic planners are still using the same old colonial

economic structures to plan their economic development processes today. Following

independence, African leaders were expected by their people to provide social services and

utilities to complement the meagre self-sufficiency that was already obtaining in the rural

communities as a way of improving their material standard of living. The nationalist politicians

were obliged to use the existing bureaucratic machinery to provide services such as health,

water, electricity, education, roads, etc. because failure to do so would have threatened their

inherited fragile political stability. Consequently, substantial resources were allocated to the

provision of social services and, with time, this strategy came to be associated with

development. As Abubakar (1989) points out, while African leaders were using the same

colonial structures to pursue industrialization and provide social services to their people, health

services were improving resulting in falling death rates and a rapid population growth rate.

This, in turn, resulted in the inadequacy of the social services being provided as there were now

much more people and the same or fewer resources to meet their needs. Meanwhile,

agricultural production had began to stagnate or even to decline and agricultural exports began

to decline both as a result of competition between African and other third world countries and

because of the development and increasing preference of substitutes for Africa's raw materials

by her traditional customers. The net result has been a progressively worsening terms-of-trade

for Africa, less foreign exchange, and few imports of capital and consumer goods in the face

of severe shortages in food supply.

What the on-going socio-economic crisis in Africa has done is to expose the inadequacy with

which most African governments have planned and managed their national economies since

independence. Seidman (1989), reports mat most African Governments have failed to stimulate

the creative potential of their wider population to employ their own skills and resources in order

to alter the structures of production and consumption inherited on independence.

The fact, however, is that for most of the agriculture dominated African economies,

successful economic development and adequate provision of social services are only possible if

agricultural production and incomes are appropriately increased and if the required links are

installed between and among the various productive sectors of the economy. In this regard,

agriculture must grow food and raw materials for new industries and urban centres; create

exports that will earn the foreign exchange needed to purchase essential machinery and

equipment; and as productivity increases release labour and capital for the other sectors.

Industry, on the other hand, must manufacture consumer necessities designed to help raise urban

and rural living standards; produce tools and machines which, in light of the relative availability

of labour and skills, embody technologies appropriate for increasing productivity throughout the

economy; process agricultural and mineral output to facilitate domestic use and increase foreign

exchange earnings; and absorb labour released from agriculture. Herein lies the challenge for

African economic agricultural development in the 1990s. How should African agricultural

administrators plan and restructure their agricultural economies and how should they design and

implement agricultural policies within a framework of planned linkages with other productive

sectors that would facilitate improved productivity throughout the economy? How should they
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plan in order to exploit the multiplier effect that is necessary for Africa's agricultural and
industrial workers to use tools that they understand and control to process local resources that

would result in an expanding variety of goods and services which would, in turn, raise their

standards of living in a step by step manner ?

This section of the course is intended to provide guidelines that would assist the course

participants, many of whom will eventually become agricultural administrators in their countries,
to develop the capacity to restructure their agricultural economies with special emphasis on how
to coordinate agricultural policies and programmes as a way of strengthening the internal links

that are essential for building more integrated natiorial and regional economies. Because many

African countries are currently attempting to implement Structural Adjustment Programmes

(SAPs), the course focuses essentially on how to coordinate agricultural policies within the

framework of SAPs.
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Vffl. PLANNING AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Development planning can be said to involve looking ahead, co-ordination and the attainment

of deliberate economic goals (Timbergen, 1967). It was commonly argued in the past and it is

now becoming increasingly fashionable to argue that the most effective way of achieving the

development objectives of a nation is through the operation of a free enterprise economy guided

and directed by the profit motive with only an occasional intervention from the government in

the form of an investment, policy directive or economic control. The central theme of this

argument was that each individual seeking his own self-interest as labourer, capitalist, or

entrepreneur would progressively and invincibly forge a productive society that was best for all.

During the 1960s when the struggle by many nationalist movements in Africa began to pay

off in the form of political independence from European colonial rule, the whole continent was

gripped by an all pervasive expectation that the political liberation of African countries would

lead, in no time, to the continent's social, economic, and culture transformation. The new

political leadership was expected to evolve a new political order around a strong nationalist party

and a symbolic national hero and to successfully guide their economies through a process of

sustained economic development.

It is interesting to note that most African Governments followed a strategy of development

that could be labelled capitalist in the years following independence (Stryker, 1977). This

strategy was an inevitable continuity with colonial policies and it gave top priority to

international cooperation, investment and trade ties with the Western capitalist world. The aim

was to "release" the stimulating effects of foreign capital, technology, manpower, and consumer

goods on rapid economic growth and modernization.

Countries that chose to, a least, pursue the spirit of this strategy were guided and supported

by international financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund and the World

Bank. However, many African countries did not pursue the strategies prescribed by these

western international financial networks as faithfully as recommended. Many post-independent

African Governments intervened actively in the economic and social affairs of their countries

while several others only gave the impression of being capitalist by allowing private enterprise

to operate out of weakness or corruption. A few others attempted to follow socialist strategies

based on revolutionary liberation from western domination and in favour of the soviet or Chinese

model of development. In other words, since independence, most African governments have

more or less directed the mobilization and allocation of their national resources in achieving the

social and economic goals of their countries, however, established. That is, they have

consciously planned their economies by formulating policies and laying out the direction for

mobilising and allocating resources to achieve the specific and general development aims of

their countries.

Because of the deepening economic crisis that is gripping the continent, many African

countries are now increasingly being coerced by the IMF and World Bank to overcome the crisis
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by reverting to the original neo-classical models of laissez-faire. The problem, however, is that

the exhortations from these institutions for African Governments to allow the markets to perform

some of the economic activities hitherto performed by the governments, usually fail to discuss

the conditions under which such a strategy might be feasible. Failure to address this issue

sometimes leads to outright contradiction (Berry, 1984). It is usually not very clear how the

various component parts of this strategy are supposed to fit and operate together.

The fact is that past attempts in Africa to apply the neo-classical model of laissez-faire in a

doctrinaire manner, has often ended up undermining growth, negating the socio-economic

transformation of the economy and jeopardizing social welfare and human conditions. It is

insufficient to simply assume that in a free market system, private enterprises competing to

maximize profits will automatically lead to optimal resource allocation for the country. There

is now enough evidence to show that most private enterprises operating under the structurally

distorted and imperfect market situations in Africa, often seek to maximize short-term profits

and, in the process, invest in ways that reproduce existing distorted resource-allocation patteMS.

Transnational corporations and financial institutions have a record in Africa of typically ignoring

local and regional development needs by investing in the export of cheap raw materials and the

assembly of a limited array of capital intensive manufactures, thus aggravating external

dependence and undermining employment of local resources (Seidman, 1989). It is for these

reasons that the private sector in African economies has traditionally been viewed as representing

unpopular and exploitative minority interests and many governments have tended to avoid the

political and economic implications of policy changes which favour such interests.

There is no guarantee that the free market, by itself, will solve the institutional problems of

many African countries. Experience will suggest that there have been in the past, and there will

continue to be in the future, areas of both free market and government successes and failures.

The record in Africa will show that some of the most successful institutional services in Africa

have been provided by governments who knew precisely in which areas to intervene and how

to intervene efficiently. On the other hand, the provision of inadequate institutional support

services for agriculture has also often resulted from circumstances of excessive government
intervention, and unwise or inefficient intervention.

There is, therefore, no doubt that African States will continue to take an active and decisive

role, in their national economies by their own acts of investment and by the control measures

at their disposal - inducement and restrictions - over the markets, in initiating and steering the
economic development of their countries. The challenge is how best to assist them in planning
and carrying out this responsibility.

The Linkage Between Agricultural Planning and Overall

Economic Development

As indicated earlier, a dynamic agricultural sector must exhibit productive forward and

backward linkages. A dynamic agricultural sector produces surpluses which are sold to buyers
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in the non-farm sector, both domestic and foreign, and, in the long run, at levels much in

excess of the cost of production. A dynamic agricultural sector will also employ new and

improved inputs that are produced in the other non-farm sectors. During this process, the labour

and capital that are released from the dynamized agricultural sector are transferred into more

productive non-farm uses and jobs. However, this transfer will only be successful if the non-

farm sector also develops and creates new jobs exhibiting greater productivity, job training and

the learning of new skills, new housing and towns, and a vast array of social institutions and

economic infrastructures.

Unfortunately, this process has neither been successfully planned nor consciously

implemented in many African countries. Abubakar (1989) reports that the African development

strategy after independence was based on a weak agricultural base and operated within the

colonial economic structures which had been designed to facilitate the production and export of

raw materials to the metropolitan countries. Very little effort was made by African governments

to build a self-sustaining and self-generating base. Instead, they relied on import substitution

industrialization which failed because it depended on imported raw materials and capital goods,

expensive products that the general public could not afford and orientation to the production of

luxury goods which enjoy only a tiny market.

Agricultural development is, therefore, closely linked with national development. This, of

course, means that agricultural and national planning are also closely linked and planned

interactions between the two become very critical as fiscal, monetary, institutional and other

economic policies are designed and implemented. It is for this reason that national plans almost

invariably include a plan for agriculture and, in a number of cases, some effort is usually made

in the national plan to integrate agricultural and other sector plans. The primary motivation for

this formality is the general recognition that development in agriculture and in other sectors are

strongly interdependent and mutually supporting. This is particularly true in African countries

whose economies are dominated by agriculture in such a way that the success or otherwise in

achieving agricultural targets often determines the success of the national plan.

> The structural transformation of the agricultural sector must, therefore, be carefully

engineered and planned otherwise the overall economy will fail to develop according to plan.

In other words, a stagnant and non-dynamic agriculture would act as a drag on the national

economy. Many African governments are still experiencing considerable difficulties in their

efforts to plan their agricultural economies within the framework of the recognized

interdependencies between the agricultural sector and the overall economy.

The problem, however, of associating agricultural plans with national economic planning,

is that many African countries are notorious for the half-hearted way in which they implement

their national plans and, in many cases, these plans are ignored to a greater or lesser extent by

budgetary authorities, technical ministries, departments and autonomous agencies. These

problems, notwithstanding, it should be emphasized that, because activities in the agricultural

sector and those of the other sectors are so interdependent, planning in the agricultural sector
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must be based, at least implicity, on assumptions regarding the performance of the whole
economy, with specific considerations being given to the expected parameters for growth of
population, national production, employment, consumption,- foreign trade, industry,

environmental impact, etc.

Preparing an Agricultural Plan

The experience in preparing agricultural plans varies from one African country to another.

One thing, however, is very clear. Most African countries have operated or are currently

operating some kind of an agricultural plan, whether or not it is part of a national development

plan.

In this section, we present a working definition of an agricultural plan, examine the more
common problems faced by agricultural planners in Africa, and then discuss some of the

important agricultural planning issues facing agricultural planners in the continent.

What is Agricultural Planning?

Development planning has to do with the mobilization and allocation of resources to increase

production, incomes, and the well being of the people of a country. It involves the mobilization

and conscious allocation of resources to achieve the social and economic goals of the society,

however, these goals are established.

However, where existing national plans are not functional or when it is not feasible to

construct workable national plans, the planning can be confined to the agricultural sector. Since

the agricultural sector is often the leading sector in most African countries, a well prepared and
properly implemented agricultural plan is bound to generate a wide impact and serve as a prime

mover of the other sectors.

Agricultural planning, therefore, involves the formulation of a plan, which lays out the
directions for mobilizing and allocating resources to achieve the general and specific
development objectives of the agricultural sector while taking into account the implication of this

allocation on other sectors of the economy and vice-versa. An ideal agricultural planning
process specifies a number of attainable objectives for the agricultural sector, indicates the
resources available to achieve these objectives, explains how the resources are to be distributed
among specific projects, and states the strategies, policies, and institutional arrangements that
would be used to accomplish the task (Mollett, 1990). A useful agricultural planning process

should also recognize the forward and backward linkages between the agricultural sector and the

other productive sectors and anticipate the policy requirements for promoting them.

Agricultural plans should have clearly defined objectives and the means for achieving these

objectives should also be clearly stated. These objectives should also be cast in the appropriate
time frames. In this regard, agricultural plans are commonly classified in three categories: long-
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term or perspective plans; medium-term plans; and short-term plans. Perspective plans which

commonly cover a period of 10 to 20 years define the general direction in which long run

development should take place in accordance with government's objectives and serve as a

background against which medium-term and short-term plans may be formulated and appraised.

Medium-term plans range from three to seven years and are usually tied to government

agricultural programmes and capital projects which are aimed at achieving development

objectives for agriculture consistent with national development goals. Short-term plans are

usually one year plans which are typically integrated into the annual budgets although quite often

these plans also involve policies, controls and directives which extend beyond the annual budget.

Comprehensive agricultural planning involves the preparation and use of all these types of

plans. The perspective plan permits a look far enough ahead to identify in broad outline the

main directions of agricultural development. The medium-term plan spells out in greater detail

than the perspective plan interim goals which must be achieved in the medium term to attain the

longer-term objective. The annual plans make the medium term plans operational by: reducing

medium term targets (which are usually stated in terms of the end of the medium-term plan

period) to annual targets, so as to allow allocations required for their achievement to be made

in annual budgets; and enumerating in sufficient detail, the measures which will be adopted to

achieve the plan's objectives (Mollett, 1990).

Comprehensive agricultural planning also involves the coverage of all the important sub-

sectors of the agricultural sector - crop, livestock, forestry and fisheries. However, incomplete

data, lack of trained manpower and the location of responsibility for some of these sub-sectors

in different ministries, often limits the coverage of the planning process to a few key sub-sectors.

In any case, the scope of the agricultural planning in this regard should be dictated by the

relative dominance of the sub-sectors in the economy and the need or otherwise to diversify

agriculture in the country.

Qf Agricultural Planning

One of the biggest challenges in agricultural planning in Africa centres around how to

translate the felt needs and aspirations of people in the rural areas, who produce the bulk of the

agricultural production and constitute the majority of the population, into well defined and

logical projects, programmes and policies that are consistent with the overall development goals

of the country. In other words, how does one formulate the pressing problems in the food and

agricultural sector in a correct and logical form that also lends itself to corrective action, not

only in the sector but also in the overall economy?

In order to realistically plan for the development requirements of the agricultural sector of

a country, there is need to properly diagnose the critical agricultural problems in order to have

them well understood and appreciated by the generality of the society including agricultural

administrators, government planning officials, and the farmers and rural dwellers themselves.

As soon as the problems and challenges facing the agricultural sector are correctly diagnosed,
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then the goals and strategies of the country in overcoming them can be presented in a clear and

unambiguous manner. .

It should, however, be pointed out that it is not just enough to formulate provisional goals

and the plan for their accomplishment. One of the biggest problem that faces agricultural

planners in African countries is how to define in specific details the way in which what has been

provided for in the plan would actually be accomplished. In other words, how would the

directive prescribed in the plan be carried out, by whom, and when in the plan period should

particular actions be initiated and accomplished. A good plan should, therefore involve not only

the formulation of objectives, strategies, and policies but also the implementation of the

directives of the plan.

The following are some of the essential components of an agricultural plan (Mollett, 1990):

Formulation of the Plan

1. Development objective for the sector

2. A stock-taking and diagnostic survey

3. A set of targets

4. Selection of a strategy from among available alternatives.

Implementation of the Plan

(1) Policies for achieving programme objectives and targets.

(2) Projects and programmes to be carried out in agriculture, as well as in related

sectors, to achieve the plan's objectives and targets.

(3) Research and studies to obtain the technical information needed for the development

of the agricultural sector.

(4) A programme of public expenditure for financing each year of the plan period,

including the source of finance.

(5) A programme of manpower training.

(6) Improvements needed in organizations, institutions and administration.

(7) A system for plan monitoring, control and reporting.

The above component parts of an agricultural plan are highly interrelated as illustrated in

Figure I below. It is obvious from the figure that coordinating all of these component parts

could be quite complex particularly if the scope of the plan is quite broad. Obviously, an
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agricultural plan that seeks to deal with all aspects of the agrialtural economy - production at

the farm level, marketing and distribution, the supply of credit,land reform, the supply of non-

farm inputs, foreign trade agricultural research and extercion, etc. - would require a

considerable amount of coordination and cooperation both on th« part of farmers and agricultural

administrators which may be beyond their ability. For many African countries, therefore, the

realistic approach might be to limit the planning process to a relatively few critical problem
areas.

Agricultural, Strategies, Policies and Policy Instruments

In the context of agricultural plans, agricultural policies specify courses of action pursued

by government to achieve some agricultural development plan cbjectives. Policy instruments,

on the other hand, specify the means for achieving stated agricultural policy objectives.

The following list of agricultural policy objectives are suggestive of the kinds of objectives

often specified to be tackled by agricultural policies:

(1) To ensure adequate food and agricultural supplies fcr the country's rapidly growing
population and infant industries

(2) To ensure reliable food supplies even in situatioas of national emergencies or

contingencies;

(3) To ensure that the country's marketed surplus is eficiently stored, processed and

distributed;

(4) To ensure a fair, reasonable income (economic return) and its distribution for

farmers and other operatives engaged in the production, storage, processing, and

distribution of agricultural products;

(5) To encourage the adoption of appropriate technologies for the production and
distribution of agricultural products;

(6) To ensure stability in commodity and input markets in the agricultural sector and

thus prevent major disequilibria in the national economy;

(7) To stabilize agricultural prices;

(9) To develop and expand the country's agricultural export capability.
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From the above list of agricultural policy objectives, it can be seen that policies in

agricultural plans would generally be used to induce various agricultural and other operators to

do certain desirable things or to discourage them from doing certain undesirable things. Because

policy instruments provide the means for achieving stated policy objectives, by either inducing

or discouraging action on the part of private parties - farmers, marketers, consumers - they

provide guidance for the implementation of programmes and projects geared towards the

achievement of stated objectives. The following list provides an indication of policy instruments

that are often used to induce or discourage certain actions on the part of agricultural operators:

(1) Output pricing and price support policies;

(2) Input pricing and subsidies;

(3) Taxes;

(4) International trade instruments;

- export subsidies

- export controls

- exchange rates

- import duties

- quantitative import restrictions

(5) Monetary policy instruments;

(6) Import-substitution industrialisation;

- domestic manufacturing of agricultural inputs;

- domestic assembly/packaging of imported components.

(7) Basic and applied agricultural research resource allocations;

(8) Agricultural extension resource allocations;

(9) Rural institutions development;

(10) Rural infrastructures development.

There is need to distinguish between agricultural policy objectives which provide broad lines

of desirable agricultural development, strategies which define the means for achieving the

objective, policy which defines the means for accomplishing the strategy, and policy instruments

which prescribe the means by which the policy would be implemented. Confusion between

objectives strategy, policy and policy instruments can often lead to confusion and uncertainty as

one does not necessarily lead directly to the other - as illustrated in Figure 2 below where: self-
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sufficiency in food supplies is the objective; the introduction of improved packages of

agricultural technologies is the strategy; the provision of subsidies for fertilizers, increased prices

for targeted crops and easy credit terms, the policies; and the sale of fertilizers by cooperatives,

the sale of crops by the private sector, and the establishment of rural banking, the policy

instruments.
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IX. MANAGING AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

The implementation of development programmes in Africa involve management at two levels

- the macro and the micro. The macro level management involves those aspects of the

programme that can be conceptualized and implemented at the purely aggregative level. Micro-

level management, on the other hand, involves those aspects of the programme that require

sectoral detail in their design before they can be implemented. The implementation of

agricultural sectoral development programmes usually involve more micro-level management

although macro-level management may also be required in the application of some strategies.

For example, the implementation of strategies involving export subsidies for agricultural

products, or liberalizing quotas on imports would involve micro-level management although they

would also have some macro-expression.

This section reviews some of the management problems that are likely to be encountered in

managing agricultural strategies at the micro-level although the management problems associated

with the macro expressions of the strategies are also discussed.

Setting Targets and Allocating Resources

The role of the agricultural planner is to provide the political authorities with the needed

information to enable them set targets at a politically comfortable, economically feasible, and

socially acceptable level. This is a difficult task which, if not properly handled, may result in

agricultural plans with contradictory features. In providing advise to the politicians, planners

should be guided by the following:

(1) They should ensure that the political authorities accept responsibility for setting

agricultural targets so that they can see the need to also accept responsibility for

adopting the strategies policies, and policy instruments required to attain the targets.

(2) Different targets usually require different policies, investment and other actions, and

planners should ensure that they present the political authorities with a series of

alternatives, based on projections or other estimates of current and future political,

economic, and social situations so as to allow the government to carefully weigh the

advantages and disadvantages of each alternative before deciding on which targets

to choose and at which levels to set them.

(3) Efforts should be made to set targets at an appropriate level as setting targets too

high is likely to result in a discouraging and meaningless planning situation while

setting them too low would result in a waste of resources and output.

(4) Adequate means should always be identified for the attainment of whatever targets

are chosen. Failure to do this would reduce the chances that the targets would be
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met. In other words politicians should be encouraged to limit the number of targets

to the minimum for whose achievement adequate means can be provided.

. Furthermore, only targets which farmers and producers can identify with should be

selected and efforts should be made to avoid setting targets for activities which the

government cannot influence or control.

(5) In making recommendations for the choice of targets, it should always be

emphasized that the imperative is to attempt to harmonize demand, supply and

available resources in a framework which recognizes the backward and forward

linkages necessary for a meaningful development process. In other words in

calculating the demand that should be met by the supply generated from the available

resources, care should be taken to include not only food supplies (with provision for

nutritional improvement) but also reserve stocks, requirements of raw materials for

domestic industry and expected exports.

Once a level of demand that is in harmony with supply and resources has been identified for

particular sets of targets, the next task would be to select, from among feasible alternatives, a

pattern of resource use that would meet this demand within the limits of the stated objectives.

Economic analysis informs us that optimal allocation of resources would occur when resources

are allocated in such a way that their marginal productivity are equal in each use. Because

agricultural development involves the creation and building of institutions as well as projects and

programmes involving such things as research, extension, credit and marketing, it becomes very

difficult to obtain reliable data on social costs and returns associated with alternative patterns of
resource allocation in the agricultural sector. However, because many African countries are

facing very serious resource constraints, the need for rigorous economic analysis in the

allocation of the available scarce resources becomes even more pressing. Consequently a way

must be found, even if it only involves collective but informed value judgements, to ensure that

the scarce resources available to a country are not wasted by being allocated to uses of low

productivity by the planning process. In other words, irrespective of the difficulties

encountered, there should be impartiality in decisions involving the distribution of scarce

resources among the various uses on offer.

Mollett (1990) suggest that while different methods - simple and/or complex may be used

to determine the resource allocation pattern for agriculture, they should have in common the
capacity to allow comparison of the gains obtainable from one use of a given quantity of

resources with those from alternative use of the same resources. Furthermore, planners should

always endeavour to identify existing production possibilities and then try to allocate resources

known to be available rather than, as is often the case, merely estimate the quantity of resources

which would be required for achieving a stated target.
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Organizing the Agricultural Sector

Most African economies currently operate along dualistic lines. On the one hand we have

a traditional sector which occupies the vast majority of the population, is highly labour intensive

and employs rudimentary technology. On the other hand we have a small modern sector which

is highly capital intensive and which uses modern technology, usually as good as those found

anywhere else in the world. African agriculture is also characterized by a traditional sector

(which is part of the larger traditional economic sector) as well as a modern sub-sector. The

traditional agricultural sub-sector is usually large in terms of employment but small in terms of

production for the market while the modern sub-sector is relatively small in terms of

employment, but much larger in terms of its contribution to the country's marketed output of

agricultural products.

Because traditional agriculture predominates in most African economies one of the biggest

problem facing agricultural planners is how to best organize it to meet the challenges of overall

agricultural and economic development.

Traditional agriculture is typically characterized by small and fragmented family farms, a

high degree of self-sufficiency and fluctuating levels of marketed and marketable surpluses. In

such a situation where most of the income of the community is represented by food, the only

room for new and better production possibilities is in the agricultural sector and a stagnant

agriculture would impose a heavy burden on the development of the rest of the economy.

An essential aspect of agricultural plans aimed at adjusting and transforming traditional

agriculture is how to reorganize traditional peasant agriculture to enable it yield a large enough

surplus, on a self-sustaining basis, to support the overall economic development process of the

country. Whether the needed adjustments and transformation are carried out satisfactorily will

depend in large measure on how well the economic activities which are called for by the process

as well as the individuals who are involved in it are organized.

In planning for agricultural development involving structural adjustment, there is need to

develop a strategy for reorganizing the procedures operating in the agricultural sector so as to

permit it to adjust and effectively support the adjustment process. Such a strategy should have

three major elements as follows:

(1) It should give major attention to strengthening farming localities and farming

communities.

(2) It should vary the mix and intensity of public agricultural activities from place to

place in such a way as to meet the stated targets while at the same time addressing

the urgent needs of each part of the country. The organization involved here would

include the following principles:
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(a) Organizing backward from a modern agriculture as well as forward from the present

situation;

(b) Recognizing and acting on the importance of farming localities;

(c) Recognizing that farming communities should serve as the basic unit for expanding
and developing progressive linkages between the agricultural sector and other sectors

of the economy;

(d) Recognizing the two way interdependence of agricultural growth and the overall
development of the economy and include programmes to strengthen this

interdependence;

(e) Varying the intensity of agricultural development programmes and projects to fit

regional potentials for agricultural growth;

(f) Encouraging both local and national initiatives in developing and implementing the

national agricultural plan;

(g) Developing a set of procedural steps for giving effect to these general principles.

(3) It should modernize the operating procedures and patterns of administration in all

public agricultural agencies.

Organizing the Ministry of Agriculture and Other

Public Agricultural Agencies

To successfully carry out a structural adjustment programme would require the reorganization
of the Ministry of Agriculture and other public agricultural agencies as well as their procedures.

Each African government already has a number of functions allocated to the Ministry of

Agriculture and agricultural agencies which are expected to provide a wide range of services in
support of farming throughout the country. Given the variety of agricultural activities
undertaken in differential African countries brought about by differences in ecological climatic,

social, cultural, and political conditions, it is unrealistic to define a universal set of functions for
all Ministries of Agriculture in African countries. What is, however, clear is that the ways in
which the Ministries are now organized, and the functions and responsibilities each now has
were not set up with structural adjustment in mind. Instead, the organization of existing
ministries have been influenced by: political considerations (e.g. to accommodate or to squeeze

out * particular Minister); colonial legacy (when special export crops dominated governmental
interest); and a tendency to copy the organizational arrangements in the industrialized countries

where structural adjustment is not the dominant concern.
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Presently, land and crops and animal production usually form the basis of activities of a

typical Ministry of Agriculture although animal production is sometimes attached to a different

Ministry. Forestry is also often handled by another Ministry although its influence on

agriculture through soil conservation, watershed development and fuelwood supplies is usually

great enough for it be included within the Ministry of agriculture. In most cases, inland

fisheries, as opposed to marine fisheries, is also part of the Ministry of Agriculture.

No matter the scope covered by the Ministry of Agriculture, what is needed is a type of

organization and a pattern of procedures designed particularly to stimulate the transformation of

the agricultural sector. In this regard, while there would be need for some activities and

functions to be entrusted to a separate and relatively independent agency, most other activities,

because of their high interdependency and complementarity, would need to be combined in the

same agency. In deciding how many and where the agricultural agencies should be located, care

must be taken to ensure that it is clear which agency is responsible for what aspects of the

adjustment programmes. The general tendency has been for several agencies to be responsible

for activities that are related to a single plan or programme objective with none of them having

sole or clear-cut responsibility to implement the means for achieving the objective.

While there is no universal list of activities which can be provided for inclusion in all

Ministries of agriculture in Africa, the following represent six major activity areas which are

required for the structural adjustment of the agricultural sector, each of which should be

conducted by one major division of the Ministry of Agriculture:

(1) Giving appropriate attention to farmers' incentives, including agricultural prices;

(2) Assuring adequate wholesale supplies of farm inputs;

(3) Agricultural research;

(4) Developing rural infrastructures of agri - support services including the retail

distribution of farm inputs, markets for farm products, extension services farm credit

and farm to - market roads;

(5) Conserving and improving agricultural land; and

(6) Undertaking or strengthening arrangements for education and training agricultural

manpower.

It should be emphasized that the activities listed above identify the major tasks which must

be carried out by a Ministry of Agriculture in support of structural adjustment programmes. The

Ministry would, however, not necessarily have all of these activities attached to it. It should,

nonetheless, be in a position to monitor what is happening in each of the areas enumerated

above, irrespective of where they are located, and propose ways of making improvements. In
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other words, the Ministry would need to develop a structure that would enable it pay attention
to all of these areas, whether or not it is responsible for implementing each of them.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Agriculture would need three special offices to enable it

provide complete services and support to the structural adjustment programme. These are:

(1) A planning office;

(2) A statistical services office; and

(3) A project coordination office.

The project coordination office would require intimate interaction and coordination among

the several departments involved with different aspects of the structural adjustment programme

with each department playing an active role in the coordination of the programme. The idea is
to surround the Secretary or Minister of Agriculture with Heads responsible for each of the
major public activities needed to successfully implement the structural adjustment programme

in the agricultural sector.

Furthermore, just as existing patterns of organization in the Ministry of Agriculture and other

agricultural agencies have been ineffective in attaining the goals of structural adjustment and
transformation, so have existing operational procedures and patterns of administration which
have been inherited from colonial regimes. In most cases, these procedures and patterns of
administration are not suitable for the successful implementation of current programmes

involving economic adjustment and structural transformation. While it may be difficult to
change many of these procedures and patterns because of entrenched and vested interests, ways

must be found to modernize them if these agricultural organization and agencies are to be
effective in facilitating economic adjustment and structural transformation.

Some of the needed changes are as follows:

(1) Personnel policies must be changed so as to attract and retain competent staff and
to ensure that competent younger people are able to move into positions of

responsibility;

(2) Fiscal practices must be changed to give administrators and Heads of Departments

and Units more authority to make budgetary adjustments to expedite purchases and
delivery of needed materials and repair services;

(3) Communications must be improved and speeded up between and among all levels in

the hierarchy of command;
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(4) Transactions between the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Finance, and the
Central Planning Agency must be streamlined.

(5) Accountability of the officials responsible for the operation of the public agricultural

agencies must be maintained at the highest level to ensure that the level of corruption

is kept at the barest minimum and that the reorganization exercise does not open up

new opportunities for corruption.

Finally, it should be pointed out that centralized control over African agriculture has

generally been ineffective for a number of reasons. Agricultural planning should start at the

village level and proceed to the district, the regional, and finally to the national level. The

organization of agriculture and the public agricultural agencies must be done in such a way as

to serve the interest of the nation while at the same time facilitating the implementation of the

structural adjustment programmes. Such an organization should involve the active involvement

of all sectors of the community, especially the millions of peasant farm families whose lives the

structural adjustment programmes are designed to improve. The local authorities, village

councils, chiefs and other village leaders should all be involved not only in the planning process

but also in the organization and management of the process of economic adjustment and

structural transformation.

Setting up a Monitoring and Evaluation System

When a government accepts to implement a structural adjustment programme its principal

expectation is that the stated objectives of the programme would be attained as programmed.

The assumption is that the benefits accruable from the attainment of the objectives of the

programme would impact beneficially on the targeted members of the country. The impact

could take the form of increased production and incomes, improved nutritional status, wider

participation by the target groups in the activities and decision making process of the projects

contained in the programmes, etc. The impact may be felt at the individual or household level

or at the community and national levels. Furthermore, the impact may start to manifest itself

during the implementation phase of the programme or may take longer to emerge, with its

manifestations being felt only some years after the programme has been initiated. No matter the

nature of the expected benefits of the programme, there would be need to monitor and evaluate

its impact so as to ensure that its intended objectives were being achieved.

Most structural adjustment programmes for Africa are implicitly designed to assist African

economies to attain macro-economic equilibrium and, through stated policies, to adjust to new

patterns of production and trade that would lead to sustainable levels of economic development

within 3 to 4 years. These new patterns of production, consumption, and trade are expected to

result in increased levels of production and incomes and improved standards of living for

farmers in the agricultural sector as well as workers in the other sectors of the economy.
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Since experience suggests that the impact of these programmes could either be positive or

negative, the monitoring and evaluation system that is set up must be able to assess who or

which group has benefitted (or has been adversely affected), by how much (compared to the

situation before the programme was initiated), in what manner (directly or indirectly), and why

(establishing causal relationships between the activities and the effects of the programme). The
evaluation of the impact of the programme would, therefore need to be carried out at the

following levels:

(1) During programme implementation to determine whether the assumption or

hypotheses made during the programme formulation stage are still valid and the

extent to which adjustments are required to ensure that the overall programme goals

will be attained;

(2) After a reasonable length of programme implementation, to assess the overall impact

of the programme and to learn lessons for the future design, appraisal,

implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of future programmes.

A distinction must, however, be made between the monitoring and the evaluation of the

impact of a programme. Monitoring involves the continuous or periodic review at all levels to
ensure that programme activities, required programme actions, and programme goals are

proceeding according to plan. Evaluation, on the other hand, involves a systematic and objective

determination of how well the objectives of the programme are being achieved.

It should, also be emphasized that the organizational system for implementing a structural

adjustment programme is closely related to the performance of the programme. The monitoring

and evaluation system for the programme must therefore be closely related to the organizational

system whose principal decision makers need vital information about the performance of the
programme. The monitoring and evaluation system must, therefore, start by providing answers

to tie following information:

(1) Who needs the information?

(2) On what is the information needed?

(3) For what type of decision would the information be used?

However, from the answers to these questions will arise further questions such as:

(1) What type of information is needed?

(2) From what sources should the information be obtained?

v(3) How precise should the information be and how often should it be collected?
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(4) How should the information be collected and by whom?

(5) How will the information be processed and analyzed?

(6) How will the information be reported and to whom?

(7) How long will the data collection, processing, and reporting take?

(8) What staff and equipment be required?

(9) How much will it cost?
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X. COORDINATING AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Effective planning for agriculture involves a lot more than just planning for the Ministry of

Agriculture alone. A planning process aimed at attaining economic adjustment and

transformation must involve a lot more than just planning for the attainment of the targets

identified in the plan or programme because the activities of the Ministry influence and are, in

turn, influenced by the prevailing production, consumption, and exchange systems whose

component parts are inter-dependent and must interact in a carefully coordinated manner, if the

overall objectives of the programme are to be attained.

Effective coordination is therefore vital in ensuring that the physical and structural links

between and among the various productive sectors, which are essential for promoting the mutual

interdependence so vital for structural transformation in Africa, are installed. In this regard,

there would be need to coordinate agricultural policies within the agricultural sector itself,

between the agricultural sector and the other sectors of the economy and among countries in the

region. The nature of these coordination is discussed in the rest of this section.

Coordinating Policies in the Agricultural Sector

Although one of the major objectives of structural adjustment programmes is to increase

agricultural production and incomes, the scope of the Ministry of Agriculture's involvement in

agriculture goes beyond simply planning for agricultural growth. It should involve the total

environment in which the farmer operates.

This environment can be divided into two elements: technical and human. The technical

element determines the types and physical potential of livestock, crop, and non-farm enterprises,

and includes physical and biological factors that can be modified to some extent by the farmer

himself or through the intervention of the government.

The human element is characterised by two types of factors: exogenous and endogenous.

Exogenous factors (i.e. the social environment) which are largely outside the control of the

individual farmer influence what he will and/or is able to do. They can be divided into three

broad groups:

(a) Community structures, norms and beliefs.

(b) External institutions. These can be subdivided into two main groups: inputs and
outputs. On the input side, extension, credit and input distribution systems are often

financed and managed by government agencies. On the output side, the government

may directly (e.g. marketing boards) or indirectly (e.g. improved evacuation routes,

transportation systems, etc.) influence the prices farmers receive.

(c) Miscellaneous influences, such as population density and location.
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The schematic diagram depicted in the figure above shows the farming system as comprising

a set ofproduction and consumption units composed of crop, livestock and off-farm sub-systems,

each with a complex interaction of interdependent component parts.

A farm within the context of the description above could be viewed as an enterprise or

activity of one or more individuals, usually a family unit with only some or all members

participating for part or most of the time in farm work or non-farm work. Thus, a farming
system could consist of one or more sub-systems each of which is differentiated from others in

terms of the following elements:

(a) Physio-chemical, i.e. soils, water, climate, nutrients, etc.

(b) Biological, i.e. crop plant, animals, pests, etc.

(c) Socio-economic, i.e. labour, markets, preferences, religion, etc.

(d) Technological, i.e. tools, machines, practices, etc.

(e) Managerial, i.e. knowledge, decision making, etc.

These elements in interaction, determine the prevailing production, and exchange process. There

is therefore need to coordinate all the policies that impinge on the inter-relations of all the

interacting components which make up the farming system of each country: the land itself and

the structure of farms and fields imposed on it; the climatic and soil fertility influence which

operate; the labour resources that are available and how they are used; the capital available for

farm investment and how it is used; and the relationships with input delivery, marketing

services, credit, extension, etc.

Coordinating Policies Between the Agricultural

Sector and Other Sectors

The interdependence between agriculture and the other productive sectors of the economy

is so pervasive that neither the agricultural sector alone nor the other sectors by themselves can

be successfully developed without the effective growth of each sector. For example, industrial
expansion is a function of an increasing and more equitable structure of rural income distribution

since rural prosperity improves the effective demand for industrial goods locally and extends the

internal market for these goods. On the other side, industry contributes to agricultural

development by supplying inputs, such as fertilizers and appropriate equipments and machinery

as well as a market for agricultural raw materials and food, to the agricultural sector.

Furthermore, surplus agricultural population is absorbed into the industrial sector as agricultural

productivity increases and the agricultural sector becomes more efficient.
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As adjustment and structural transformation takes place in the agricultural sector, activities

relating to adjustments in the other sectors would also be taking place. Some of the important

consequences of adjustments and structural transformation of agriculture include: increase in the

non-agricultural population; changes in the distribution of the population which, in turn, requires

adjustments in the distribution of economic and social services; and increases in farm

productivity if living standards are to be maintained.

All these changes will bid for the share of available resources and this is why a National

Structural Adjustment Programme must be more than just an aggregation of distinct sectoral

programmes. The agricultural programme must be coordinated with development in other

sectors so that the overall economy can be developed along the intended lines without

breakdowns, interruptions, and discontinuities. There is, therefore, need to coordinate

agricultural policy formulations and changes and project and programme developments with

comparable developments in other sectors of the economy. What this means is that procedures

must be established to enable planned policies, projects, and institutions to be reformulated,

modified, eliminated and refitted as viable and productive links are established between the

agricultural sectors and the various productive sectors of the economy.

Coordination of the policies of the agricultural sector with those of the other sectors is

therefore vital for ensuring that agricultural workers and those working in the other sectors will

increasingly use and process local resources and raw materials, to produce an expanding variety

of goods, that would step-by-step raise their standards of living while, at the same time, attaining

the objectives of the National Structural Adjustment Programmes.

Procedures for Coordinating Agricultural Development Policies

The importance of vertical and horizontal coordination of agricultural policies in National

Structural Adjustment Programmes derives first from the dominant role that the agricultural

sector plays in African agriculture, and secondly from the interdependent nature of the

relationship between the agricultural sector and other sectors in the process of agricultural and

overall economic development.

The fact that many structural adjustment programmes in African countries have experienced

considerable difficulties in achieving their intended objectives and most have either failed

completely to achieve their prescribed targets or have ended up attaining unintended impact

could be largely ascribed to insufficient coordination (Abalu, 1990). Much of these difficulties

can be ascribed to incompatibilities within planning in the agricultural sector and between

planning in the agricultural sector and planning in the other sectors of the economy. Insufficient

coordination in these areas has often resulted in serious repercussions with respect to production,

marketing, consumption, trade, research, etc. while the production and service aspects of the

farming system, long under-recognized in the economic and rural development process, has also

suffered serious consequences of incompatibilities of policies. For example, compared to

their urban large scale counterparts, small scale firms (under 50 workers) require less capital,
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utilize apprenticeship programmes which have community-wide benefits in terms of skill
formation and realistic training, and offer broad opportunities for employment. While most

structural adjustment programmes give recognition to the importance of the rural non-farm,

small-scale sector, due to insufficient coordination, the benefits of the programmes usually

accrue mostly to the large capital-intensive, usually urban firms at the expense of these small

firms. This bias usually rise as a result of lack of coordination among tariff structures, foreign

exchange rates, credit policies, and wage policies which, in turn, result in serious implications

for capital formation in the agricultural and rural sectors, income generation and equity in

economic opportunities.

Suggested procedures for improving the coordination of agricultural policies are presented

below. As the coordination required differs somewhat between planning and implementation of

plans, they are considered separately.

Coordination in Planning

(1) Interactions between planners and government officials on the one hand, and the

politicians as well as the community leaders of the millions of farmers and rural
dwellers whose lives the structural adjustment programmes are designed to improve,

on the other hand, regarding the general direction of the country's development and

the role of the agricultural and rural component of the process.

(2) Coordination between the national planning agencies (or Ministries) and planning

units of specialized ministries on departments, preferably with the involvement of

appropriate academic leaders of universities and research institutes, to promote

understanding of premises and philosophy of intended direction of the reform

programme.

(3) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Planning units of other

specialized departments and national leadership of relevant associations/groups on

the content and intention of the programme which, through communication to their

membership will help build local support for the programme at all levels.

(4) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Central Planning Agency

and its field offices so as to maximize the use of local insights of both government

and private individuals, regarding the balance of measures/investments among

different functional areas and among immediately productive, deferred productive,

and welfare measures.

(5) Coordination between the headquarters of the Ministry of Agriculture with its field

offices to monitor resource flows and the progress with infrastructural support.
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(6) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Central Planning Agency

and its field offices to assure close monitoring and on-going and final evaluations of

programme and project activities with timely feedback for altering plans, policies,

and programme structure.

(7) Coordination between planners at the Ministry of Agriculture and those at the

regional, district, and community levels to assure the workability of the component

parts of the programme and to assure administrative commitments at all levels for

the implementation of the various aspects of the programme.

(8) Coordination between the planning authorities in the Ministry of Agriculture and the

Central Planning Agency and counterpart budgetary personnel at all levels to assure

adequate and timely resource support.

Coordination in Administration

(1) Coordination of administrative procedures at all levels consistent with the objectives

of the programme.

(2) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and field offices in reviewing the

effects of programme activities and policies on individual and groups and taking

action to correct anomalies.

(3) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and national education and training

institutes to help assure availability of adequate skills for all individuals involved

with the programme.

(4) Coordination between the field offices of the Ministry of Agriculture with regional,

district, and village offices in shaping programme implementation and stimulate the

capacity of the farmers and rural dwellers in building economic, social, political, and

cultural infrastructures and institutions in support of the objectives of the

programme.

(5) Coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and other government agencies to

ensure that each employee in the Ministry of Agriculture and in the agencies is

offered a perspective on his or her role and the expectations from him or her in the

total effort at implementing the programme. Coordination would also be required

here in developing a personnel system which provides individual rewards as well as

penalties which will help generate an efficient, sensitive, and responsible

bureaucracy.
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XI. STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES AND AFRICAN

AGRICULTURAL PLANNING

The Economic Environment of Agricultural Development

Although all African governments have intervened actively in their economies, most of them

could be said to have followed a strategy that was essentially capitalist in nature, following

independence. As a result, a number of international institutions established to promote the

economies of developing countries which choose to develop along capitalist lines have attempted

to assist these countries in their development efforts. The most important and influential of these

institutions are the IMF and the World Bank.

However, when in the early 1980, an economic and financial crisis engulfed the African

continent those countries who had chosen, since independence, to adopt an essentially capitalist

strategy were not spared. This created considerable concern among the officials of both the II IF

and the World Bank, which in turn prompted a special study on the economic development

problems of countries in Africa and an appropriate programme for helping them. The report

(World Bank, 1981) concluded that the crisis arose basically from domestic policy deficiencies

in the post-independence period and recommended that these policies must be changed if African

countries are to lift themselves out of the crisis.

This prognosis is in line with the Fund and Bank's traditional position concerning the need

to maintain internal and external imbalances through the adoption of stabilization and adjustment

programmes. The aims of the Fund's support for adjustment programme? are prescribed by its

Articles of Agreement. These call for the expansion and balanced growth of world trade as a

means toward the promotion and maintenance of high employment and real income levels as well

as toward the development of the productive resources of member countries. The Fund seeks

to fulfil this aim by fostering economic and financial cooperation among member countries in

a setting of exchange stability and orderly exchange arrangements, and in the context of a liberal

system of multilateral payments. To this end, it makes resources available to its members in

support of their efforts to correct maladjustments in their balance of payments. This leverage

is applied to African economies mostly through conditionalities. These conditionalities define

the rules and regulations, generally, relating to macro-economic policies, which countries have

to abide by in order to qualify for financial assistance from these institutions.

Conditionality was formally incorporated into the Articles of Agreement of the IMF in 1969.

Today, conditionally has become the important dominant factor in the adjustment and

stabilization programmes of about two-thirds of countries in sub-Saharan Africa. It has been

suggested that the growth in the importance of conditionally is due to three factors. Firstly, an

acute foreign exchange crisis developed in many countries, leading to rapid increases in the

number of countries having fund problems. Secondly, there had been a marked rise in the

proportion of "high conditionally" facilities which formed about one-quarter to one-third of

lending in the 1970s but which rose to over three-quarters in the 1980s during which period the
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Bank's Structural Adjustment Loans were initiated. Thirdly, "cross conditionally" was

developed with lending from the World Bank and other financial groupings such as the Paris and

London clubs being made conditional on countries reaching an agreement with the IMF (Stewart,

1987).

The advent and growing importance of cross conditionalities demonstrates the strength of the

international financial network to exert overt pressures on African economies. The dependence

of the economies of African countries to these conditionalities did not come about as an accident.

Rather, it was part of the inevitable outcome of the 1944 Bretton Woods meeting during which

John Meynard Keynes, in order to establish a link between the IMF and the World Blank,

argued that "the Board of the Fund should be composed of cautious bankers and that of the Bank

of imaginative expansionists (Killick, 1987). Today, IMF and World Bank programmes in

Africa are still guided by these philosophies.

This philosophy of a marriage between cautions banking and imaginative expansionism was

given momentum in 1974 with the introduction of the Extended Fund Facilities (promoted by

an African member of the Executive Board) and again in 1979 when Structural Adjustment

Loans (SAL) and other forms of policy related lending were introduced. Killick (1984), reports

that this move was intended to establish conversion between the two institutions in order to fill

the gap between short-term balance of payment support by the Fund and medium-and long-term

project lending by the bank. The effect of the trend towards convergence of the two institutions

has been a movement by the Bank into policy related lending through the SALs and sectoral

loans which carry similar conditions while the Fund has increasingly added supply side to the

conventional demand side conditionality. As a result, macro-economic policies in African

countries have come to be strongly influenced by both the IMF and World Bank policies.

This influence started as far back as the 1970's when an increasing number of African

countries began to put in place stabilization programmes and, from 1980, structural adjustment

programmes (SAPs). Between 1980 and 1988, thirty three African countries had standby

arrangement facilities and twelve had extended fund facilities from the IMF, and fifteen had

structural adjustment loans from the World Bank (ECA, 1989).

The IMF has been instrumental in the design and financing of these stabilization and

adjustment programmes in Africa. The objectives of the programmes have included:

(1) Reduction in the current accounts of balance of payments; and

(2) Achievement of a balance between government expenditure and revenue.

The World Bank, on the other hand, has specialized in Structural Adjustment Leading (SAL)

in support of Structural Adjustment Programmes. The principal policy objectives of these

programmes include:
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(1) Reduction in the size of the public sector and improvements in its management;

(2) Elimination of price distortions in various sectors of the economy;

(3) Increasing trade liberalization; and

(4) Promotion of domestic savings in the public and private sectors.

The principal policy instruments that both the Fund and the Bank have used in their

stabilization and adjustment programmes have included:

(1) Exchange rate adjustment, mainly through devaluation;

(2) Interest rate policy designed to promote domestic savings and more efficient

allocation of resources;

(3) Control of money supply and credit;

(4) Fiscal Policy aimed at reducing government expenditure and deficit financing;

(5) Trade and payments liberalization; and

(6) Deregulation of prices of goods, services, and factor inputs.

The Model of Structural Adjustment in the Agricultural Sector

Because the agricultural sector usually plays the most important role in most African

economies in terms of employment, Gross domestic Product (GDP), exports, imports, inputs for

industry and as an important source of revenue for the government budget, it has usually

featured prominently in both Fund-supported and Bank-funded Structural Adjustment

Programmes. These programmes are usually supported by the Fund's stand-by arrangements

and the Bank's sector-based loan programmes (SECAL). Both arrangements have the common

objective of encouraging the implementation of policy reforms which rely mainly on the policy

instruments listed above.

The analytical framework within which the agricultural sector is considered in these

programmes has been outlined by Johnson (1989). The framework lays emphasis on the internal

terms of trade of agriculture and the supply response of producers in the agricultural sector.

The basic model that articulates this relationship makes the following assumptions:
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(1) That the agricultural sector can be viewed as comprising a group of households that

may consume part of their agricultural goods and allocate their time between leisure,

agricultural work, and non-agricultural pursuits thus emphasizing the point that it is

marketed surplus and not simply total output that is the focus of the typical

adjustment programme.

(2) That the agricultural sector uses bank credit either directly for marketing operations

involving outputs and inputs such as fertilizers, or indirectly, by farmers through

marketing agents and other middlemen.

(3) That a number of factors such as weather, technical assistance, and extension

services, which are not usually captured through the producer price variable, are

nonetheless important in the adjustment process.

(4) That domestic marketing (including transportation) cost are important in the

adjustment process.

The model considers the agricultural sector as a set of producing and consuming households

with a balance sheet represented by the following equation:

p \ai p y q a

° ■ f*-tL'rt'"tyf* «•>

such that, l^ ~ L - N + X, + LM

where Q = real agricultural output

Pn = price of non-agricultural commodity

Pa = price of agricultural commodity

V = non-labour variable inputs, such as fertilizer

Wfl = nominal wage rate in agriculture

Pv = price of other variable input - e.g., fertilizer

Sfl = savings of agricultural households in financial intermediaries
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Ym- non-farm, non-labour income of farmers (e.g. interest earnings on bank savings)

Wn - non-agricultural wage rate (relevant for agricultural households)

Ln, = labour supplied to non-agricultural sector by farmers

L - total labour used in production of Q

N - total agricultural household time available

X! = leisure taken by agricultural households

Xn = agricultural households' consumption of the non-agricultural commodity

Xa = agricultural households' consumption of Q

A = physical assets (land, capital)

1^ as rental on physical assets

Lp = non-family labour

The equation states that the total produce of agricultural households plus income obtained by
working in the non-agricultural sector plus non-labour, non-agricultural income received, are

used up in the purchases of non-agricultural commodities (XJ, non-family labour (Lp), physical
variable inputs (V), and physical assets (A), plus consumption of their own output QQ and

accumulation of bank assets through savings (SJ.

Defining total output (Q) as the sum of marketed surplus (QJ and subsistence or own

consumption (X>) as follows:

Q = Qm + X, (2)

and also defining the value added in agriculture VAa as the difference between total output (Q)
and the real cost of purchased inputs as follows:

Y±* n-^V^L (3)
P P P p
1a a a
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The model presents the real value added as a function of output and factor prices as follows:

Appropriate manipulations of Equations (1) to (4) results in (seen Johnson, 1989, for details)

the following fundamental equation which specifies the marketed output as a function of

variables that are often incorporated in the adjustment programmes:

Qm - Q«{PPPPrs>p;p;

where

rs = real interest earned on savings in financial institutions

Dca = stock of domestic credit extended to agriculture

i, = interest rate charged on agricultural loans

ma = transport and other marketing costs per unit of Qm

It should, however, be pointed out that not all the variable included in the above equation

are considered in all the Fund's or Bank's adjustment programmes. The particular choice of

variable usually depends on the institutional, political, and social conditions obtaining in the

country (Johnson, 1989).

A number of criticisms have been levelled against the above model including the following:

(1) That model is not well suited or adaptable to African economic conditions;

(2) The global economic system in which the model would operate best is structured to

benefit the rich, the financially strong, the creditors, and the producers of complex

goods and services and damage the poor, the financially weak, the debtors and the

producers of primary products;

(3) That external imbalance is normally a consequence of internal imbalance and/or

exogenous shocks and, as such, can be a misleading starting pol/* r^r analysis as

opposed to the problem which must be solved;
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(4) That although, the macro-economic significance of agriculture in Africa today and

the impact of macro-economic policy and performance on agriculture are

indisputable, the model attempts to move primarily from macro-economic to sectoral

to micro, and to concentrate on monetary indicators and tools without an equally

strong micro to sectoral to macro aggregative build-up focusing on real magnitudes,

variables, and policy instruments.

(5) The emphasis on performance by the model tends to downgrade other targets and the

tools/resources devoted to attaining progress towards them.

Components of Structural Adjustment Programmes

Structural Adjustment Programmes are usually operationalized through Structural Adjustment

Lending (SAL) or Sector Adjustment Lending (SECAL). The distinction between the two types

of lending is nor always clear in Africa. Both seek major reform in policies and institutions *.nd

since agriculture dominates most African economics, the main distinction between the two relates

mostly to scope and complexity.

In general, these lending programmes usually have four major component parts as follows

(Bishay, 1991):

1. A statement of structural objectives to be achieved in five to ten years (e.g. , increasing

non-traditional exports by a given percentage; reducing the rate of growth of total energy

use and of imported energy by given amounts; increasing agricultural output by a given

amount; reducing food imports by a given amount, etc.).

2. A statement of the measures that will be taken over approximately five years to achieve

these objective, e.g., reducing the level of trade protection and reforming its pattern on

the basis of comparative advantage; increasing the real price of energy; altering the terms

of trade between agricultural and non-agricultural sectors; undertaking major changes in

the organization of agricultural marketing, including the respective roles of the public and

private sectors, etc.

3. A specific and monitorable set of actions to be taken by the government either before the

SAL operation is approved or during the disbursement period, e.g., one or more cuts in

tariffs on imports, introduction of specified export-promotion schemes; elimination of

certain or all quantitative restrictions on trade; removal of all or part of price subsidies,

specified increase in agricultural producer prices, etc.

(4) An agreed-upon, quickly disbursable, amount of foreign exchange to finance

imports, not linked in advance to specific investment programmes with the purpose

of providing balance of payments support to the borrower during programme

implementation. The disbursement of each operation under SAL is typically
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tranched in order to ensure both that the adjustment programme in general is on

track and that specific measures included in the programme of action are actually

carried out. r:y,%; oo-

The policy measures that drive these various components of SAL do vary from country to

country but usually include the following (Bishay, 1991):

(1) Price Policy

Agriculture prices

producer prices to be increased

input prices to be increased (i.e., decreased input subsidies) .-.. ■... ■,.

Industrial good's prices to raised ; ■ -

Energy prices to be raised

State enterprise prices to be raised

Decontrol of consumer prices to be introduced (i.e., reduced consumer subsidies).

(2) Trade Policies '■

Export Promotion

(a) Financial incentives -■■ - '^

^ Adjust exchange rate (devaluation^ :u k c^

- Reduce export duties or taxes

- Relax export quotas or regulations

- Introduce export subsidies - i ,■ : ,.

- Introduce other financial incentives

- Improve domestic or foreign exchanges working capital

and credit arrangements for exporters'n^: ,v >. ■: ^
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- Allow duty-free imports for exporters

(b) Institutional

- Establish/enhance export development fund

- Establish/enhance export promotion agency

- Establish export processing/free-trade zones

Import Liberalization

- Remove quotas or licensing restrictions

- Rationalize tariffs and protection

- Change import regulations/procedures

(3) Fiscal and Monetary Policies

(government Revenues

- Improve collection, compliance

- Increase general tax and set revenue targets

- Shift to ad-valorem from specific taxes

- Index certain tax rates

- Introduce tax reforms

- Provide tax incentives to business

Government Expenditures

Set specific expenditure targets

Rationalize public investment

Cut current expenditure (reduction of subsidies), wage/hiring reduction

Set limits on transfers to state enterprises

Improve monitoring and control of public expenditures

Deficit

- Set specific targets

Public Investment
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- Establish payback rule for project choice

- Carry out thorough preparation of investment plans

- Introduce/enhance privatization

Monetary and Credit Policies

Set limits to public sector credit

Decontrol or establish higher ceilings on interest rates

External Debt Management

- Set limits on new foreign borrowing

- Improve monitoring and control

(4) Public Enterprises/Institutional Reform

Increase efficiency of public sector enterprises

Reduce rules and regulations (i.e., minimize bureaucracy)

Introduce major reforms to agricultural institutions, e.g.,

- marketing boards

- extension services

Undertake comprehensive agriculture sector analyses

Carry out energy and other sector studies.

Lessons from the Application of SAP's in Africa

One thing that is very clear is that the existence of macro-economic imbalance in an economy

is a necessary condition for the promotion of agricultural growth and development. Whenever

macro-economic disequilibria occurs in an economy, it makes logical economic sense to embark

on economic adjustment processes to restore the economy to equilibrium. In this regard,

appropriate macro-economic policies are needed to restore the economy to a sustained and

sustainable state of macro-economic equilibrium. However, for the structural adjustment process

to be beneficial to any African economy, stabilization and adjustment processes must be designed

in a generalized framework of structural economic transformation. This is because the Structural

characteristics identifiable with the pattern of production, consumption and exchange of the

African economy constitute the most fundamental causes of its underdevelopment and

retrogression (ECA, 1989).
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Every African economy, therefore, needs to be transformed rather than simply stabilized and

adjusted if the on-going crisis is to be alleviated. The most crucial macro-economic and human

questions here of direct relevance to the agricultural sector include (Green 1989): How can the

trend rate of food production be raised ? How can dependable, rising levels of inputs into

domestic manufacturing be achieved ? How can earned input capacity (the counterpart and basic

purpose of exports) be sustained ? How can increases in net farm household incomes be best

obtained 7 How can malnutrition be reduced ? How can these goals be attained in a sustainable

way which neither pauperizes the rest of society thereby rending the social fabric and sowing

the seeds of its own destruction, nor destroys the ecological context of its own survival ?

A number of lessons can be learnt from past experiences in the implementation of SAP's in

Africa that would be useful in ensuring that the questions raised above are successfully addressed

in future planning efforts aimed at establishing and maintaining macro-economic equilibria and

stability in African economies.

The key macro-economic policy areas in orthodox SAP's for achieving the objectives of

agricultural development in African countries described above can be broadly grouped under:

exchange rate policies, pricing policies, credit policies, fiscal policies, and institutional policies.

Some useful lessons concerning the implementation of these policies are discussed briefly in the

rest of this section.

Exchange rate policy

One of the most important instruments of Fund and Bank supported SAP's is the real

exchange rate. Policies are generally designed to lower the real exchange rate by attempting to

reduce the prices of non-traded (domestic) goods relative to the prices of traded goods (Johnson,

1989). This is because Balance of Payments deficits in most African countries have traditionally

been associated with over-valued exchange rates.

Economic theory informs us that, under the right conditions, devaluation could help

strengthen the Balance of Payments. To the extent that agriculture is a principal producer of

tradeable goods, devaluation can also help change the structure of prices in favour of improved

production incentives for formers thus influencing the productive structure of the agricultural

economy. The so called "Dutch" disease provides us with an additional example of the influence

of the exchange rate on the agricultural sector. The "Dutch" disease is said to occur when a

dominant booming export sector lures the government into setting and maintaining an exchange

rate at a level much higher than would otherwise be the case. The net result is a reduction in

the international competitiveness of other export products as well as of products competing with

imports in the local market. When the dominant sector finally crumbles, the rest of the economy

crashes with it. Zambia provides a good example of this.

The fact is that both Balance of Payment and the agricultural sector are capable of benefiting

from an exchange rate policy that, at least, avoids large over-valuation of the local currency, if
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the prevailing conditions are right. The impact of an active exchange rate policy on the

agricultural sector, under African conditions, will depend on whether the increases in local

currency made possible by devaluations are passed on to the farmers. Experience would,

however, suggest that while devaluation is likely to raise the volume of agricultural export, its

effect on agricultural products produced for local consumption is, at best, doubtful. Even in the

case of export products, the declining real world prices and shrinking market shares faced by

them would likely result in continued sharp falls in their prices engineered by continuing

conditions of oversupply in the face of.ipw global demand growth trend and low price elasticities

of demand. :: :

Other economic conditions peculiar to African situations also prevent the anticipated benefits

from an active exchange rate policy from being achieved. In Malawi, for example, the

expenditure switching effects of currency devaluations have been minimized by the fact that

production in both industry and agriculture has been import-dependent. The marketing structure

was also so imperfect that any gains, except in the case of tea, sugar and a few non-traditional

exports, did not trickle down to the producer. Industry too was monopolistic and produced

mainly non-luxury goods. It is therefore apparent that these are hardly conditions under which

the supply side effects arising from an exchange rate action would be maximized.

Under such conditions, a generalized currency devaluation could lead to socially

unsupportable increases in the prices of critical goods and services, increases in the domestic

cost of imported inputs which will undermine capacity utilization, the unleashing of general

inflation, the diversion of scarce foreign exchange to speculative activities resulting in increased

Capital flight, worsening income distribution patterns, and the undermining of growth resulting

in the structural entrenchment of traditional export through price incentives for such commodities

or "tradeables" (ECA, 1989).

The liberalization of imports could also lead to greater and more entrenched external

dependence and to more binding foreign exchange constraints which would end up in a vicious

circle being created with increased Balance of Payments deficits preventing agricultural growth,

which in turn further weakness the Balance of Payments position of the country.

The lesson to be learnt from the above analysis is that the most effective exchange rate action

is likely to be the one that is supportive and not in itself the major tool of adjustment.

Consequently, the appropriate foreign exchange rate action must be accompanied by corrective

measures to remove the bottlenecks which would prevent such action from having its maximum

beneficial impact on the economy in general an4 the agricultural sector in particular.

Furthermore, African experience with devaluation wouldj suggest that there is need for a policy

of managed flexibility in national currency devaluation rather than the more popular but more

problematic and less effective operation of an excessively large devaluation in one swoop.
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Pricing Policy

Inappropriate pricing of agricultural products has traditionally been considered by orthodox

SAP's as one of the important domestic policy deficiency responsible for the economic crisis

facing Africa. Hence the need for pricing policy reforms. It is argued that agricultural prices

have been held down in the past deliberately by African governments so as to provide cheap

food for their urban dwellers who are more politically vocal and active. The prices of the

principal export crops are also said to have been deliberately depressed by state intervention by

way of export duties and compulsory procurement at low set prices which have resulted in

reduced incentive for farmers to produce more.

The conclusion, therefore, has been that state administered real prices for the agricultural

sector have been kept lower than the equilibrium level under free market conditions and that the

way to significantly increase the value added in the agricultural sector would be to allow all

prices to be freely determined in a free market situation.

The main objective of the pricing policy reform measures is to try to get agricultural prices

"right" by depending more on market forces. There are several implications for this reform

measure. First, available statistics on supply response in sub-Saharan African agriculture,

suggest that the deviation between so called administered prices and so called market prices only

accounts for 10 per cent of agricultural growth (Green, 1989). In other words, 90 per cent of

changes in agricultural output in sub-Saharan Africa is often explained by other non-price causal

factors. Second, the general evidence from Africa and from elsewhere is that farmers mostly

respond to changes in relative prices especially when the commodity involved is a small part of

their total holdings and any attempt to increase the output of agricultural products by raising all

agricultural prices are unlikely to succeed in soliciting aggregative increases in marketed-supply.

Thirdly, although African farmers are known to be price-responsive, at least with respect to their

individual annual crops which are planted for sale and based on expected prices, aggregate

agricultural output price elasticities are usually quite low. In any case, a good amount of the
food crops, livestock and to some extent, export crops produced in most African countries are

known to be marketed outside the official channels' administered prices which deviate from the

market clearing prices significantly.

However, regardless of their price-elasticities African farmers are unlikely to raise

agricultural output much if the other important causal factors other than official prices which

affect agricultural growth are not attended to. Inadequate supplies of inputs, poor rural road

networks and lack of other rural infrastructures, ineffective rural institutions such as extension,

applied research and credit, and lack of incentive goods in rural areas have played a larger role

in past inadequate performance of the agricultural sectors in Africa than the domestic agricultural

price trends.

In this regards, the experiences of African countries with SAP would suggest that price

adjustments alone and by themselves will not lead to a higher equilibrium level of output. On
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the contrary excessive dependence on market forces for getting the prices "right" in structurally

distorted and imperfect market situations is likely to lead to a worsening of the inflation situation

through sharp rises in production costs and mark-ups, cause deviation from desirable production

and consumption patterns and priorities, and derail the entire adjustment process. Furthermore,

simple-minded price reform measures are likely to do very little to help the majority of small-

scale farmers who usually need help the most since almost all the benefits from higher prices

depend or marketed and not total output. The policy instruments to articulate pricing policy

reform measures must therefore be deliberately designed and administered to ensure that small

scale farmers fully participate and benefit from any positive impact from increased agricultural

prices.

Institutional Policies

Several forms of institutional arrangements in support of the agricultural sector are in

operation in African countries. Several of these institutions are run by the government, others

by the private sector, and the rest by quasi private organizations, such as cooperatives. The

main objectives of policy reform measures here are to make these institutions more responsive

to market forces, more accountable, and more cost effective. The main policies are directed at

reforming existing public procurement and marketing bodies and improving the provision of

public and private enterprise services. The policy instruments include measures to enhance

privatization within agriculture, measures to increase farmers' access to agricultural credit

including obtaining foreign funds to support trade by farmers, and measures to revitalize other

institutional services such as the provision of extension services, the distribution and delivery

of agricultural inputs, and the provision of storage and milling capacities.

With regards privatization, the lesson to be learnt from past efforts in Africa is that attempts

to apply it in a doctrinaire manner is likely to undermine growth and the transformation of the

economy and jeopardize social welfare and human conditions. It is insufficient to simply assume

that private enterprise competing to maximize profits will automatically lead to optimal resource

allocation for the country. The fact is that most private enterprises operating under the

structurally distorted and imperfect market situations in Africa, often seek to maximize short-

term profits and, in the process, invest in ways that reproduce existing distorted resource-

allocation patterns. Transnational corporations and financial institutions have a record in Africa

of typically ignoring local and regional development needs by investing in the export of cheap

raw materials or the assembly of a limited array of capital-intensive manufactures, thus

aggravating external dependence and undermining employment of local resources (Seidman,

1988).

It is for these reasons that the private sector in African economies has traditionally been

viewed as representing unpopular and exploitative minority interests and many governments have

tended to avoid the political and economic implications of policy changes which favour such

interests.
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The fact is that there is no guarantee that unplanned free-market operations will solve the
institutional problems of many African countries. Experience will suggest that there have been

in the past and there will continue to be in the future, areas of free-market and government

successes and failures. The record in Africa show that some of the most successful institutional

services have been provided by governments who knew precisely in which areas to intervene and

how to intervene efficiently. On the other hand, the provision of inadequate institutional support
services for agriculture have also often resulted from circumstances of excessive government
intervention, and unwise or inefficient intervention.

There is no doubt that, for a genuine structural transformation of the economy to take place,
the society as a whole has to be mobilized and their creative potential to employ their own skills

and resources stimulated. The role played by effective community action in the liberation

struggles in Zimbabwe are well known and provide useful insights as to how the people's private

or semi-private efforts can be harnessed in service to themselves and to their countries (Seidman
1988).

Fiscal Policies

The main objective of fiscal reform measures in SAP's in Africa is to attain stability in the

fiscal accounts of the governments concerned. The usual policy instruments used include

expenditure cuts and a rationalization of government investment with a view to promoting private

investment. In the agricultural sector, the policies have usually involved the removal of

production and food subsidies and government investments aimed at increasing the share of
agriculture in GDP.

The effect of these policy reform measures on the agricultural sector have depended on how

the reduction in government expenditures were carried out and the balance that emerged among

fixed capital, working capital, and recurrent spending in the agricultural sector. In many

African situations, the needed government fixed capital formation in agriculture is usually in the
construction of rural infrastructures and the provision of services such as marketing, storage and

processing rather than in explicit direct investments in agriculture.

The budgetary cuts involved in most of the SAP's in Africa have usually been very drastic

especially with respect to expenditures and subsidies on social services and essential goods.

These cuts have, therefore, often ended up undermining the human conditions, the enabling
environment, and the future potential for the development of the sector. For example,

expenditures on health, education and rural amenities are important requirements for sustained

and sustainable increases in agricultural production and productivity, yet these are the first areas

that have suffered most from across-the-board cuts in expenditures called for by the fiscal reform
measures in most SAP's.

Some of the fiscal reform measures have also limited the effectiveness of other agricultural

policies contained in the SAP policy package. In Zambia, for example, the removal of subsidies
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on smallholder fertilizer procurement resulted in increasing prices of a critical input in the face

of sticky prices for the crops needing fertilizer. The passing on of these incremental costs to

the farmers, at a time when major productivity gains especially for maize were not being

achieved, only succeeded in raising production costs and discouraging the farmers from

increasing production.

What all these point to is the need for budgetary reductions called for in fiscal reform

measures to always endeavour to strike the right balance between public expenditures on directly

productive agricultural activities in the economy and on expenditures on social services that

enhance the human capital of rural people as well as those involving public transfers which are

vital to the well-being of rural people either directly as in the case of food subsidies or indirectly

with cash transfers that supplement their incomes.

With regards agricultural investments, it has been suggested that, the emerging balance

among fixed capital, working capital (credit, input supplies) and recurrent expenditure

(extension, statistics, agricultural research) in any adjustment exercise, should be informed by

the fact that in previous SAP's, non-wage recurrent expenditures (statistics, extension, research)

and working capital (credit, input supplies, etc.) were relatively underfunded compared to fixed

capital formation in the agricultural sector (Green, 1989).

Adapting SAP's to Africa's Agricultural Development Needs

Economic theory informs us that economic stabilization and adjustment are necessary

processes particularly in agriculture when macro-economic disequilibria occur. Such

disequilibria usually originate from the following (Killick, 1985):

(1) The impact of international forces, such as a non-temporary worsening in the terms

of trade;

(2) Other "exogenous shocks' of more domestic origin, such as droughts resulting in

harvest failures;

(3) Fundamental structural weaknesses in the domestic economy, which may result in

a chromic tendency for the demand for imports to grow more rapidly than the

capacity to earn foreign exchange;

(4) Policy mistakes such as the neglect of exports or the excessive expansion of domestic

demand.

The analysis in the preceding sections, however, cautions us that stabilization is meaningless

without adjustment and that adjustment, in turn, is likely to be ineffective in the African context

without economic transformation. There is now enough evidence to suggest that orthodox

stabilization and adjustment programmes in Africa have not been successful in attaining recovery
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from the economic crisis confronting the continent because they have failed to bring about the

needed socio-economic transformation.

The fact is that most SAP's in Africa have essentially been ill-adapted to the African situation

which is characterized by weak production structures, imperfect markets and weak linkages

among the productive sectors. These orthodox SAP's have concentrated on achieving internal

and external financial balances at the expense of basic structural factors that are important for

both economic growth and socio-economic transformation and have benignly ignored or

marginalized the important macro-economic linkages between the various productive sectors.

For example, in the income generating process, these programmes have traditionally ignored the

important forces of domestic demand as they mainly focus on the production of primary export

commodities. Furthermore, the model of conventional stabilization and adjustment programmes

ignores aspects of income distribution thereby marginalising the impact of the institutional set-up

especially with respect to the different socio-economic groups. Finally, by focusing mainly on

the internal and external balances and changes in relative prices, the orthodox programmes leave

the important aspects of the critical needs and services, including productive employment, on

the periphery of the process of adjustment (ECA, 1989).

The Economic Commission for Africa believes that for the desired economic transformation

to take place in African countries, there is need to identify the principal positive and negative

factors impinging on development, the human and material resources whose constructive

interactions provide the dynamism for development, and the network of institutions that should

be fashioned to provide a suitable environment for the forces of change and development.

Furthermore, the possible interactions among the different elements during the processes of

adjustment with transformation would also need to be properly assessed so that appropriate

strategies and policies can be formulated and implemented. In this regard, the appropriate

adjustment planning must be transformation-oriented, must be more human-centred, must give

a more prominent role to internal productive forces and must involve a resource use pattern that

can transform the economy from a primarily exchange one to a production economy. The

appropriate planning for adjustment and transformation must also encourage an income

distribution process that ensures a greater and more effective involvement of all socio-economic

and institutional groups in the adjustment and transformation process. Finally, the planning must

also strive to meet the critical needs of the population by ensuring the production of essential

commodities and services, the production of essential factor inputs and the maintenance of

increased investment levels.

Following the example of Green (1989) an attempt is made below to sketch a modified

planning framework for adjustment with transformation that roughly parallels the Fund

programme areas analyzed above. The policy measures presented are grouped into those

applicable in the short, (12 months), medium (12 to 36 months) and long term (over 36 months).

Because policy measures often do not manifest themselves clearly before 36 months, the longer

term measures are of special importance in guarding against the more debilitating longer term
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misallocation of resources which are bound to arise when policy measures are used to force

agricultural results in the short and medium term.

^change Rate Policy

1.

- Should exchange rate policy reform measures become inevitable, putting into effect a

system of de facto multiple exchange rates in a rationalized manner for purposes of resource

transfers, resource mobilization, and reversing of capital flight and ensuring availability of

essential imports.

2. Medium-term

- When the system begins to pay-off in terms of more efficient resource transfers, increased

resource mobilization, and reversal of capital flight, the availability of essential imports, and

increased export volume, gradually move towards a system of unitary exchange rate/determined

by the prevailing economic realities of the country.

3. Long-term

- Completion of move to a viable unitary rate of exchange and maintain the viability of this

rate by the installation of an effective crawling peg or other such system/appropriate to the

requirements of the economy.

Pricing Policies

1. Short-term

- Removal of major illogicalities working against production of food for both local

consumption and export.

- The installation of an effective system of guaranteed minimum price for food and

agricultural products managed through strategic food reserves involving the principal

products produced in the country.

2. Medium-term

- Continue with short-term policies

- Differential export subsidies; removal of trade barriers; and encouraging barter

arrangements to boost intra-African trade.
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- Specific export incentives for processed export agricultural products and carefully

selected food crops.

- Bilateral and multilateral agreements on export and food products.

3. Long term

- Complete medium term measures.

- Mass education towards consumption of locally produced food items.

Institutional Policies

1. Short term

- Strengthening of agricultural research focused on production; emergency restoration and

strengthening of the national extension system, the national system for input delivery, and

the systems for the diffusion, application, and operationalization of agricultural research

results.

- Creation of adequately funded "supervised food production credit systems" in rural areas

with easy access to farmers in terms of limited collaterals, etc.

- Ensure adequate agricultural credit allocations especially to procurement, marketing,

processing and manufacturing.

- Emergency restoration and strengthening of existing rural roads, transport, storage, etc.

- Emergency restoration of the provision of basic rural services involving health, education

and water supply; plan workable strategy for moving to universal coverage.

- Institute emergency cost control measures for government parastatals; introduce effective

accounting and accountability structures.

2. Medium-term

- Creation and strengthening of rural financial institutions.

- restructure agricultural credit with special reference to women and to poor farmers;

create a special fund for loans at a subsidized rate for these groups of agricultural

operators.
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- Removal of subventions to parastatals other than those providing social services to rural

areas.

- Continue and complete short term policies.

3. Long-term

- Land reforms for better access and entitlement to land for productive use; enhancement

of the role of women as agents of change and the modernization of the food production

sector.

- Greater mass participation in decision making and implementation of agricultural

projects.

Fiscal Policies

1. Short-term

- Devote at least 20-25 percent of the total of public investment in agriculture.

- Allocation of an increasing share of foreign exchange for imports of vital inputs for

agriculture; expansion of agricultural employment and promotion of increased linkages

between agriculture and industry.

- Restoration of working capital (credit, operating inputs for ministry programmes, etc.)

and recurrent expenditures for rebuilding statistical, analytical, planning, and monitoring

capacity.

- Sectoral allocation of credit using guidelines that would favour the food sub-sector and

agro-industry.

- Use of selective nominal interest rates in such a way that interest rates on loans for
speculative activities would be greater than the rates on loans for productive activities,

and resulting in positive weighted real interest rates for savings.

- Expenditure - switching (without necessarily increasing total government spending) to

raise government outlays on the social sector, particularly those aspects of education,

health and the integration of women in the development process that are likely to increase

productivity such that an average of 30 per cent of total annual government outlays is

devoted to the social sectors; and thereafter maintain a growth rate in pubic outlays on

these sectors at above the population growth rate.
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- Enlarge the tax base, improving the efficiency and fairness of the tax system and

improving the probity of the tax collection machinery.

2. Medium-term

- Complete short-term policies.

- Reduction of government expenditure on non-productive activities as much as possible.

3. Long-term

- Build on policies of medium-term.
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